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AbstratA searh for neutral Higgs bosons, both in the Standard Model and theMinimal Supersymmetri Standard Model, using the DELPHI detetor atLEP with the data from the LEP runs in 1998, 1999, and 2000, is desribed.No signal was found, and 95% CL lower limits on the mass of the Higgs bosonwas found to be 114.3 GeV/2 in the SM ase. For the MSSM ase, limits aredependent on parameter hoie and the spei� MSSM benhmark, with themost onservative limits being 86.9 GeV/2 for mh0 , 89.3 GeV/2 for mA0,and the minimal exluded range for the tan� parameter being 0.91{2.36.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
The Standard Model (SM) of partile physis orretly desribes all urrentexperimental results, and is a very suessful theory of physis at the energiesat whih today's experiments operate. Ever sine the top quark was observedat the Tevatron in 1995, the last missing omponent of the SM has beenthe Higgs boson. The partile ontent of the SM is shown in table 1.1,where matter is onstruted from the fermions (hadrons, suh as protons orneutrons, are made up from quarks, whereas the harged leptons an play thepart of either individual partiles, or by orbiting the protons and neutrons instable matter strutures known as atoms), whereas the vetor bosons are thefore arriers between the di�erent partiles subjet to the fore in question.The one salar present in the SM, the Higgs boson, is intimately onneted tothe generation of what is known as the eletro-weak symmetry breaking andthe masses of the di�erent partiles of the theory. All the partiles of table 1.1have been experimentally seen, with the lone exeption of the Higgs boson,whih so far has proved to esape detetion, most probably due to its largemass (or non-existene, in whih ase a di�erent sheme for the eletro-weaksymmetry breaking and partile mass generation must be found).Although not stritly neessary from the observations, the Higgs bosonis an integral part of the model, as the Higgs mehanism is the most widelyaepted way of addressing several theoretial issues assoiated with the SM.The Higgs boson is a diret onsequene of the Higgs mehanism, a beautiful,but so far purely theoretial, onstrution, whih allows for the assignmentof masses to the fermions of the theory, as well as desribing the eletro-weaksymmetry breaking, whih gives masses to the Z0, W+ and W� bosons. Themass of the Higgs boson is, however, a ompletely free parameter at tree-level,and the searh for the Higgs boson has thus been onduted over a wide rangeof experiments over the years. Sine 1995, LEP, the Large Eletron-Positronollider at CERN, has been operating at ontinuously higher energies, as1



Fermions Bosons1st gen. Lepton Quark Vetor bosonsup-type eletron-neutrino (�e) up (u) Fore Partiledown-type eletron (e) down (d) strong gluon (g)2nd gen. Lepton Quark photon ()up-type muon-neutrino (��) harm () eletro-weak W+W�down-type muon (�) strange (s) Z03rd gen. Lepton Quark Salar bosonsup-type tau-neutrino (�� ) top (t) Higgs boson (H0)down-type tau (�) bottom (b)
Table 1.1: The partile ontent of the SM. The fore-arriers are all vetorbosons (i.e. spin equals 1), whereas the Higgs boson is a salar (i.e. spinequals 0).
the aelerator has undergone several upgrades. The resulting aeleratorhas usually been referred to as LEP-II, and has enabled the four LEP ex-periments, ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL, to explore energy regions notearlier aessible to eletron-positron olliders.Even though the Higgs boson mass itself is a free parameter, both theo-retial and experimental bounds do exist. Theoretial arguments give bothupper and lower limits on the Higgs boson mass (suh as the triviality andvauum stability arguments, respetively, both treated more thoroughly inthe next hapter, together with several other theoretial onstraints), andthus redues the possible values of the Higgs boson mass to a parameterrange of whih urrent experiments are able to probe a signi�ant part. Forthe simplest ase of the SM Higgs boson senario, the one-doublet model,the upper limit on the Higgs boson mass is somewhere around 700 GeV/2,but for other Higgs senarios, suh as the two-doublet struture in the Min-imal Supersymmetri Standard Model, signi�antly lower bounds, as low as�150 GeV/2, an be found [2, page 76℄. Also, even though the Higgs bosonmass is a free parameter, its value a�ets other measurable quantities throughloop-diagrams. Thus, it is possible to make an indiret measurement of theHiggs boson mass, albeit with a fairly large error, as the aforementioned ef-fet from loop diagrams are logarithmial in the mass parameter. The resultsof one suh measurement, the �t of the Higgs boson mass to the eletro-weakpreision data, is shown in �gure 1.1, whih gives the SM Higgs boson massas mH0=62+53�39 GeV/2, with a 95% CL upper limit of 170 GeV/2 [1℄.On this bakground, the searhes for new physis beyond the SM, togetherwith the investigations of experimentally missing or unlear parts of the2
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Figure 1.1: Plot showing the �2 of the �t of the Higgs boson mass to theeletro-weak preision data. Figure taken from [1℄.
SM itself, have been some of the main ativities at LEP-II. The searh forthe Higgs boson is one of the ativities whih has attrated most interest.Also, among the theories extending the SM, the Minimal SupersymmetriStandard Model (MSSM) has by many been onsidered the favourite modelfor a more fundamental theory. The MSSM is a supersymmetri theory(indeed, the simplest supersymmetri extension of the SM) and thereforeintrodues supersymmetri partners to all the partiles in the SM. However,the Higgs setor of the theory must, due to the new supersymmetri struture,be omposed of two omplex salar Higgs �elds, instead of the one whih ispresent in the SM. The result of this is an extended Higgs setor, whihontains 5 Higgs bosons instead of the single salar found in the SM.In this work, the searh for the Higgs boson was performed using theolleted data from the DELPHI experiment during the runs of 1998, 1999and 2000, totalling an amount of olleted data of slightly less than 400 pb�1.The searh was performed in the fully hadroni hannel, where the two heavyobjets in the event both deay into a qq pair. The results are interpreted asmass limits on the Higgs boson(s) both in the SM and MSSM models.The analysis presented here, developed by the author of this thesis, rep-resents an independent searh analysis method with respet to the standardDELPHI searhes. Chapter 2 onerns the theoretial aspets of the Higgs3



boson; spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs mehanism, radiativeorretions to the Higgs mass and models beyond the simple one-doubletase, spei�ally the two-doublet model, whih leads to the Minimal Super-symmetri Standard Model (MSSM). Chapter 3 deals with the Large Ele-tron Positron ollider (LEP) and the Detetor with Lepton, Photon andHadron Identi�ation (DELPHI) detetor. Chapter 4 desribes the di�erentbakgrounds and signals, and disusses their most prominent features. Thespei� event seletion uts at the preseletion level is presented in hapter 5together with the studies of di�erent trak and event properties of the prese-leted events. Chapter 6 de�nes the analysis method, with the presentationof the repeated 2-dimensional likelihood network. This analysis method hasbeen developed by the author, and is a entral part of work. Here, the stru-ture and underlying logi of the likelihood network is explained, as well asthe task of 2-dimensional approximation of distributions. The atual imple-mentation of the repeated 2-dimensional likelihood network in the presentedanalysis is detailed in hapter 7, with a desription of the input lasses andvaribles, and their disriminating power with respet to di�erent signals andbakgrounds. Also, the di�erent methods of Higgs mass estimation throughthe utilization of kinemati �ts are outlined. The �nal results are presentedin hapter 8, where the searh results are interpreted in terms of exludedMSSM parameter regions, and the �nal onlusions are drawn.
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Chapter 2
Theory
In this hapter, the theoretial motivation for the searh for the Higgs bo-son(s) will be briey desribed. In order to present an adequate piture ofthe Higgs mehanism, whih leads to the existene of the Higgs boson, and itsimportane, a quik presentation of the Standard Model for the strong andeletro-weak fores of nature will be given. The Standard Model onsists oftwo distint parts: QCD (Quantum Chromo Dynamis), whih desribes thestrong fores ating between quarks and gluons, and the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) theory of eletro-weak interations [3℄, linking together theweak fore ating in nulear deay and the eletromagneti fore. These the-ories are formulated as quantum �eld theories with loal gauge invariane,and the desription of the SM therefore starts with a presentation of thepriniple of gauge invariane and its impliations on the possible quantum�eld theories.
2.1 Gauge theoriesGauge theories are quantum �eld theories whih, as well as being Lorentz-invariant, have an additional symmetry known as a gauge symmetry. Thissymmetry is built on representations of ontinuous symmetry groups (see forinstane [4℄), and requires the Lagrangian of the theory to be invariant underboth loal and global symmetry operations of the elements of the symmetrygroup hosen to be the gauge group of the theory. The symmetry groupsare required to be simple (i.e. the group an not be subdivided into twomutually ommuting sets of generators), ompat (i.e. the algebra has �nite-dimensional Hermitian representations and a �nite number of generators) Liegroups. Suh groups an be divided into three lasses, with an additional �vespeial groups. These are: 5



The SU(N) groups: These groups are known as the unitary transforma-tions of N-dimensional vetors, and preserve the inner produt ��a�aof two N-dimensional vetors � and �. The number of generators isN2 � 1.The SO(N) groups: These groups are known as the orthogonal transfor-mations of N-dimensional vetors, and preserve the symmetri innerprodut �a�a of two N-dimensional vetors � and �. The number ofgenerators is N(N�1)2 .The Sp(N) groups: These groups are known as the sympleti transfor-mations of N-dimensional vetors, and preserve the antisymmetri innerprodut ����a�b of two N-dimensional vetors � and �, where ��� isthe totally antisymmetri tensor. The number of generators is N(N+1)2 .In addition to these three lasses, there are �ve speial groups denoted G2,F4, E6, E7 and E8.
2.1.1 The simple U(1) gauge groupWhen onstruting quantum �eld theories to desribe proesses and inter-ations in partile physis, the priniple of loal gauge invariane has beenfound to be a very important guide to theories realized by nature. A lassiexample of this is the theory for eletromagneti interations at partile level:onsider the free eletron �eld LagrangianL0 =  (x)(i��� �m) (x): (2.1)This Lagrangian is invariant under a global U(1) phase transformation; undersuh a phase transformation (x) !  0(x) = ei� (x)  (x) !  0(x) = e�i� (x)�� (x) ! �� 0(x) = ei��� (x) (2.2)
and the Lagrangian in equation 2.1 is unhanged. However, when movingfrom global to loal gauge invariane, i.e. when requiring that the parameter� is a funtion of the point x and not just a global number, the transforma-tions in 2.2 hange to (x) !  0(x) = ei�(x) (x)  (x) !  0(x) = e�i�(x) (x)�� (x) ! �� 0(x) = ei�(x)�� (x) + iei�(x) (x)���(x): (2.3)
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As an be seen from equation 2.1, the Lagrangian is no longer invariant underthese transformations, but ratherL00 = L0 + i (x)� (x)���(x): (2.4)Also, the expression �� (x) is not stritly meaningful under a loal gaugetransformation, sine the derivation proess involves the subtration of  (x)at the point x = x0 + � from  (x) at the point x = x0, and the U(1) phasetransformation may well be di�erent at these two points, so that the quantity�� (x) has a priori no simple transformation law.The simplest solution to this problem is to introdue a salar quantityU(y; x) whih onnets  (x) at di�erent points x and y. If this quantity isgiven the transformationU(y; x)! U 0(y; x) = ei�(y)U(y; x)e�i�(x) U(y; y) = 1 (2.5)simultaneous with (2.3), the objet U(y; x) (x) has the same transforma-tion law as  (y), given by (2.3), and the derivation �� (x) an be given ameaningful de�nition by the ovariant derivativen�D� (x) = lim�!0 1� [ (x+ �n)� U(x+ �n; x) (x)℄ (2.6)where n� gives the diretion in whih the derivative of the �eld  (x) is taken.The objet U(y; x), whih in general an be required to be a pure phase,an now be expanded in the separation of the two points in question:U(x+ �n; x) = 1� ie�n�A�(x) +O(�2) (2.7)where the fator e is arbitrarily extrated. With this expansion, equation 2.6an be written asD� (x) = �� (x) + ieA�(x) (x) ) D� = �� + ieA� (2.8)whih is the familiar expression for the ovariant derivative in QED. To �ndhow the �eld A�(x) transforms under this loal gauge transformation, theequation 2.7 is inserted into equation 2.5, whih givesA�(x)! A0�(x) = A�(x)� 1e���(x) (2.9)This de�nition of the ovariant derivative ensures that it transforms underU(1) gauge transformations in the same way that the �eld itself does, thatisD� (x)! ��� + ie(A�(x)� 1� ���(x))� ei�(x) (x) = ei�(x)D� (x): (2.10)
7



With the insertion of the ovariant derivative D� instead of the ordinaryderivative ��, the Lagrangian in equation 2.1 takes the formL0 =  (x)(i�D� �m) (x) =  (x)(i�(�� + ieA�(x))�m) (x): (2.11)In order to write down the most general Lagrangian allowed by the loalU(1) gauge symmetry, a term inluding only the �eld A�(x) and its deriva-tives must be inluded. By onsidering the expansion in 2.7 a further orderin perturbation, and in addition taking the relation U(y; x)y = U(x; y) intoaount, the expansion an be written asU(x+ �n; x) = exp h�ie�n�A�(x+ �2n) +O(�3)i : (2.12)
De�ning the quantityU(x) as the produt of four U(y; x)s at di�erent points,hosen asU(x) � U(x; x+ �2̂)� U(x+ �2̂; x+ �1̂ + �2̂)� U(x+ �1̂ + �2̂; x+ �1̂)� U(x+ �1̂; x) (2.13)where 1̂(2̂) is the unit vetor in the 1(2)-diretion, ensures, by the transfor-mation law 2.5, the loal invariane of U(x). Expanding this equation bythe use of 2.12 gives the expression
U(x) = expn�i�e��A2(x+ �22̂)� A1(x+ �21̂ + �2̂)+ A2(x+ �1̂ + �22̂) + A1(x+ �21̂)�+O(�3)o (2.14)

whih, when expanded in powers of �, gives the following expression forU(x):U(x) = 1� i�2e [�1A2(x)� �2A1(x)℄ +O(�3): (2.15)Sine the de�nition of U(x) requires it to be loally invariant, the struture�1A2(x) � �2A1(x) must also be loally invariant. When generalizing thisargument to a general omparison of phases in an arbitrarily hosen roundtrip, and not just a spei� one de�ned by the unit vetors 1̂ and 2̂, one �ndsthat the loally invariant struture has the formF��(x) = ��A�(x)� ��A�(x): (2.16)Another way of proving the invariane of F��(x), is to onsider the om-mutator of two di�erent ovariant derivatives. Sine the ovariant derivative8



has the same transformation as the �eld itself, the seond ovariant derivativealso transforms in the same way, whih implies[D�; D� ℄ (x)! ei�(x)[D�; D� ℄ (x): (2.17)On the other hand, when onsidering the expressions for the ovariant deriva-tive itself, the result is[D�; D� ℄ (x) = [��; �� ℄ (x) + ie([��; A�(x)℄�[�� ; A�(x)℄) (x)� e2[A�(x); A�(x)℄ (x)= ie(��A�(x)� ��A�(x)) (x)= ieF��(x) (x):
(2.18)

Thus, when omparing with equation 2.17, the onstrution F��(x) is seento be invariant under this loal gauge transformation.If we now want to onstrut the most general U(1) loally (and globally)invariant Lagrangian, terms depending on A�(x) only through F��(x) andits derivatives is invariant, and should be inluded in the Lagrangian. Up tooperators of order 4 (and operators of higher orders prove to be nonrenor-malizable), the only possible terms in the Lagrangian are thereforeL4 =  (x)(i�D�) (x)� 14F��(x)F ��(x)� i�����F��(x)F��(x)�m (x) ;(2.19)where  is an arbitrary onstant. The third term in this Lagrangian violatesthe disrete symmetries P (parity transformation) and T (time reversal), andshould be exluded in a theory whih postulates these symmetries. If doingso, the remaining Lagrangian is the familiar QED LagrangianL =  (x)(i�D� �m) (x)� 14F��(x)F ��(x): (2.20)Thus, by requiring loal U(1) phase invariane, the existene of the �eldA�(x), identi�ed with the photon �eld, has been required in order to keepthe free eletron Lagrangian invariant, and has indeed led to the well-knownexpression for the QED Lagrangian. The priniple of loal gauge invarianehas been shown to be very suessful in the task of desribing the theory ofeletromagneti fores, and would therefore be expeted to play an importantrole in the desription of other interations between partiles. However, sofar only the simple phase rotations of the U(1) group has been onsidered,and in order to desribe the more omplex strutures of the weak and stronginterations, other, and larger, groups have to be onsidered.9



2.1.2 Yang-Mills gauge theoriesWhen generalizing the arguments of the previous setion to more omplexgauge groups, spei�ally all ontinuous symmetry groups, the resulting the-ories are alled Yang-Mills theories, after Yang and Mills, who were the �rstto propose this idea. However, when introduing more omplex groups, thereare several new features and problems arising when onstruting a lagranginawhih is loally invariant under suh groups. Consider �rst a set of n � nunitary matries as a representation of a general symmetry group. Let thebasi �eld be an n-plet  (x) whih transforms under the loal symmetry as (x)!  0(x) = V (x) (x): (2.21)V (x) an now be expanded by the generators of the group asV (x) = 1 + i�a(x)ta +O(�2) (2.22)where the group generators, represented by Hermitian matries, are denotedta. These matries are related by the struture onstants fab of the groupthrough the relations [ta; tb℄ = ifabt: (2.23)This result is one of the most important new features of Yang-Mills theoriesas opposed to QED. It shows that, due to the fat that there are severaldi�erent generators of the group in the general ase, and not just the singlephase of the U(1) transformation, there is a possibility of non-ommutinggroup generators. This will beome apparent when presenting the generalexpressions for the �eld tensor and the Lagrangian.The ovariant derivative assoiated with the general gauge transforma-tion 2.21 is now D� = �� � igAa�(x)ta (2.24)whih introdues one new vetor �eld for eah generator of the group, andensures that the expression D� (x) transforms as the �eld  (x) itself. Theorresponding in�nitesimal transformation laws for the basi �eld  (x) andthe vetor �eld Aa�(x) are: (x) !  0(x) = (1 + i�a(x)ta) Aa�(x) ! Aa�0(x) = Aa�(x) + 1g���a(x) + fabAb�(x)�(x): (2.25)
The analogoue to the QED �eld tensor F��(x) is now found by the relation[D�; D� ℄ = �igF a��(x)ta (2.26)10



whih orresponds to the more expliit formulaF a��(x) = ��Aa�(x)� ��Aa�(x) + gfabAb�(x)A�(x): (2.27)When omparing with the orresponding expression for the QED �eld tensorin equation 2.16, there is a new term ontaining the square of the Aa�(x) �eldand the struture onstants of the group. This term is a diret onsequene ofthe nonommuting nature of a general gauge group, as seen in equation 2.23.The general Lagrangian is now, as in the ase of the U(1) gauge group,generated from the loally invariant terms found, and, if restriting the La-grangian to ontain only renormalizable terms whih preserve the P and Tsymmetries, the result is very lose in appearane to the U(1) gauge groupexpression:
L =  (x)(i�D� �m) (x)� 14F i��(x)F ��i(x): (2.28)

However, the nature of this Lagrangian is onsiderably more omplex thanthe one presented in equation 2.20. Due to the additional term in the �eldstrength, this Lagrangian ontains, through the term 14F i��(x)F ��i(x), thepossibility to have interations between the vetor Aa�(x) and itself. Thisfeature of the Yang-Mills theories is a ompletely new development whihhas no analogy in QED, and is indeed present in several of the parts makingup the Standard Model, most notably the self-interation between the gluonsof QCD.The foregoing analysis aounts for the struture of a massive �eld  (x)interating with a massless vetor boson �eld Aa�(x). Thus, the method ofloal gauge invariane seems, and has indeed been demonstrated, to desribetheories with massless vetor bosons, suh as QED or QCD, very well. But,as an be seen from all the Lagrangians in equations 2.19, 2.20 and 2.28, thevetor bosons are required to be massless, sine an expliit mass term wouldbreak the loal gauge symmetry. In order to have the opportunity to inludesuh terms, as well as fermion mass terms, the mehanism and tehnique ofspontaneous symmetry breaking is required.
2.2 Spontaneous symmetry breakingAnother important ingredient in the Standard Model of eletro-weak intera-tions, is the onept of spontaneous symmetry breaking, whih will provide away of generating masses for the gauge bosons. This is ruial, sine experi-ments show (see [5, 6℄) that, although the gauge bosons of the eletromagneti11



fore (the photon, ) and the strong nulear fore (the gluons, g) are mass-less, the gauge bosons responsible for transmitting the weak interations (theW+, W� and Z0) are massive. Indeed, it is the large masses of these bosonsthat ensures the weakness and short range of the weak interations.As an illustration, onsider the two ases in �gure 2.1. Both show thefuntion f(�1; �2) = �22 ��21 + �22�+ �4 ��21 + �22�2the left part (a) with the parameter �2 positive, the right part (b) with �2negative, � being positive in both ases. For �2 positive, the global minimumis at �1 = �2 = 0, whih is a point symmetrially plaed with respet to thefuntion f(�1; �2). However, for �2 negative, the global minimum is not ata single point, but rather at a irle in the �1�2 plane, obeying the equation�21;0 + �22;0 = v2 = ��2� ) f(�1;0; �2;0) = ��44�: (2.29)If we now selet one single point in this global minimum, i.e. any one pair of�1;0; �2;0 obeying equation 2.29, this point is not symmetrially plaed withrespet to the funtion f(�1; �2), as is the ase for the global minimum inthe positive �2 ase. Therefore, the point of global minimum of the funtionin part (a) of �gure 2.1 exhibits a symmetry whih is not present for any onepoint of the global minimum of the funtion in part (b); the symmetry hasbeen broken.When applying this idea to quantum �eld theories, onsider �rst, as anillustration and a simple example, a omplex salar �eld �(x) = 1p2(�1(x) +i�2(x)). The Lagrangian of the system isL = (���)�(���)� �2���� �(���)2= 12(���1)2 + 12(���2)2 � �22 (�21 + �22)� �4 (�21 + �22)2 (2.30)
and f(�1; �2) is seen to appear as the potential of the system. As shownin 2.29, the minimum of the potential is a irle in the �1�2 plane. In orderto expand the �eld � around a minimum, we arbitrarily hoose this minimumto be at the point

�1;0 = v �2;0 = 0 ) �0 = vp2 =r��22� (2.31)making the ground state �0 entirely real-valued, and make a hange of vari-ables:�(x) = �1(x)� v �(x) = �2(x) ) �(x) = 1p2(v + �(x) + i�(x)) (2.32)
12



(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: An example of a spontaneously broken symmetry: The funtionf(�1; �2) = �22 (�21 + �22)+ �4 (�21 + �22)2. In (a), orresponding to an unbrokensymmetry, the value of �2 is positive, whereas (b), orresponding to a brokensymmetry, shows a ase with negative value of �2.
With the substitutions in 2.32, and by making use of the relation 2.29 toeliminate � from the expressions, the Lagrangian of the system an now bewritten asL = 12(���)2 + 12(���)2 + �2�2 � �2v24+�2v �3 + �2v ��2 + �24v2�4 + �22v2�2�2 + �24v2 �4: (2.33)
This Lagrangian is now no longer symmetri in the variables � and �, asshould be expeted from the hoie of ground state in 2.31. The third termin the Lagrangian is now an expliit mass term for the �eld �(x) (�12m2��2 =�2�2 ) m� =p�2�2), whereas no suh term exists for the �(x) �eld. Thereare also several terms desribing interations between the two �(x) and �(x)�elds.At �rst glane, this seems somewhat unreasonable; the physis of thesystem has apparently been ompletely hanged by a simple hange of vari-ables. This is not the ase, though. The Lagrangian 2.30 and 2.33 desribethe same physial system, and if used in an exat alulation, they wouldyield the same physial quantities. However, when doing quantum �eld the-ory, one is fored to apply perturbation theory, and therefore perform the13



alulations in the viinity of a loal minimum. Therefore, the hoie of thevariables �(x) and �(x) are appropriate in the ase of �2 < 0, sine the point�0 is suh a loal minimum in this senario.On this basis, it is also easy to understand why the �(x) �eld has a massterm in the Lagrangian, whereas the �(x) �eld is massless. The �eld �(x)is direted in the purely real diretion of the plane (�(x) = p2 � <f�(x)g),while the �eld �(x) is direted in the purely imaginary diretion of the plane(�(x) = p2 � =f�(x)g). At the point �0, the potential in the imaginarydiretion, i.e. in the diretion of �(x), is non-hanging and equal to theminimum value of the potential. Thus, there is no resistane in the diretionof the �(x) �eld, and the result is a massless mode. The other part of the�(x) �eld, �(x), points in a diretion of the �1�2 plane whih is a potentialwell, and therefore desribes a massive mode.The existene of a massless partile in onnetion with a broken symmetryis not by any means a oinidene. In fat, this is guaranteed by Goldstone'stheorem [7℄, whih states that for every spontaneously broken ontinuoussymmetry, the theory ontains a massless partile. This might seem not tobe very useful in attaining the original goal of spontaneous symmetry break-ing, the generation of massive gauge bosons. But, as shall shortly be seen,when ombining the two onepts of loal gauge invariane and spontaneoussymmetry breaking, the goal of massive gauge bosons will be ahieved. Infat, the massless modes whih aompany the broken symmetries, is anintegral part of this whole mehanism, whih is alled the Higgs mehanism.
2.3 The Higgs mehanismTo illustrate the tehnique known as the Higgs mehanism [8℄, onsider �rsta simple model ontaining a omplex salar �eld oupled both to itself andto an eletromagneti, or gauge, �eld. The Lagrangian has the form

L = (D��(x))�(D��(x))� 14(F��(x)2)� V (�(x)); (2.34)
where the �eld �(x) an again be deomposed as �(x) = 1p2(�1(x) + i�2(x)).Letting the loal gauge group be the simple U(1) group, gives the standardtransformations and ovariant derivatives as seen earlier in equations 2.3, 2.9and 2.8;  (x)! ei�(x) (x), A�(x)! A�(x)� 1e���(x) and D� = �� + ieA�.Also, let the form of V (x) be the same as in 2.30, V (�) = �2��� + �(���)2with �2 negative, and make the hange of variables as in equation 2.32,�(x) = 1p2(v + �(x) + i�(x)). This gives the same Lagrangian for the �(x)and �(x) �elds as in 2.33, and so far, no new development has taken plae.14



However, the Lagrangian no longer ontains only the simple derivative��, but rather the more omplex ovariant derivative D�. When expliitlyomputing the kineti energy term, the result is(D��)�(D��) = 12(���)2 + 12(���)2 + 12e2v2A�A� + evA����+e�A���� � e�A���� + e2v�A�A� + 12e2 (�2 + �2)A�A�: (2.35)
The �rst two terms in this expression are the kineti terms for the �(x)and �(x) �eld, and are also found in the Lagrangian 2.33. The third term,however, is a new onstrution not present in 2.33, and learly desribes amass for the vetor �eld A�(x) (12m2 = e2v2 ) m = p2ev), i.e. an expliitphoton mass.With these expressions for the di�erent parts of the Lagrangian, andkeeping in mind the expression for the �eld tensor F��(x) = ��A�(x) ���A�(x), the form of the Lagrangian isL = Lk + Lm + Lint1 + Lint2whereLk = �14(��A� � ��A�)2 + 12(���)2 + 12(���)2 � �2v24Lm = �2�2 + 12e2v2A�A�Lint1 = �2v �3 + �2v ��2 + �24v2�4 + �22v2�2�2 + �24v2 �4Lint2 = evA���� + e�A���� � e�A����+e2v�A�A� + 12e2 (�2 + �2)A�A�:

(2.36)

In this Lagrangian, Lk ontains the kineti terms for the �(x), �(x) and A�(x)�elds, Lm ontains the mass terms for the �(x) and A�(x) �elds, and Lint1and Lint2 ontains the interations of the �(x) �eld, and between the A�(x)and any part of the �(x) �eld, respetively.One may wonder about the role of the Goldstone bosons in this analysis,represented by the �eld �(x). It an be shown [9, page 691℄ that a gauge bosonannot obtain a mass unless this mass term is assoiated with a pole in thevauum polarization amplitude, whih in four dimensions an be reated onlyby a massless salar partile. This role is �lled perfetly by the Goldstoneboson, and an even be seen diretly in the Lagrangian. The �rst term ofLint2 is a oupling between the gauge boson �eld A�(x) and the Goldstone�eld �(x). If one performs perturbation theory, and treats the seond termof Lm, the gauge boson mass term, as a vertex, a leading-order alulation15



of the vauum polarization amplitude yields the result
= ���� + ���� ����= im2g�� + (mk�) ik2 (�mk�)= im2 �g�� � k�k�k2 �

(2.37)
and the result is seen to be properly transverse.Even though the Goldstone boson is seen to play an essential role in thismehanism, the Goldstone boson itself does not appear as an independentphysial partile. This an be seen by hoosing a partiular gauge alledthe unitary gauge, where the U(1) parameter �(x) is hosen in suh a waythat �(x) beomes real-valued, making the �eld �2(x) disappear from theLagrangian 2.34, but retaining all the other harateristis of the theory.Thus, the role of the Goldstone boson has been redued to supplying themeans neessary for produing a massive gauge boson. Also, suh a massivegauge boson has three physial polarization degrees of freedom, whereas amassless boson only has two. This makes it tempting to adopt the viewpointthat the gauge boson aquires its mass, and thereby its additional degree offreedom, by eating the Goldstone boson.
2.4 The Standard Model (SM)The standard model of eletro-weak interations, also alled the GSW modelafter its inventors Glashow, Weinberg and Salam, is a spontaneously brokengauge theory. The model has been shown to be very suessful, and desribesall experimental data well. The theory utilizes all the mehanisms and teh-niques of loal gauge invariane, spontaneous symmetry breaking and theHiggs mehanism.
2.4.1 Gauge boson masses, and the Higgs bosonExperiments show [5, 6℄ that while there are three massive gauge bosons (theweak interation vetor bosons W+, W� and Z0), one gauge boson remainsmassless (the eletromagneti gauge boson, the photon, ). The gauge groupis therefore hosen to be SU(2) with an additional U(1) group, suh that the�eld �(x), whih is a salar �eld in the spinor representation, transforms as�(x)! �0(x) = ei�a�aei�=2�(x) with �a = �a=2 (2.38)16



where the matries �a an be represented by the Pauli matries. This givesthe ovariant derivative for the �eld �(x) asD��(x) = ��� � igAa�(x)�a � ig02B�(x)��(x) (2.39)where the Aa�(x) and B�(x) �elds are the SU(2) and U(1) gauge �elds, re-spetively.The spontaneous symmetry breaking is now ahieved by the �eld �(x)aquiring a vauum expetation value in the presene of a potential V (�)similar to the one in equation 2.30,V (�) = �2�y�+ �(�y�)2 ) h�i = 1p2 � 0v � ; v =r��2� ; (2.40)with �2 < 0 and � > 0. The �eld �(x) is now written as a perturbationaround this value: �(x) = 1p2 � 0v + h(x) � (2.41)When using the expression 2.41 for the �eld �(x), and the standard ex-pressions for the Pauli matries �a = 2�a, the Lagrangian of the systemorresponding to the interation of the salar Higgs �eld �(x) with the gauge�elds Aa�(x) and B�(x) isL = (D��)y(D��)� V (�)= ����y + ig�yAa��a + ig02 �yB������� igAb�� b�� ig02B�����2�y�� � ��y��2= LAB + LAB� + L�whereLAB = �y ng2Aa��aAb�� b + g024 B�B� + gg02 �Aa��aB� +B�Aa��a�o�= 12 v24 �g2 �(A1�)2 + (A2�)2�+ (g0B� � gA3�)2�LAB� = ig ��yAa��a���� ���yAb�� b�� + ig02 ��yB����� ���yB���= 12 2vh+h24 �g2 �(A1�)2 + (A2�)2�+ (gA3� � g0B�)2�
L� = (���y)(���)� �2�y�� � ��y��2= 12(��h)2 � �2v24 + �2h2 + �2v h3 + �24v2h4 (2.42)17



From LAB one an now see that there are three massive and one masslessgauge bosons �elds:W�� = 1p2(A1� � iA2�) mass mW = gv2Z0� = 1pg2+g02 (gA3� � g0B�) mass mZ = pg2+g02v2A� = 1pg2+g02 (g0A3� + gB�) mass m = 0 (2.43)
With these new gauge boson �elds, the �nal form of the Lagrangian onern-ing the mass terms for the gauge bosons is

LAB = 12m2WW+� W+� + 12m2WW�� W�� + 12m2ZZ0�Z0� (2.44)It is now onvenient to rewrite the ovariant derivative in equation 2.39in terms of these gauge boson mass eigenstate �elds. Also, it will beomeneessary to have the expression for the ovariant derivative for a generalSU(2) and U(1) representation, and not just the spinor notation given bythe Pauli matries. This general form of the ovariant derivative an now beexpressed asD� = �� � igAa�(x)T a � ig0Y B�(x)= �� � i gp2 �W+� T+ +W�� T��� i 1pg2+g02Z0� �g2T 3 � g02Y ��i gg0pg2+g02A� (T 3 + Y ) ; (2.45)
where T a is the general representation of the SU(2) generators, Y is the U(1)harge, and T� = T 1 � iT 2.1 In equation 2.45, the �eld A�(x) is assoiatedwith the photon, and the oeÆients of the last term of equation 2.45 shouldtherefore be assoiated with the eletromagneti interation, i.e. the eletronharge e and the eletri harge quantum number are given by the relations

e = gg0pg2 + g02 and Q = T 3 + Y: (2.46)
It is also ustomary to introdue the weak mixing angle �W , also alled theWeinberg angle, by rewriting the mixing between the gauge �elds A3�(x) andB�(x) resulting in the physial �elds Z0�(x) and A�(x) in the following way:� Z0�(x)A�(x) � = �os �W � sin �Wsin �W os �W �� A3�(x)B�(x) � (2.47)1In the spinor representation used so far, T a = �a = 12�a.18



where �W is given by the equationos �W = gpg2 + g02 = mZmW ) sin �W = g0pg2 + g02 : (2.48)
By inserting equations 2.48 and 2.46 into 2.45, the �nal version of the o-variant derivative takes the formD� = �� � ie� 1p2 sin �W �W+� T+ +W�� T��+ 1os �W sin �W Z0� �T 3 � sin2 �WQ�+ A�Q� (2.49)
Thus, the ouplings of the eletro-weak bosons are desribed by only twoparameters, the gauge �eld oupling onstants g and g0, or, equivalently, theeletri harge e and the weak mixing angle �W . It is also worth mention-ing that the value of v is measurable from Fermi's e�etive theory of weakinterations, and givesGFp2 = g28m2W = g28(g2v24 )2 ) v = �p2GF�� 12 = 246 GeV (2.50)

The partial Lagrangian L� of equation 2.42 shows that the theory ontainsa boson desribed by the �eld h(x) with a mass given by�2h2 = �12m2hh2 ) mh =p�2�2 = p2�v: (2.51)This is the Higgs boson, whih is a salar partile with a mass given by aombination of the parameters v (whih is also found in the expressions formW and mZ) and a new oupling onstant �.
2.4.2 Fermion ouplings and massesFermion ouplingsIt is now time to onsider the fermioni mass �elds that make up the physialworld. Note �rst that experiments show that harged weak urrents violateparity (see [10℄). This makes it natural to make the straightforward deom-position of the fermioni �elds into their left- and right-handed omponents: =  L +  R ) � =  L� L +  R� R;  5 =  L5 R +  R5 L (2.52)
Also, the fat that the W+ and W� ouple di�erently to right-handed andleft-handed omponents, makes it neessary to assign these omponents to19



di�erent representations of SU(2), and with di�erent U(1) harges Y . Theleft-handed �elds are assigned to doublets of SU(2), whereas the right-handed�elds are singlets, and the struture of the fermioni �elds is therefore2
EL = � �ee� �L ; QL = � ud �L ; eR; �R; uR; dR; (2.53)

where the subsripts L and R refer to the left- and right-handed projetionsrespetively,  L = 12(1 � 5) ;  R = 12(1 + 5) . This pattern of �elds isrepeated for the seond and third generation of leptons and quarks.The key to determining the di�erent U(1) harges of these �elds lies inequation 2.46. The right-handed �elds, whih do not interat with the SU(2)setor, will have T 3 = 0, so for these �elds the U(1) harge Y will simplyequal the eletri harge of the partile. For the left-handed �elds, the SU(2)fator T 3 gives values of �12 for the upper and lower omponent of the SU(2)doublet, respetively, and in order to make the eletri harge math this,a value of Y = �12 for the �eld EL and Y = 16 for the �eld QL is assigned.Thus, the kineti term of the Lagrangian for the fermion �elds has the form
Lk = EL(i�D�)EL + eR(i�D�)eR+QL(i�D�)QL + uR(i�D�)uR + dR(i�D�)dR (2.54)

where the ovariant derivative D� is given by the expression in equation 2.45and the U(1) harge Y is the one just assigned to eah �eld. If we write thisLagrangian in terms of the mass eigenstate �elds 2.43 and use the expres-sion 2.49 for the ovariant derivative, the result is
Lk = EL(i���)EL + eR(i���)eR+QL(i���)QL + uR(i���)uR + dR(i���)dR+ esin �W �W+� J+�W +W�� J��W + Z0�J�Z�+ eA�J�EM (2.55)

2In the Minimal Standard Model, the neutrinos are assumed massless, and have there-fore no right-handed omponent. This is however not in aordane with the latest neutrinoosillation experiments [11℄, and the right-handed neutrino �elds are therefore kept in theformalism. 20



whereJ+�W = 1p2(�L�eL + uL�dL)J��W = 1p2(eL��L + dL�uL)J�Z = 1os �W ��L� �12� �L + eL� ��12 + sin2 �W � eL + eR� �sin2 �W � eR+uL� �12 � 23 sin2 �W �uL + uR� ��23 sin2 �W � uR+dL� ��12 + 13 sin2 �W � dL + dR� �13 sin2 �W � dR�J�EM = e� (�1) e+ u� �+23�u+ d� ��13� d;where the �eld e is a short-hand notation for eL+eR. As an be seen diretly,the eletromagneti urrent J�EM is regained with the orret fators orre-sponding to the eletri harge of the eletron, up- and down-type quarks.
Fermion mass termsThe task of writing down fermion mass terms seems at �rst glane to bean impossible one. Sine the left- and right-handed �elds neessarily residein di�erent SU(2) representation, due to the hiral nature of the weak in-terations, gauge invariane does not permit diret mass terms of the form�mf(fLfR + fRfL). This is beause the left-handed and right-handed �eldshave di�erent U(1) harge Y , and the mass term therefore violates globalgauge invariane.The solution to this problem lies, one more, in the spontaneous symmetrybreaking of the �eld �(x); two gauge-invariant term, with U(1) harges Ysumming to zero, an be written for the quark �elds QL, uR and dR as�Lq = ��df(QL � �)dR+ dR(�y �QL)g� �u�abfQLa�ybuR+ uR�bQLag (2.56)whih, if we insert the expansion 2.41 into this expression, takes the form�Lq = ��dvp2 �dLdR + dRdL�� �uvp2 (uLuR + uRuL)� �dp2 �dLdR + dRdL�h(x)� �up2 (uLuR + uRuL)h(x) (2.57)
The �rst two terms of this partial Lagrangian are mass term for the d and uquarks, with the quark masses being mu = 1p2�uv and md = 1p2�dv. Thus,the quark masses are given by two new oupling onstant to the �(x) �eld. Ifwe introdue the quark masses into the expression, and the total �elds as the21



sum of the right-handed and left-handed omponents, the partial Lagrangiantakes the form�Lq = �mddd�muuu� mdv ddh(x)� muv uuh(x) (2.58)The last two terms in this equation are ouplings between the Higgs boson�eld h(x) and a pair of quark/anti-quark �elds, and the strength of theoupling is proportional to the quark mass. Thus, the Higgs �eld ouplesstronger to fermion �elds the more massive the fermion �eld is.The same mehanism is used for generating masses for the leptons, i.e.the Lagrangian ontains a term�Le = ��ef(EL � �)eR + eR � (�y)EL)g � ���abfELa�yb�R + �R�bELag= �meee�m��� � mev eeh(x)� m�v ��h(x):3 (2.59)When introduing more than one generation of quarks and leptons, ou-plings mixing di�erent generations of quarks an be introdued, of the type�L = ��dij(QiL � �)djR � �uij�abQiLa�ybujR (2.60)where the indies i and j denote the di�erent quark generations. In orderto diagonalize the Higgs ouplings to avoid these mixings, and thus produethe physial mass matrix of the quarks and leptons, it is always possibleto hoose bases uiL = (uL; L; tL); diL = (dL; sL; bL) (the original basis) andu0iL = (u0L; 0L; t0L); d0iL = (d0L; s0L; b0L) (the basis that diagonalizes the Higgsouplings) onneted by the relationsu0Li = U iju ujL; d0Li = U ijd djL (2.61)where the matries Uu and Ud are unitary, and the indies i and j denotematrix indies. Using the transformations 2.61, the expression for the quarkpart of the W+W� boson urrents takes the formJ+�W = 1p2uiL�diL = 1p2u0Li�(U yuUd)ijd0Lj = 1p2u0Li�(VCKM)ijd0LjJ��W = 1p2dL�uL = 1p2d0Li�(U ydUu)iju0Lj = 1p2d0Li�(V yCKM)iju0Lj(2.62)3In the Minimal Standard Model, the neutrino mass is assumed to be zero, making theseond and last terms in this equation disappear. However, the latest neutrino osillationsearhes favour, as already mentioned, a non-zero mass di�erene between neutrinos ofdi�erent generations. [11℄ 22



The unitary matrix VCKM is alled the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)matrix [12℄, and indues mixing between di�erent quark generations in theweak harged urrents4.An alternative, but ompletely equivalent, viewpoint to this approah,is to retain the original basis uL and dL, i.e. the original weak eigenstatebases. In this ase, there is no mixing introdued between the states, as thisis inorporated in the general quark mass matrix of the weak eigenstates.Thus, these two alternatives an be illustrated as follows. (The mass matrixshown is the one in the up-type quark setor, orresponding to the seondterm of equation 2.58, whereas the one in the down quark setor is analogousand therefore omitted. The same applies to the CKM matrix in the leptonisetor.)
Weak eigenstate basis Physial eigenstate basis0�Muu Mu MutMu M MtMtu Mt Mtt

1A 0�1 0 00 1 00 0 1
1A 0�Muu 0 00 M 00 0 Mtt

1A 0�Vud Vus VubVd Vs VbVtd Vts Vtb
1A

mass mixing mass mixing
In the �rst ase, all of the parameters are ontained in the mass setoras ouplings to the Higgs �eld, and the mixing setor is the trivial unityoperator. This approah an in many respets be regarded as the most fun-damental one, as it enompasses the weak eigenstates alone, whih are theones onneted with the fundamental symmetries of the theory. However,the physially observable partiles are the ones found when diagonalizing themass matrix; also, the parameters of the CKMmatrix are related to and mea-surable from weak hadroni interations. Therefore, the last ase is the mostuseful one from a pratial and experimental point of view, and is thereforethe most widely used in the physis ommunity. However, when presentingthe aspets and importane of the Higgs mehanism, the �rst approah isworth notie, as the mixing setor is redued to triviality and the origin ofboth the physial partile masses and the CKM mixing as parameters in theHiggs setor is fully revealed.
4In the Minima Standard Model, this method of generating mixing between the masseigenstates and the weak eigenstates will not work in the leptoni setor, due to the non-existene of the right-handed massless neutrino �els. If, on the other hand, the neutrinoshave mass, the right-handed �elds will exist, and the generation of a matrix analogous toVCKM is straightforward. 23



2.4.3 Radiative orretions and theoretial Higgs masslimitsSo far all the onsiderations regarding the Higgs mass have been performedon the level of the Lagrangian, i.e. at the tree-level. At this level, themass of the Higgs boson is a ompletely undetermined parameter, whih anonly be determined by diret measurement on the Higgs boson itself. Wheninluding radiative orretions, bounds on the Higgs mass an be ahieved.Also, fundamental theoretial onsiderations and arguments an be used toset limits on the mass of the Higgs.
Vauum stability: the Linde-Weinberg limitThe Linde-Weinberg lower bound on the Higgs mass [13℄ omes from therequirement of a stable eletro-weak symmetry breaking vauum. Whenonsidering the renormalization group equation for the Higgs self-oupling� of equation 2.40, together with the one-loop e�etive potential, one �ndsthat, in order to have a symmetry-breaking vauum (i.e. Ve�( vp2) < 0) theHiggs mass has a lower limit given by

m2h > 316�2v2 �2m4W +m4Z � 4m4t � (2.63)where mt is the top mass, and the lighter fermion masses approximated byzero. Unfortunately, with the top mass being as high as 175 GeV/2 [14℄, theright-hand side of equation 2.63 beomes negative, rendering this approahto a lower limit on the Higgs mass useless.
The Coleman-Weinberg potentialThe Coleman-Weinberg mehanism [15℄ is based on the approah that thesymmetry breaking in the Higgs setor is due solely to radiative orretions,i.e. that the parameter �2 in equation 2.40 is set to zero. Although there isno ompelling reason from any symmetry to set this parameter to zero, theresult is a Higgs boson mass term indued by the radiative orretions (dueto an indued minimum in the potential) given, at the one-loop orretionlevel, by

m2CW = 8v2B; B = 164�2v4 Xi Ci(2Ji + 1)(�1)2Jim4i ; (2.64)
where the sum is taken over all vetor bosons and fermions, of mass mi,spin Ji and ounting fator Ci (whih ounts eletri and olour harge of24



the partiles; Ci = 1; 2; 2; 6 for the Z0, W+W�, harged lepton and quark,respetively). This number provides a lower limit on the Higgs mass. Un-fortunately, for top quark masses above �78 GeV/2 (whih is a value wellbelow the observed value [14℄), the value for m2CW beomes negative. How-ever, this approah also gives a Higgs mass limit in the two-doublet ase,where the value indeed gives a non-zero lower limit.
TrivialityWhen onsidering the one-loop renormalization group equation for the Higgsself-oupling parameter � of equation 2.40, the leading term in � is givenby [16, page 65℄ d�dt = �(t) = 1216�2�2(t) +O(�) (2.65)where t = ln(Q2=Q20), Q0 and Q being the experimental and the uto� energysale, respetively. This equation has the solution1�(v) � 1�(Q) = 34�2 ln�Q2v2 � ) �(v) = �(Q)1 + 3�(Q)2�2 ln �Qv � (2.66)
when evaluating from the energy sale Q down to the sale Q0 = v. Theterm \triviality" is explained by noting that the oupling �(v) vanishes asthe uto� Q is taken to in�nity. This signi�es than the theory, with anelementary Higgs-Lagrangian, is meaningful only up to a ertain energy sale,where new physis must be assumed to enter. By rewriting the solution:�(Q) = �(v)1� 3�(v)2�2 ln �Qv � (2.67)
one an see that as Q inreases, so does the self-oupling, and will eventualyblow up at a ertain large value of Q, alled the Landau pole. This is underthe assumption that the � funtion of equation 2.65 remains an adequatedesription of the evaluation of �, i.e. that the theory remains in the per-turbative regime. By letting �(Q) go to in�nity (whih is learly outsidethe perturbative domain, and therefore requires new physis or a stronglyinterating Higgs setor), one �nds an upper limit on the Higgs mass whih,from equation 2.67, is given by1�(v) � 32�2 ln�Qv � ) �(v) � 2�23 ln �Qv � ) m2H0 � 4v2�23 ln �Qv � : (2.68)
The hoie of Qv = 10 (whih is not ruial, sine this fator only ontributeslogarithmially) gives an upper Higgs boson mass limit of approximately600 GeV/2. 25
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Figure 2.2: Tree-level Feynman diagrams ontributing to the W+W� sat-tering proess W+W� ! W+W�. In �gures a, b and  are shown the SMproesses without the Higgs boson, whereas �gures d and e show the pro-esses where the Higgs boson ontributes.
Unitarity onstraints: longitudinally polarized W+W� satteringIf one removes the Higgs boson from the standard model, the resulting theoryis no longer renormalizable. This is seen when omputing the longitudinalW+W� sattering amplitude (given at tree-level by the Feynman diagramsin parts a, b and  of �gure 2.2), and the amplitude grows linearly with theentre-of-mass energy s. However, removing the Higgs boson from the modelan e�etively be equally well ahieved by letting the Higgs boson mass goto in�nity, thus making its inuene on the theory negligible. In a totaltree-level omputation of the longitudinal W+W� sattering amplitude, i.e.inluding all the Feynman diagrams, of �gure 2.2, the result in the limits;m2H0 � m2W ; m2Z is [16, page 82℄

A(W+LW�L ! W+LW�L ) = p2GF " s1� smH0 + t1� tmH0
# : (2.69)

Equation 2.69 shows that if one lets mH0 � s, the sattering amplitudeinreases linearly with s, breaking unitarity at a spei� point. A detailedanalysis of this problem [17℄ shows that the J = 0 partial-wave gives the26



stritest bound on the Higgs boson mass:
m2H0 � 4�p23GF � �700GeV/2�2 : (2.70)

Sine this alulation is done at tree-level, one might ask what e�et ra-diative orretions have on the Higgs boson mass bound of equation 2.70. At-tempts at inluding one-loop orretions to this number have been made [18℄,but they do not help in restoring unitarity. The limit found in equation 2.70is however not stritly a limit on the Higgs boson mass, but must be inter-preted as the point at whih normal perturbation theory breaks down. Thismay lead to a non-perturbative regime, for instane in a strongly interatingW+W� setor, or to the appearane of new physis.
2.4.4 Problems with the SM, and further outlookDespite the suess of the SM in desribing the present situation in partilephysis, theorists generally believe that the SM is not the �nal theory ofpartile interations, but rather the low-energy e�etive theory of some morefundamental theory. This argument is based on several features of the SMwhih are somewhat undesirable, and whih one would not expet a �nalphysial theory to have.First, the SM ontains a rather large number of free parameters: allfermion masses of all three generations (12 parameters), the oupling on-stants gs (the oupling onstant for the QCD setor, also known as the strongoupling onstant), g and g0 (3 parameters), the three angles and one phaseof the CKM matrix, plus the equivalent matrix in the leptoni setor (ifone assumes neutrino masses di�erent from zero, whih has already been in-diated when inluding them in the parameters for the fermion masses) (8parameters) and the Higgs boson mass (1 parameter), in total 24 free param-eters. In addition to this, the gauge struture of SU(3)C � SU(2)L � U(1)Yis a somewhat arbitrary hoie, and is not motivated by any fundamentalpriniple. This large degree of arbitrariness is generally onsidered very un-desirable for a fundamental theory, and is an important reason why the SMis not generally thought of as fundamental.There are two other arguments against the fundamentalness of the SMwhih are losely onneted to the Higgs setor and the eletro-weak spon-taneous symmetry breaking. These are known as the hierarhy problem andthe �ne-tuning problem, and are briey desribed below.27



The hierarhy problemWhen searhing for a more fundamental theory of partile physis, of whihthe SM is only the low-energy e�etive theory, two fundamental sales areusually onsidered:The Plank sale, MP : This is the sale at whih gravitational e�etsbeome important at the elementary partile level, and is thereforeassumed to be the energy sale at whih the gravitational fore is uni�edwith the three other fores of nature (QCD and the eletro-weak GWStheory). This energy sale is � 1019GeV.The GUT sale, MGUT: This is the sale at whih the eletro-weak fore(GWS) and the strong fore (QCD) is assumed to be united. Thetheoretial motivation for suh an assumption omes from studyingthe renormalization group equations for the three oupling onstantsof these theories. This analysis shows that whereas the strong ouplingonstant gs, whih is by far the larger one at the urrently aessibleenergy sales, dereases with inreasing energy sale, the other twooupling onstants, g and g0, both inrease with inreasing energy sale.Thus, one might hope that the oupling onstants evolve to a ommonvalue, at whih the three fores unite. This is the GUT sale, whih,in most senarios, have values of about 1015 � 1016GeV.In addition to these two energy sales, there is a third energy sale presentin partile physis, whih is the sale at whih the eletro-weak fore breaksdown to the two fores ating in low-energy physis: the eletromagnetiand the weak fore. This sale, however, is desribed by the symmetry-breaking vauum expetation value given in equation 2.40, and is of theorder of 102GeV, whih is extremely small ompared to the other two salesMP and MGUT. Suh a large gap in energy between fundamental sales ofthe theory seems unnatural for a fundamental theory, and this problem istherefore often labeled the hierarhy problem, as there seems to be a learhierarhy in the fundamental energy sales of the theory.
The �ne-tuning problemWhen studying radiative orretions to the Higgs boson mass, one disoversthat there are large problems onneted to these. The running Higgs massat a given sale �2, when evolving down from a higher sale �1, an generallybe expressed as [19, page 81℄m2H0(�2) = m2H0(�1) + Cg2 Z �21�22 dk2 +Rg2 +O(g4) (2.71)
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where g is a oupling onstant and C and R dimensionless. R grows almostlogarithmially with �1, and C diverges quadratially as �1 !1.If now �1 is taken to be the fundamental sale of either the Plank or theGUT sale, both being muh higher than the upper limits already obtainedfor the Higgs boson mass, a problem arises in keeping the Higgs boson masssmall ompared to the sale �1. The seond term of equation 2.71 is of theorder �21, whih neessitates an extreme anellation with the �rst term inorder to keep the Higgs mass far below the sale �1. It would appear thatthe \natural" value of the Higgs boson mass should be of the order of �1, andthis �ne-tuning problem has therefore also been referred to as the naturalnessproblem.With these shortomings of the SM as a fundamental theory of nature,the searh for theories of a more fundamental nature has been pursued exten-sively by theorists. Several attempts have been made in di�erent diretions,and one of the most extensively explored and by many onsidered promising,is the supersymmetri theories.
2.5 Beyond the SM: Supersymmetry
2.5.1 Motivations for supersymmetryThe priniple of symmetry has historially been an important guide in on-struting models for physis appliations. The symmetry of the gauge groupsis at the heart of the gauge theories desribed in setion 2.1. However, aswas shown by Coleman and Mandula [20, 21℄, there are strong restritionson what type of symmetry groups an be inluded in a non-trivial theory.Indeed, at �rst glane the standard gauge theories studied so far appear toontain the maximum allowed symmetries, as the Coleman-Mandula theoremstates that [20, page 28℄ \Under ertain onditions, any physially interestingtheory an ontain only the Poinar�e symmetries, internal symmetries anddisrete symmetries". Thus, the opportunities for extending the symmetriespresent in the SM seem very restrited.However, there is one more symmetry to onsider. The Coleman-Mandulatheorem is based on bosoni group generators obeying ommutator relations,whih thereby make up a Lie algebra. In addition to the bosoni generators,one an introdue fermioni generators obeying antiommutator relations,whih is a situation not overed by the original assumptions made in theColeman-Mandula theorem. By introduing these fermioni generators, andommutator relations between them and the bosoni generators, one anonstrut a so-alled graded Lie algebra. This onstrution an now be used29



to de�ne a theory whih \sidesteps" the Coleman-Mandula theorem, anduses this graded Lie algebra instead of the Poinar�e algebra, thus de�ninga non-trivial theory. Suh theories are alled supersymmetri theories, andsupersymmetry an thus be onsidered the �nal symmetry possible underthe restritions set by the Coleman-Mandula theorem.One onsequene of supersymmetry is that the number of fermioni de-grees of freedom equals the number of bosoni degrees of freedom. In otherwords, eah fermion �eld will have a supersymmetri bosoni partner, andvie versa. Thus, supersymmetry an be seen as a symmetry between thefermioni �elds, orresponding to the partiles making up matter, and thebosoni �elds, making up the fore arriers. In this way, supersymmetri the-ories introdue a new symmetry between fores and ordinary matter, whihan be seen as a step towards uni�ation of the di�erent omponents of thephysial world, and a more fundamental theory.Supersymmetry requires the bosoni and fermioni partner �eld to havethe same masses and ouplings. This is obviously not realized in the physialworld in whih we live, as there is yet no experimental evidene for super-symmetri partners of the SM �elds, and the supersymmetry must thereforebe broken at some sale above the energy range that has been experimen-tally searhed up until now. A popular theoretial assumption is that thesupersymmetry is broken in suh a way that all the supersymmetri partner�elds aquire masses substantially above their SM ounterparts, and there-fore hitherto have been too massive to be experimentally deteted.The supersymmetry between bosoni and fermioni degrees of freedomhas another desirable onsequene in the Higgs setor. It turns out thathaving bosoni and fermioni partner �elds of the same mass and oupling(as is required by supersymmetry) removes all quadrati divergenies of theradiative orretions to the Higgs mass, i.e. the fator C of equation 2.71is guaranteed to be zero. In this way, supersymmetry provides a naturalsolution to the �ne-tuning problem, as long as the supersymmetri sale ismanifest not too far above the eletro-weak symmetry breaking sale. How-ever, any solution to the �ne-tuning problem must ful�ll this requirement,and supersymmetry is therefore a perfetly adequate solution to this problem.The Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model is the simplest possibleonsistent realization of a supersymmetri theory in whih the SM an beembedded, and has therefore been subjet to muh theoretial interest. Asupersymmetri bosoni partner �eld is assigned to eah SM fermion �eld(and denoted by the original fermion �eld with a preeding s-), and everySM boson �eld is assigned a sypersymmetri fermion �eld (denoted by theoriginal boson �eld with a trailing -ino). It is also ustomary to write allsupersymmetri partners with a tilde above, in order to distinguish them30



SM Fermions SM BosonsSM SUSY SM SUSY�eld �eld �eld �eld partileLeptons Sleptons H� Higgsino ) hargino~��1 {~��2eletron (e) seletron (~e) W� Winomuon (�) smuon (~�) H0 Higgsino ) neutralino~�01{~�04tau (�) stau (~�) h0 Higgsinoneutrino (�) sneutrino (~�) Z0 ZinoQuarks Squarks photon () photinobottom (b) sbottom (~b) gluon (g) gluino (~g)top (t) stop (~t) graviton (G) gravitino ( ~G)
Table 2.1: The di�erent SM partile �elds and their supersymmetri part-ners. The neessety of two Higgs doublets, and thereby the enlarged Higgssetor, will be treated in the following setions. The harged supersymmetripartners of the W� and H� mix to form a total of four harginos, whereasthe neutral supersymmetri partners of the Z0, h0, H0, and A0 mix to form atotal of four neutralinos. Also, only the sbottom and stop squarks are listed,as the other squarks are rarely referred to expliitly by their supersymmetrinames.
from ordinary partiles. The struture and nomenlature of the new super-symmetri partiles is given in table 2.1.In the Standard Model, only a single Higgs doublet is needed in order toassign masses to the gauge bosons and fermions in the theory. This is nolonger possible within the supersymmetri framework, beause a mehanismlike that of the last term of equation 2.56 in order to generate masses for theup-type quarks would violate gauge-symmetry. The Higgs setor thereforeontains two omplex SU(2) doublets in the spinor representation.5 Thismakes it neessary to study a general two-doublet model.
2.5.2 The two-doublet Higgs modelAny extension of the simple one-doublet Higgs struture must retain severalimportant results from the SM, both experimentally and theoretially. Suhresults imply important restritions on the struture of the new model, the5There is no fundamental reason for only having a single Higgs doublet in the SM,but it is suÆient. The theoretial development of a two-doublet Higgs setor in the SMfollows from the general analysis of a two-doublet model, treated in the next setion, andis therefore omitted. 31



most important of whih are:The �-parameter: The parameter � is de�ned as the ratio � = mWmZ os �W .In the SM, this parameter is by de�nition, as a result of the Higgsstruture, equal to 1. Measurements of this parameter give a worldaverage value of � = 0:995 � 0:013 [22℄, in perfet agreement withthe SM predition. For a Higgs struture onsisting of only singletsand doublets, the value of � = 1 follows automatially [23℄. For moreompliated Higgs strutures, the value of � is dependent on parametervalues (suh as the isospin T and hyperharge Y , together with thevauum expetation value) of eah Higgs representation. This imposesonstraints on the parameters of the Higgs representations (possibly bya ustodial SU(2) symmetry in the Higgs setor) in order to avoid a �ne-tuning between them to insure a value of � lose to 1. Suh models aretherefore generally onsidered more \unnatural" than models onsistingof only Higgs singlets and doublets.Flavor-hanging neutral urrents (FCNCs): The observed absene ofavour-hanging neutral urrents [24℄, whih is guaranteed at tree-levelby the SM Higgs struture beause of the mass diagonalizing operationwhih simultaneously diagonalize the Higgs-fermion ouplings, stronglyonstrains the possible Higgs strutures. As more general Higgs stru-tures than the simple one-doublet model in the SM do not prohibitFCNCs, a method is needed to ontrol them. One way of doing this, isto require relatively large Higgs masses (of the order of 1 TeV), whihwill supress suh FCNCs. The other method, whih is often favoured tothe somewhat arti�ially large values of Higgs masses, is due to a the-orem by Glashow and Weinberg [25℄, whih states that if all fermionsof a given eletri harge ouple to no more than one Higgs doublet,FCNCs mediated by Higgs bosons is absent at tree-level. Suh a re-quirement onstrains the Higgs-fermion ouplings, but not uniquely.In realised models with more than one Higgs doublet, this theorem isusually utilized in one of two ways:1. One doublet ouples to up-type fermions, and the other doubletouples to down-type fermions.2. One doublet ouples to all fermions, both up-type and down-type,while the other doublet does not ouple to fermions at all.As will be shown below, supersymmetry requires the �rst of these twoshemes. 32



Unitarity: As already disussed in setion 2.4.3, a salar �eld is required inorder to keep the longitudinally polarizedW+W� sattering amplitudefrom violating unitarity; indeed, this requirement was used to set anupper limit on the Higgs mass. Essential in this mehanism, is the fatthat the Higgs oupling to vetor bosons is given by the relation
gHV V = g mV (2.72)

where V denotes either Z0 or W�, and g is the gauge oupling. Inmore omplex models (admittedly restrited to models ontainig onlyHiggs singlets and doublets), the relation 2.72, whih ensures the or-ret anellation in the W+W� sattering amplitude, is replaed by
Xi (gHiV V )2 = (gHV V )2; Xi (gHiV V )(gHiff ) = (gHV V )(gHff) (2.73)

where the sum is arried out over the di�erent Higgs singlets and dou-blets, gHiV V and gHiff are the Higgs ouplings of singlet or doublet ito vetor bosons and fermions, respetively, and the right-hand sideof the equations orresponds to the SM values of the ouplings. Asan be seen from equation 2.73, an extended Higgs setor ontainingmore than a single Higgs doublet implies that the Higgs ouplings toboth vetor bosons and fermions are redued with respet to the SMouplings.
These arguments show that, although there is still room for more omplexHiggs strutures, the models ontaining only Higgs doublets and singlets haveseveral theoretial advantages. Furthermore, the simplest extension of theone-doublet model (in the sense of adding the smallest number of new freeparameters) is the two-doublet model, something that makes the two-doubletmodel partiularly interesting. 33



The symmetry-breaking potential V (�1; �2) of two omplex Higgs dou-blets �1 and �2 is given in its most general form as [26℄
�1 = � �+1�01 � ; �2 = � �+2�02 �V (�1; �2) = �1 ��y1�1 � v21�2 + �2 ��y2�2 � v22�2+�3 h��y1�1 � v21�+ ��y2�2 � v22�i2+�4 h��y1�1���y2�2�� ��y1�2���y2�1�i2+�5 h<��y1�2�� v1v2 os �i2+�6 h=��y1�2�� v1v2 sin �i2 :

(2.74)

This potential guarantees the orret symmetry breaking of SU(2) � U(1),and is the most general one whih respets gauge symmetry and the symme-try �1 ! ��1, whih is neessary in order to ensure that there are no largeFCNCs. The vauum expetation values of the Higgs �elds are
h�1i = � 0v1 � ; h�2i = � 0v2ei� � (2.75)

whih is analogous to equation 2.40 in the SM ase. The parameter � in-trodues CP violation in the Higgs setor (for a summary of suh models,see [27℄); although this is allowed in the general two-doublet model ase,supersymmetry expliitly requires the two parameters �5 and �6 of equa-tion 2.74 to be equal, making it possible to rotate the parameter � out of theHiggs setor, and thereby making sure there is no CP violation. Therefore,the parameter � is set to zero for simpliity in the following analysis.The resulting gauge boson masses are given by
m2W = g2 (v21 + v22)2 m2Z = �g2 + g02� (v21 + v22)2 m2 = 0: (2.76)When omparing this result to the one found in 2.43, the only di�erene,apart from a onventional fator of p2 in the vauum expatation values 2.40and 2.75, is the replaement of v2 by v21 + v22.One key parameter an be introdued already at this level; the ratio ofthe vauum expetation values of the two Higgs doublets,tan� = v2v1 : (2.77)
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The two omplex Higgs doublets ontain a total of eight parameters.Three of these are eaten up by the Goldstone bosons, whih leaves �ve phys-ial Higgs bosons. These are two harged Higgs bosons, H+ and H�, andthree neutral Higgs bosons, the CP-odd A0, and the two CP-even H0 andh0. These are given by:H� = ���1 sin� + ��2 os� mass m2H� = �4 (v21 + v22)A0 = p2 (�= (�01) sin� + = (�02) os�) mass m2A0 = �6 (v21 + v22) :(2.78)The two CP-even Higgs bosons mix through their mass-squared matrix
M = �4v21(�1 + �3) + v22�5 (4�3 + �5)v1v2(4�3 + �5)v1v2 4v22(�2 + �3) + v21�5� ; (2.79)

with the resulting Higgs boson �elds and masses beingH0 = p2 [(<(�01)� v1) os� + (<(�02)� v2) sin�℄h0 = p2 [(�<(�01)� v1) sin�+ (<(�02)� v2) os�℄mH;h = 12 �M11 +M22 �q(M11 �M22)2 + 4M212� : (2.80)
A seond parameter of the model, the Higgs mixing angle �, has been intro-dued in equation 2.80, whih is given by the following expression:

sin 2� = 2M12q(M11 �M22)2 + 4M212 : (2.81)
Thus, the Higgs setor of the two-doublet model ontains six free param-eters: four Higgs boson masses, one mixing angle � and the ratio of vauumexpetations tan�, as opposed to the one free parameter, the Higgs bosonmass, in the one-doublet model.In order to disuss the ouplings of the di�erent Higgs bosons to thevetor bosons, it is neessary to study their C, P and J quantum numbers.The assignment of suh quantum numbers is justi�ed by noting that the SM,in the absene of quarks and leptons (i.e. with only the bosons) separatelyonserves C and P [16, page 197℄. Thus, these are good quantum numbers forthe fundamental bosons of the theory, given the aforementioned onditionsof a fermion-free theroy, and their values are given in table 2.2 [28℄.The oupling of Z0 to a pair of idential Higgs bosons (H0H0, h0h0 orA0A0) is forbidden by Bose symmetry, sine the Z0 wave funtion is anti-symmetri, whereas the two idential Higgs bosons have a symmetri wave35



Higgs bosons Vetor bosonsh0 H0 A0 H�  Z0 W�JPC (JP ) 0++ 0++ 0+� 0+ 1�� 1�� 1�
Table 2.2: The C, P and J quantum numbers of the di�erent Higgs bosonsof the two-doublet model, as well as the vetor bosons, when disregardingthe fermions of the theory, i.e. when C and P are both onserved. For theharged H� and W�, only the P and J quantum numbers are given, as theC quantum number is only well-de�ned for neutral partiles.
funtion, as required by Bose statistis. This leaves the oupling of Z0 toa pair of non-idential Higgs bosons to be onsidered, something whih isonly allowed if the two bosons have opposite CP quantum numbers (i.e.h0A0 and H0A0). Furthermore, the oupling of two vetor bosons and oneHiggs boson (i.e. the Higgs-strahlung proess) requires the Higgs boson tobe CP-even, thus eliminating the ouplings of Z0Z0A0 and W+W�A0. Inaddition to this, oupling involving only neutral Higgs bosons and one or twophotons or gluons vanish, due to the massless nature of these gauge bosons.Also, the ouplings H+W� and H+W�Z0 are prohibited, the �rst fromonservation of the eletromagneti urrent, and the last as a onsequene ofa Higgs struture onsisting of only doublets and singlets [29℄. In summary,the only three allowed types of ouplings between Higgs bosons and vetorbosons are:� Higgs-strahlung: Z0 ! h0Z0 or H0Z0, (known as the Bjorken proess)and W� ! h0W� or H0W�.� Neutral pair prodution: Z0 ! h0A0 or H0A0.� Charged pair prodution: Z0 ! H+H�.
2.5.3 The Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model(MSSM)As already mentioned, supersymmetry requires an additional Higgs doubletin order to assign masses to the up-type quarks in a gauge-invariant way.This an be seen from the superpotential desribing interations betweenHiggs bosons and fermions,

WF = �ij h�lĤ i1L̂jR̂ + �dĤ i1Q̂jD̂ + �uĤj2Q̂iÛi (2.82)
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where Ĥ1 and Ĥ2 are the Higgs super�elds, Q̂ and L̂ are the SU(2) weak-doublet quark and lepton super�elds, Û and D̂ are the SU(2) singlet up- anddown-quark super�elds, respetively, and R̂ is an SU(2) weak-singlet hargedlepton super�eld. Sine supersymmetry forbids the appearane of Ĥ�1 , whihis used in the seond term of equation 2.56, and a term like Ĥ1Q̂Û wouldviolate gauge symmetry, the last term of equation 2.82 is the only gauge- andsupersymmetry-invariant way of assigning mass to the up-type quarks.Another way of seeing the neessity for a seond Higgs doublet, is torequire the disappearane of the anomalies in the theory. This orrespondsto requiring all fermioni harges to sum to zero. Sine the fermion hargesin the quark and lepton setor sum to zero separately, this puts the samerequirement on the Higgs setor itself. Thus, the fermioni partners of oneHiggs doublet, ( ~H01 ; ~H�1 ), must be omplemented with those of a seond Higgsdoublet, ( ~H+2 ; ~H02 ).Sine supersymmetry is broken at all energy sales urrently aessibleto experimental study, one must introdue supersymmetry breaking termsin the Lagrangian. The usual way of aomplishing this, is by breakingsupersymmetry dynamially (see, for instane, [30℄ for a review) at a highenergy sale (onstrained between about 104 GeV and MP [31℄), and evolv-ing the supersymmetry breaking parameters down to the weak sale throughtheir renormalization group equations. These supersymmetry breaking termsmust, however, not spoil the anellation of the quadratially divergent ra-diative orretions to the Higgs boson mass mentioned in the previous para-graph. Terms ful�lling these requirements are known as soft supersymmetrybreaking (SSB) terms, and enable the total Lagrangian to be written in theform [2, page 11℄ L = LSUSY + Lsoft (2.83)where LSUSY ontains the supersymmetrially invariant terms, and Lsoft vio-lates supersymmetry but ontains only mass terms and ouplings with pos-itive mass dimention. Suh terms are limited to gaugino masses, sfermionmasses, and bilinear and trilinear salar ouplings. These terms ombine, ifthey are allowed to be treated as free parameters, into a rather overwhelm-ing degree of arbitrariness, as there in the Minimal Supersymmetri StandardModel are no less than 105 masses, phases and mixing angles whih annotbe rotated away [32℄. Many of these parameters introdue physial e�ets,suh as avor mixing and CP violation, at a level exluded by experiments,and some guiding organizing priniple for these SSB terms must therefore beapplied, in order to make a phenomenologially viable model. This is oftendone by making assumptions about the origin of the SSB terms, somethingwhih in most models greatly dereases the number of free parameters. In37



other words, the dynamial supersymmetry breaking at high energy sale isparametrized by some spei� sheme or senario, usually in suh a way thatthis supersymmetry breaking is ommuniated through a \hidden" setor ofpartiles with no or very small ouplings to the \visible" setor of the SM par-tiles and their superpartners. This �eld has seen major developments overthe last few years, and senarios for the dynamial high-energy breaking ofsupersymmetry now inludes the following [31℄ (the term \supersymmetrybreaking" is usually atttahed to all senarios listed):Gavity-mediated (SUGRA): In this senario, the hidden and visiblesetors ommuniate through gravity-based interations, with the en-ergy sale of the supersymmetry breaking interations of the hiddensetor at an energy of >�1010 GeV.Gauge-mediated (GMSB): Here, the supersymmetry breaking is aom-plished by interations of the ordinary eletroweak and QCD gaugetype, mediated by messenger partiles whih ouple to a �eld with su-persymmetry breaking vauum expetation value. In this senario, thesale of supersymmetry breaking an be as low as �104 GeV.Anomaly-mediated (AMSB): This senario has no supergravity ou-plings, and the supersymmetry breaking is indued by loop e�ets.These ontributions also exist in the SUGRA and GMSB senarios,but are there negligible.Gaugino-dominated: This senario is based on the brane world senario,where our world, with SM partiles and supersymmetri partners, ex-ists on a brane separated from the one whih is responsible for thesupersymmetry breaking.The MSSM employs the sheme of gravity-mediated supersymmetry break-ing, and in addition assumes a \minimal" form for the normalization of ki-neti terms and gauge interations in the full, nonrenormalizable supergravitylagrangian [2℄. The remaining free parameters are then:The universal gaugino mass term m1=2: The parameters giving massterms for the U(1), SU(2), and SU(3) gauginos, M1, M2, and M3,respetively, gets a ommon value m1=2.The universal sfermion mass term MS: The ommon mass term forall salar supersymmetri partiles above the supersymmetry breakingsale (this parameter is also known as m0).38



The universal squark trilinear oupling A: The interation parame-ter between three squarks; usually, only the third, i.e. heaviest, gener-ation is onsidered.In addition to these, parameters desribing the Higgs setor itself, as outlinedin setion 2.5.2, are needed.Supersymmetry plaes several restritions on the two-doublet struturewhih are not present in the general ase studied in setion 2.5.2. In order tokeep the anellation of the quadrati divergenies of the Higgs boson mass,the dimension-four terms of the Higgs potential must respet the supersym-metry. This relates the gauge boson ouplings to the Higgs ouplings, andgives de�nite relations between Higgs and gauge boson masses. Furthermore,the MSSM, whih is the minimal supersymmetri extension of the SM, posesfurther onstraints on the theory. In a general supersymmetri model, agauge singlet salar �eld denoted by N is inluded and must be taken intoaount when studying the Higgs setor, but this is not present in the MSSM.Therefore, the most general superpotential that respets baryon and leptonnumber onservation is W = ��ijĤ i1Ĥj2 +WF (2.84)where WF is given by equation 2.82.The salar �eld potential V of the MSSM is now, under the aforemen-tioned onditions, given asV = (m21 + j�j2 + h..)H i1�H i1 + (m22 + j�j2 + h..)H i2�H i2� (m212 + h..) �ijH i1Hj2 + 12g2jH i1�H i2j2+18(g2 + g02) �H i1�H i1 �H i2�H i2�2 (2.85)
where eah �eld (without a hat) denotes the salar �eld omponent of thesuper�eld (with a hat). The free parameters m1, m2, m12 and � all havedimensions of mass, and the Higgs doublet notation used orresponds to theearlier, general two-doublet model of equation 2.74, in the following way:

H1 = � H11H21 � = � �01����1 � ) hH1i = � v10 �
H2 = � H12H22 � = � �+2�02 � ) hH2i = � 0v2 � (2.86)

If one now works out the minimization onstraints that guarantees v1 and39



v2 to be non-zero, various relations between parameters an be found [33℄:�2 = �1�3 = 18(g2 + g02)� �1�4 = 2�1 � 12g02�5 = 2�1 � 12(g2 + g02)�6 = �5:
(2.87)

The last of these relations shows that it is possible to rotate away the phase� of equation 2.74 by a rede�nition of one of the �elds without a�eting theother terms in the potential. Thus, the phase � is omitted, i.e. no CP-violation ours, whih has already been assumed in the treatment of thegeneral two-doublet model.It is also possible to obtain relations between the mass parameters ofequation 2.85 and other fundamental onstants of the theory:m21 = �j�j2 + 2�1v22 � 12m2Zm22 = �j�j2 + 2�1v21 � 12m2Zm212 = �12v1v2(g2 + g02 � 4�1): (2.88)
These relations, together with the ones in 2.78 and 2.80, give preditions forseveral of the di�erent Higgs boson tree-level masses, in terms of other pa-rameters of the model. Several di�erent hoies for independent parametersof the Higgs setor of the MSSM an be found [28℄; in partiular, tan� andany one of the two Higgs masses mA0 and mH� predit, at tree-level, theother Higgs boson masses through the relationsm2A0 = m212(tan� + ot�)m2H� = m2A0 +m2Wm2H0;h0 = 12 �m2A0 +m2Z �q�m2A0 +m2Z�2 � 4m2Zm2A0 os2 2�� : (2.89)
From the expressions in 2.89 several important relations between masses ofthe Higgs and gauge bosons of the theory an be found:mH� � mW ; mH0 � mZ ; mA0 � mh0 ;mh0 � minfmZ;mA0gj os(2�)j � mZ (2.90)
It is worth emphasizing that these relations are based on tree-level alu-lations, and that several of them an be violated when introduing looporretions. 40



2.5.4 Radiative orretions in the two-doublet modelSo far, all results onerning the Higgs boson masses and ouplings in thetwo-doublet model have been based on tree-level alulations. As in the aseof one Higgs boublet, radiative orretions indue new e�ets, however, theanalyses of these are generally more ompliated in the two-doublet ase.It is important to notie that the mass of the pseudosalar A0 an beomevery light, as no Linde-Weinberg type of lower limits exists for this partile.The reason for this is the following: in the ase ofmA0 being zero at tree-level,there will be an extra U(1) global symmetry in the Higgs potential whih isspontaneously broken, with the A0 being identi�ed as the Goldstone bosonorresponding to this broken U(1) symmetry. Therefore, the analysis fouseson the salar Higgs setor.Also, it is onvenient to rede�ne the salar �elds �01 and �02 so that onlyone �eld has a vauum expetation value:� = os� <f�01g+ sin� <f�02g; � = � sin� <f�01g+ os� <f�02g (2.91)whih gives orresponding vauum expetation valuesh�i = vp2 =qv21 + v22; h�i = 0: (2.92)
The Coleman-Weinberg potentialAs already mentioned, even though the Coleman-Weinberg lower Higgs bosonmass limit does not yield a physially interesting result in the one-doubletmodel, quite the opposite an be true in the two-doublet model, depending onspei� parameters of the model. If the massesMi of the di�erent partiles inthe theory whih ouple to the �eld � are assumed to depend on v aordingto the formula M2i (�)j�=v=p2 = �2i + �iv2 (2.93)(the simplest possibility), the Coleman-Weinberg mass limit now takes theform m2CW = v28�2Str��2i �1� �2i�iv2 log��2i + �iv2�2i ��� ; (2.94)where the notationStrf � � � g =Xi Ci(2Ji + 1)(�1)2Jif � � � g
is introdued, as in equation 2.64. When dividing the partiles i of the theoryinto two lasses j and k suh that �j = 0 and �k � v, the result in 2.9441



takes a form very reminisent of the one found in 2.64:
m2CW = 18�2v2StrM4j + v416�2Str�3k�2k (2.95)

This is now the Higgs boson mass generated from the assumption of a van-ishing quadrati term in the Higgs potential. In terms of the �elds � and �,m2CW orresponds to the diagonal matrix element of the Higgs mass-squaredmatrix in this basis.
The Linde-Weinberg limitAs in the one-doublet ase, requiring a stable vauum, i.e. that the symmetrybreaking vauum is a global minimum, an be used to set a lower limit onthe mass of the Higgs boson. The new expression for the Linde-Weinbergmass is now

m2LW = v216�2Str��2i �1� 2�2i�iv2 �1� �2i�iv2 log��2i + �iv2�2i ���� ; (2.96)
whih, when, as for the Coleman-Weinberg ase, one assumes the partilesdivided into two lasses with �j = 0 and �k � v, takes the form

m2LW = 116�2v2StrM4j + v424�2Str�3k�2k : (2.97)
This mass is however a limit in the basis of � and �, whih is a mixing of thephysial states h0 and H0. Thus, the Linde-Weinberg mass bound is of theform m2H0 os2(� � �) +m2h0 os2(� � �) > m2LW (2.98)where mh0 and mH0 are the radiatively orreted physial Higgs masses ofthe two neutral salar Higgs bosons.
2.6 Alternatives to the Higgs mehanismAlthough the struture of one or more fundamental salar Higgs �elds pro-vides a theoretial framework for desribing both the eletro-weak symmetrybreaking and the generation of mass terms for the fermions and weak vetorbosons, alternative theoretial approahes exist. The emergene of suh the-ories are in many ases motivated by the problems onneted to the Higgssetor mentioned in setion 2.4.4, and in partiular the �ne-tuning problem.42



The introdution of a new symmetry (i.e. supersymmetry) in order to en-sure the anellation of quadratially divergent terms in the Higgs mass (thefator C of equation 2.71) is one way to ure the �ne-tuning problem. An-other solution is the possibility of leaving elementary salar bosons out of thetheory entirely, and desribing the equivalent of the Higgs bosons as ompos-ite partiles, where the non-elementary nature of the \Higgs boson" wouldbeome revealed at energies where the �ne-tuning e�ets set in. A shortsummary of suh models, with referenes to more detailed literature, an befound in [34℄. Of these models, one of the most popular is the tehniolorapproah.
2.6.1 TehniolorTehniolor models [35, 36, 37℄ are based on the theoretial framework andunderstanding of QCD, where the gauge oupling beomes strong at an en-ergy of approximately 200 MeV (often alled �QCD), breaking the hiral sym-metry SU(6)L � SU(6)R down to the diagonal (vetorial) SU(6) subgroup,giving rise to pseudo-Goldstone bosons, i.e. the pions as quark-ondensates.Tehniolor introdues a new set of fermions, the so-alled tehnifermions,whih are subjet to all the usual interations of the SU(3)C�SU(2)L�U(1)Ystruture of the SM, but in addition arry their own tehniolor harges. Ifthis new tehnifore beomes strongly interating at an energy of severalhundred GeV (named �TC , in reetion of �QCD), the resulting pseudo-Goldstone bosons in the tehniolor setor (alled tehnipions, analogous tothe ordinary pions of QCD) an play the role of the salar Higgs boson andgive masses to the weak vetor bosons through the absorption of three suhtehnipions for the three longitudinal omponents of W+W� and Z0.This method of generating the eletro-weak symmetry breaking has sev-eral theoretially appealing features. First, as tehniolor, like QCD, isasymptotially free, the �ne-tuning problem, as well as the hierarhy andtriviality problems, are not present in the theory. The �ne-tuning desribedby equation 2.71 simply does not exist, as the sale �1 must be replaed bythe muh lower sale �TC , and the sale of the Higgs boson mass beomesnaturally this new energy sale. If the tehniolor gauge symmetry is em-bedded in a larger symmetry at a very large energy � (suh as the GUTor Plank sale) with a relatively weak oupling, the sale �TC is naturallyexponentially smaller than �, explaining the large di�erene in sale betweenthe GUT/Plank sale and the eletro-weak sale (the hierarhy problem).Finally, asymptotially free theories are non-trivial, something whih an beseen from a plus sign instead of a minus sign in the analog of equation 2.67.On the other hand, there are generally more tehnipions left after the43



generation of the longitudinal omponents of the W+W� and Z0, and theseare, in most models, usually detetable and suÆiently light for experimentalprodution. Also, the generation of masses for the ordinary SM fermions ofthe theory (quarks and leptons) is not explained by this mehanism, andtehniolor models thus need to be further extended. Suh extensions areknown as extended tehniolor.
Extended TehniolorIn extended tehniolor models [38, 39℄, masses for quarks and leptons aregenerated through additional interations that ouple these fermions to thetehniquarks. The gauge struture of the SM is uni�ed with the tehni-olor gauge struture into a larger Extended Tehniolor (ETC) gauge group,alled GETC . The spei� struture of suh models di�er, but they are allplagued with several diÆulties. First, FCNCs generated by the ETC meha-nisms tend to be muh larger than experimentally allowed, and require arefulavoidane in the onstrution of the models. Seond, the generation of thetop quark mass, being very high, requires �ne-tuning in the ETC meha-nism, and brings the mass of the required ETC boson down to �1 TeV,where it would interfere with the tehniolor dynamis whih generate theeletro-weak symmetry breaking. And �nally, eletro-weak parameters tendto be modi�ed by the ETC interations at a level unaeptable to preisioneletro-weak measurements.There are two ways in whih tehniolor models are usually modi�ed tomeet these requirements: walking tehniolor and topolor-assisted tehni-olor.
Walking TehniolorIn the disussions so far, tehniolor has been assumed to be simply a saled-up version of QCD. If one relaxes this assumption, and allows e�ets in theETC gauge dynamis not present in QCD, the problems of the previous se-tion an be addressed. In QCD, the evolving gauge oupling �s goes ratherquikly to the weakly oupled regime, due to asymptoti freedom. If, on theother hand, the ETC oupling evolves rather slowly (i.e. \walking" ouplingonstant, as opposed to \running" oupling onstant), the FCNC e�ets anbe suppressed to an aeptable level, and the eletro-weak preision mea-surements an be aomodated. The resulting theories are known as walkingtehniolor [40℄. Whereas suh theories an orret the disagreement withexperiment with regard to the FCNCs and eletro-weak preision quantities,it does not explain the large top quark mass. Additional mehanisms have44



been proposed to solve this problem, of whih topolor-assisted tehnioloris a partiularly promising one.
Topolor-Assisted TehniolorThe original idea, developed in the early 1990s, assumed a new, speial inter-ation known as topolor [41℄, for the third quark generation. This involves alarge top-quark ondensate htti responsible for the symmetry breaking whihgenerates the top quark mass. However, the simplest approah is an unnatu-ral one, and there are also problems onneted with the large mass di�erenebetween the top and bottom quarks. The two onepts of topolor andtehniolor were later added into what is known as topolor-assisted teh-niolor [42℄, where the eletro-weak symmetry breaking is driven mainly bytehniolor interations strong near 1 TeV, light fermion (and tehnipion)masses are generated by ETC, and the topolor interations, also at salesnear 1 TeV, generate the htti ondensate and the large top quark mass. Thisis a rather young �eld in onstant development, and new disoveries onern-ing these theories should be expeted. Whether this an provide a de�niteure for the problems onneted with the tehniolor approah, remains tobe seen.
2.6.2 Extra dimensionsA ompletely di�erent explanation to the �ne-tuning problem is o�ered bythe development of multi-dimensional theories, usually in onnetion withstring theory [43℄. Here, as is the ase for the tehniolor approah, the�ne-tuning e�et present in equation 2.71 vanishes beause the sale �1 isno longer a sale muh larger than �2, but some smaller sale of roughly thesame order as the Higgs mass itself. For string theory, this new sale appearsdue to large extra dimensions, and is therefore related to the ompati�ationsale of these; see referene [44℄ for details.At �rst, the Higgs mehanism (with either a fundamental or a ompos-ite salar playing the role of the Higgs boson) seems unavoidable; the onlyknown renormalizable theories of massive vetor bosons in 4 dimensions, aregauge theories with spontaneous symmetry breaking mediated by the Higgsmehanism [45, page 1℄. However, for theories formulated in 4+N dimen-sions, where the extra N dimensions ompatify, there are other possibilities.Firstly, extra-dimensional omponents of gauge �elds an, through variousmehanisms, generate salar �elds whih play the role of the Higgs �eld andgenerate massive vetor bosons and masses for the fermions of the theory(see for instane refs. [46℄ and [47℄ for two suh examples). It is even possi-45



ble, as shown in ref. [45℄, to onstrut models where a salar �eld is entirelyabsent from the theory, but where both massive vetor bosons and massivefermions remain. This would then provide a theoretial framework where theHiggs boson is entirely superuous, and thus a viable alternative to the Higgsmehanism. By starting with a pure gauge theory in more than 4 dimensions,and making use of the loalization of a vetor �eld on a lower-dimensionaldefet, the proedure, as taken from [45℄, is as follows.In 5 dimensions (the generalization to higher dimensions is straightfor-ward), the ation an be expressed as
S = �14 Z d4x dz�(z)FABFAB; (2.99)

where the normal 4 dimensions are desribed by x� , and the �fth being z.FAB is the ordinary �eld strength, and �(z) > 0 is the weight funtion,depending, in general, on the �fth oordinate.In the ase of a purely Abelian gauge �eld AB(x� ; z), and expanding this�eld in a Fourier-type series along the oordinate z,AB(x� ; z) =Xn AnB(x�) n(z); (2.100)
the equations of motion for the gauge �eld gives the following equations forthe  n(z) �elds:

� 1�(z) ��z ��(z) ��z n(z)� = m2n n(z) (2.101)
with the orthogonality and ompleteness onditionsZ dz�(z) n(z) m(z) = Æmn; Xn  n(z) n(z0) = 1�(z)Æ(z � z0): (2.102)
The �elds An�(x�) now desribe vetor �elds in the ordinary 4-dimensionaltime-spae, whereas Anz (x�) are salars in the extra �fth dimension.The mn of equation 2.101 give the masses of the �elds, all non-negative.It now turns out that, for a wide lass of weight funtion �(z) (�(z) beingan even funtion whih dereases at low z, reahes a minimum and thengrows suÆiantly rapidly with inreasing z), m0 is non-zero with a gap tothe rest of the eigenvalues mn. This is a situation whih will give the desiredspetrum of a 4-dimensional gauge theory of massive vetor bosons, withoutany fundamental salars. 46



It should be noted that neither of these extra dimensional theories areto be onsidered realisti models whih yield the SM as an e�etive low-energy theory. Indeed, this is neither the intention nor the expetation ofsuh models, as the string theorists themselves freely admit. To quote onesuh theorist: \In this paper our intention is not to reover the standardmodel of partile physis from a 10-dimensional theory. In fat we believethat within our present understanding this is not possible." [47, page 7℄.However, string theories o�er the only urrently available serious andidatefor building a Theory of Everything (TOE), i.e. a theory whih enompassesall the fores of nature: gravity, urrently desribed by Einsteins theory ofgeneral relativity, the strong fore, urrently desribed by QCD, and theeletro-weak fore, urrently desribed by the GWS theory, would all beunited one one enters the domain where the string interations beome theimportant physial proesses. What role, if any, the Higgs mehanism andthe Higgs boson plays in suh a sheme is yet to be seen, but a TOE mustunder any irumstanes address and explain the questions of eletro-weaksymmetry breaking and massive fermions that the Higgs boson urrentlyprovides the most widely aepted answers to.With the theoretial framework presented in this hapter, and from thatthe upper limits on the Higgs mass and onsequently the energy sale atwhih Higgs-like (or alternative) phenomena must appear, there is an ex-iting experimental outlook on the present and relatively near future forexperimentalists in high energy physis world-wide. Combined, the exper-iments at LEP-II, the Tevatron, a proton/anti-proton ollider operating atentre-of-mass energies up to 2 TeV at Fermilab, the Large Hadron Collider(LHC), a proton/proton ollider whih is to be built in the LEP tunnel, op-erating at entre-of-mass energies of up to 14 TeV when �nished in 2006,and possibly one or more of the proposed Next Linear Colliders (NLC) to bebuilt in the next 10{20 years, where eletrons and positrons are ollided atentre-of-mass energies of 500 GeV or more, should over most, and possiblyall of the onsistent parameter spae for all models of Higgs or Higgs-likemehanisms. Therefore, one expets to disover either the Higgs boson it-self, or new physis playing the role of the Higgs boson, within the next�10 years. The �rst step in this proess was taken in the autumn of 1995,when LEP-II started running, at energies signi�antly above the Z0 mass.The next hapter in this thesis desribes the LEP aelerator and the ex-perimental tool used in the present analyses of the LEP data, the DELPHIdetetor. LEP and its pre-aelerators and injetors are briey desribed, be-fore the DELPHI general layout, di�erent sub-detetors and trigger systemare presented.
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Chapter 3
LEP and the DELPHI detetor
3.1 LEPThe Large Eletron Positron ollider (LEP) at CERN started operating onAugust 13, 1989, olliding eletrons and positrons at high energies. Up until1995 the aelerator was operated at entre-of-mass energies around the Z0mass of 91.19 GeV [22℄, whereas the end of the 1995 run saw the �rst ofseveral upgrades enabling ontinually inreased entre-of-mass energies to bereahed. This proess ulminated during the 2000 run, in whih energiesup to 209 GeV were ahieved. The last eletron-positron ollisions in LEPourred on November 2, 2000, and the aelerator has sine been dismantledto prepare for the next large partile aelerator at CERN, the LHC (LargeHadron Collider), whih will be the next generation aelerator at CERN,olliding protons against protons at entre-of-mass energies of up to 14 TeV(in addition to an extended heavy ion program).The LEP injetion system onsists of a number of smaller aeleratorsand injetors, as shown in �gure 3.1. An eletron/positron whih eventuallyirulates in the LEP ring, goes through the following hain of aelerators:LEP Injetion Linas (LIL): The �rst linear aelerator brings eletrons,produed by an eletron gun, to energies of 200 MeV before ollidingthem against a tungsten target. This produes hard gamma radiation,whih in turn onverts to eletron-positron pairs. The seond linaaelerates these up to energies of 600 MeV.Eletron Positron Aumulator ring (EPA): The EPA stores the ele-trons and positrons in bunhes and serves as a bu�er for the syn-hrotrons whih are next in the hain.Proton Synhrotron (PS): Originally built in 1959 as a proton-proton48



ollider, the PS is an integral part of the LEP aelerator system, andaelerates the eletrons and positrons up to 3.5 GeV.Super Proton Synhrotron (SPS): The �nal pre-aelerator, originallybuilt as the suessor of the PS with whih the two experiments UA1and UA2 disovered the intermediate vetor bosonsW+,W� and Z0 [5,6℄, aelerates the partiles to 20 GeV before injeting then into theLEP ring.The LEP ring itself onsistes of eight irular segments 2840 m in length,and eight straight setions of length 490 m, making the total irumfereneof LEP 26.7 km. Eletron and positron beams onsisting of an even numberof bunhes, of whih four bunhes has been the sheme most frequently used,are aelerated in the LEP storage ring and ollided at four interation pointswhere the LEP experiments (ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL) are loated.These are loated in the straight setions, and two of the remaining straightsetions house the radio-frequeny avities (RF), whih aelerate the beamsfrom the injetion energy of 20 GeV up to the beam energy.
3.2 The DELPHI detetorThe DELPHI detetor [49, 50, 51℄ (DEtetor with Lepton, Photon andHadron Identi�ation) is one of four detetors at LEP. It is designed as ageneral purpose detetor with emphasis on partile identi�ation, whih isaomplished by ring imaging Cherenkov ounters, three-dimensional infor-mation with high granularity and good vertex determination.
3.2.1 General layoutThe DELPHI detetor is situated in a avern 100 meter below ground levelat Interation Point 8 (IP8; see �gure 3.1) in the LEP ring, with the mainomputer and ontrol entre in a surfae building. The general layout of thedetetor is shown in �gure 3.2, where the individual sub-detetors are alsoindiated. The oordinate system adopted in DELPHI has the z-axis alongthe beam pipe, with positive z in the diretion travelled by the eletrons.The x-axis points towards the entre of the LEP ring, and the y-axis pointsupwards. An alternative set of oordinates is a polar angle � to the z-axis(with � = 0 along positive z), an azimuthal angle � around the z-axis anda radial oordinate R given by R = px2 + y2. The detetor is divided intoa barrel part, overing polar angles of about 40Æ to 140Æ, and two forwardendap parts, overing the remaining polar angles. The plane at z = 049



Figure 3.1: Shemati �gure showing the LEP aelerator omplex and thedi�erent pre-aelerators and injetors involved in produing the high-energyeletron and positron beams in the LEP ring. Figure taken from [48℄
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divides DELPHI into two hemibarrels, denoted A and C, whih are also usedto denote the two di�erent endaps.
3.2.2 TrakingThe traking of harged partiles through the detetor is ahieved in DELPHIthrough the use of several sub-detetors, eah with its own speial featuresand purposes.
Mirovertex detetor (VD)The DELPHI Mirovertex Detetor [52, 53℄ (MVD, more ommonly knownas the VD) is a silion strip detetor plaed as lose as possible to the beampipe. Its primary objetive is to give good R� resolution for harged traks,and it is the most important tool for heavy avour tagging. This sub-detetorhas gone through a series of upgrades throughout the history of DELPHI, andthe performane has been substantially improved, both in terms of preisionand angular overage. The original VD was a two-layer barrel silion stripdetetor with onentri layers (known as the Outer and Inner layers) oflength 24 m at average radii 9 and 11 m from the entre of the beam pipe.Eah layer onsists of 24 modules, eah of 4 silion detetors with strips alongthe beam diretion. There is a �10% overlap in � between modules. Eahsilion detetor has a width of 285 �m, a diode pith of 25 �m and a readoutpith of 50 �m. There are 512 readout hannels in the Inner layer, and 640readout hannels for the outer layer, giving a total of 54254 silion strips.The impat parameter resolution in R�, measured on di-muon events, forthis setup is well desribed by the expression

�IP =s(80)2 +�120pt �2 �m;
where pt is the transverse momentum measured in GeV/.Before the 1991 run, a new beam pipe was installed in DELPHI, reduingthe outer radius of the beam pipe from �7.9 m to �5.4 m. This made itpossible to inlude a third layer in the Mirovertex Detetor, the Closer layer,at an average radius of 6.3 m from the entre of the beam pipe and a lengthof 22 m. The number of readout hannels for this layer is 384, whih bringsthe total number of strips to 73728. The R� resolution of the VD was nowmeasured to be �IP =s(24)2 +�69pt �2 �m;
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Figure 3.3: Figure showing the general layout of the Mirovertex Detetor,inluding the pixels and ministrips of the Very Forward Traker. Figure takenfrom [50℄.
a signi�ant improvement from the earlier, two-layer on�guration.The next hange of the VD was performed in the spring of 1994, andsaw a major upgrade of the detetor. The single sided detetor modulesin the Closer and Outer layers were replaed by double sided silion stripdetetors with orthogonally oriented strips, enabling the layers to providethree oordinates reonstrution. The Inner layer retained its use of singlesided modules, but by reusing detetor modules from the old Inner and Outerlayers, the overlap between neighbouring modules was inreased to �20%.Also, the Closer layer was extended in the z-diretion to over polar anglesdown to 25Æ. The number of readout strips now totals 125952.The impat parameter resolution in the R� diretion for this new VD wasnow measured to be

�IP =s(20)2 +� 65pt sin 32 ��2 �m;
where � is the polar angle of the trak. This is not a large improvement withrespet to the previous value, but the main gain is ahieved in the Rz plane.The impat parameter resolution in the Rz plane is strongly dependent onthe polar angle and momentum of the trak, and ranges from 46 �m for trakswith momentum above 8 GeV/ and polar angle less than 10Æ away from the53



vertial (90Æ), and 203 �m for traks with momentum around 1 GeV/ andpolar angle between 45Æ and 55Æ. This represents a general improvement ofalmost a fator 20 with respet to the Rz plane impat parameter resolutionone obtains from a �t with only R� information.The �nal upgrade of the VD was performed in 1996, and onsisted of twomajor steps. Firstly, the Outer and Inner layers were upgraded, doublingtheir lengths from 24 m to 48 m, and the Inner layer was equipped withdouble sided detetor modules. The Closer layer was left unhanged. Inaddition, the detetor was improved in the forward region at polar anglesbetween 10Æ (170Æ) and 25Æ (155Æ) by the inlusion of the Very ForwardTraker (VFT). The VFT onsists of two parts, one in eah hemibarrel,mounted on the end of the barrel VD. Eah part onsists of two planes ofministrips detetors [54℄, and two planes of pixel detetors [55℄. Eah planeof the ministrips onsists of two half rings with 6 detetor modules eahsurrounding the beam pipe. Eah module onsists of two single-sided stripdetetors glued bak to bak orthogonally oriented. Eah detetor has a readout pith of 200 �m. The ministrips total 25376 readout hannels, and has aspaial resolution on trak elements of 10 to 30 �m, depending on the trakinlination. For the pixel detetors, eah part onsists of 38 modules, eahof 8064 square pixels of 330 �m pith. The total number of hannels in thepixel detetors amount to 1225728 detetor elements (pixels), of whih 5/8were installed in 1996, and the remaining ones installed in 1997. Thus, the�nal version of the VD has a general layout as shown in �gure 3.3.
Inner detetor (ID)The Inner Detetor (ID) is situated just outside the VD, overing radii from11.8 to 28 m. The sub-detetor is made up of two parts, the inner part, thejet hamber, is a drift hamber of 24 azimuthal setors at radial range up to�23 m, giving 24 R� points. The angular overage is 15Æ to 165Æ for trakswith hits in the 10 innermost wires. Outside the jet hamber is a ylindrialstruture of �ve layers of straw tubes, with a total of 192 tubes in eah layer.The tubes have a width of �8 mm, and are staggered by half the width of atube in subsequent layers. Information from these straw tube layers provideup to 5 R� points, and also play an important role in the trigger.Both the jet hamber and the straw tubes measure R� oordinates fortraks. The single wire resolution of the jet hamber is of the order of 90 �m,giving a total trak element resolution of �40 �m in R� and about 1.2 mradin �. The R� resolution of the straw tubes is approximately 150 �m, whihtherefore resolves the left/right ambiguity of the drift hamber.54



Figure 3.4: Figure showing a transverse view of the Inner Detetor. Trakpoints in the jet hamber (a maximum of 24 points per trak) are shown asrosses, whereas trak points in the straw tubes (a maximum of 5 points pertrak) are shown as rosses in irles. Figure taken from [50℄.
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Figure 3.5: The general layout of the Time Projetion Chamber (TPC), themain traking devie of DELPHI. Figure taken from [50℄.
Time projetion hamber (TPC)
The Time Projetion Chamber (TPC) is the main traking devie of DEL-PHI, oupying the barrel region outside the ID up to radii of 122 m (radialaeptane from 35 m to 111 m), and with a total length of 334 m in z.At z = 0, a high voltage plane, reating a drift �eld of 187 V/m, dividesthe detetor into two drift volumes. Eah endplate of the TPC is dividedinto six azimuthal setors, eah with 192 sense wires, and 16 irular padrows with onstant radial spaing, providing up to 16 spae points for eahharged partile traversing the TPC volume. The sense wires, of diameter20 �m, have a spaing of 4 mm, and a voltage of 1435 V, with the driftveloity in the gas volume (80% Ar, 20% CH4) being 7 m/�s. This veloityis monitored onstantly by six miniature nitrogen lasers, one for eah setor,at eah endap, giving a relative drift veloity measurement of better than2� 10�4. The general layout of the TPC is shown in �gure 3.5.The single point preision of the TPC, measured on dimuons, is foundto be 250 �m in R� and 880 �m in Rz, with the two-point resolution being�1 m in both diretions. Distortions in the R� and Rz planes limit thepreision of the trak elements to �150 �m in R� and �600 �m in z.56



Outer detetor (OD)The Outer Detetor (OD) is situated outside the Barrel-RICH (see page 61),overing radii of 198 m to 206 m, and jzj < 232 m. Its primary goal is toprovide fast trigger information with full overage in �, and to improve themomentum resolution, improving on the onstraints the Barrel-RICH putson the geometry of the TPC. The detetor onsists of 24 modules, eah of145 drift tubes in �ve layers, running the length of the detetor (4.7 m) andoperating in the limited streamer mode. Subsequent layers are staggered,and detetor modules overlap in �, providing full azimuthal overage. Alllayers give points in R�, and three layers give in addition z information, bytiming the signals at the end of the anode wires. The single point preisionof the OD is measured at 110 �m in R� and 3.5 m in z.
Forward hambers A and B (FCA/FCB)The forward hambers A and B play more or less the role in the forwarddiretion that the OD plays for the barrel. The forward hamber A (FCA)onsists of two halves mounted on the end of eah side of the TPC. It overspolar angle regions of 11Æ to 32Æ (169Æ to 148Æ) in a plane of onstant z(155 m to 165 m). One side onsists of three hambers, eah with twostaggered layers and split into half-diss with an outer radius of 103 m,running in the limited streamer mode. The wires of the three modules arerotated by 120Æ with respet to eah other. See part (a) of �gure 3.6 fordetails of the geometry of the staggered drift tubes. Test beam measurementsshow single wire average root mean square residuals of 190 �m, but withdeterioration near the sense wires and in the orners of the drift tubes. Undernormal operational onditions, where the partile diretion is not known, thistransforms to a trak element preision of 290 �m in x and 240 �m in y, and8.5 mrad in polar angle � and 24 mrad in � (averaged over �).The forward hamber B (FCB) is situated further from the interationpoint than the FCA, in two modules at z positions of �267 m to �283 m,overing polar angle regions of 11Æ to 36Æ (169Æ to 144Æ). Eah module is madeup of two hambers eah forming a half-dis, with a omplete dis being aregular dodeagon of inner radius R=48 m and outer radius R=211 m.There are 12 read-out planes in eah module, with the wire diretion rotatedby 120Æ (an internal oordinate system parallell to the one in FCA), givinga total of four spae points. Preision on single trak elements are 150 �min x and y, 3.5 mrad in �, and (4.0/sin �) mrad in �.57



(a) (b)

Figure 3.6: Figure showing details of the forward hambers A and B. Part(a) shows detail of the staggered double layers of FCA, whereas the generalstruture of FCB is shown in part (b). Figure (a) is taken from [49℄, whereas�gure (b) is taken from [50℄.
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Muon hambers (MUB/MUF/SMC)The muon hambers are, with the exeption of the luminosity monitor atvery small angles, the VSAT (see page 66), the sub-detetors whih are situ-ated furthest from the entre (i.e. the interation point) of DELPHI. Theirprimary objetive is the detetion and momentum measurement of minimumionizing partiles, whih at LEP energies are muons. The sub-detetor on-sists of a barrel part (MUB), overing a radial range of �445 m to �485 mand a range along the beam pipe of jzj <�365 m, and two endplates (MUF),situated at z=�(463{500) m and overing radial ranges of 70 m to 460 m.In addition to this, a new set of surround muon hambers (SMC), in all eightmodules, were installed in 1994 to over the intermediate region between thebarrel and forward part of DELPHI.The barrel muon hambers (MUB) is made up of three modules, eahonsisting of 24 setors, with an additional 2 setors between the legs of thedetetor. The inner module is a struture of 2�24 planks inserted into thereturn yoke after 90 m of iron, where half of the planks makes up a shellovering ranges in z of 0 m up to 365 m, with the other half making upthe orresponding shell on the negative z side. Eah plank onsists of 3staggered layers of drift hamber, two of whih ontain 5 hambers and thethird ontaining 4 hambers in a 5{4{5 arrangement. Two of the layers areread out, the third layer being regarded as a spare. The outer and peripheralmodules of the MUB are situated outside of the return yoke behind a further20 m of iron, and both onsist of 2 layers of 4 and 3 staggered hambers,respetively (see �gure 3.7). The layers are plaed so that the ones of theperipheral module over the holes left by the struture of the outer module.The majority of the drift hambers, whih are operated in the proportionalmode, have an ative length of 365 m. Single hit resolutions of �1 mm inR� and �10 mm in z transform to �2 mm in R� and �80 mm in z whenassoiating to extrapolated traks (dimuons).The forward muon hambers are made up of two halves, one in eah end-ap, eah ontaining two detetion planes. The �rst plane is embedded inthe return yoke behind �85 m of iron, the seond plane behind a further�20m of iron and the forward sintillators. Eah plane onsists of 4 quad-rants of dimension 450 m�450 m�8 m, eah quadrant ontaining 2 layersof 22 drift hambers, staggered by 90Æ and operating in the limited streamermode. Two spae points are measured, x and y, with an auray of �5 mm.The surround muon hambers (SMC) onsist of 8 parts mounted on theside, top and bottom of both endaps, overing the holes between the muonhamber overage in the barrel and forward (see �gure 3.8). Eah part on-tains two modules, whih again are omposed of two detetor planes eah.59



Figure 3.7: The general layout of one setor of the barrel muon hambers(MUB), showing the struture of the three modules and the on�guration ofthe hambers. Figure taken from [56℄.
(a) (b)

Figure 3.8: The forward and surround muon hambers. Part (a) shows thegeneral layout of the four quadrant struture of the MUF in one endap,whereas part (b) shows the overage of the SMC. Figures taken from [57℄ (a)and [58℄ (b).
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Figure 3.9: The general layout of the barrel-RICH detetor, showing the liq-uid radiator, the drift volume and the gas radiator, with the priniple of pro-dution and detetion of Cherenkov light indiated. Figure taken from [49℄.
3.2.3 Ring imaging Cherenkov ounters (RICH)The ring imaging Cherenkov ounters (RICH) in DELPHI are designed toprovide partile identi�ation based on the priniple of Cherenkov radia-tion. This is ahieved both by measuring the Cherenkov angle of the emittedCherenkov photons, and as a veto ounter for partiles not emitting suhphotons. The detetor is divided into two sub-detetors. In the barrel, theRICH has the struture of a ylindrial shell, and is loated between theTPC and the OD at radial distanes between 123 m and 197 m, and alength along the beam of 3.5 m. The forward RICH onsists of two parts,one in eah endap, eah oupying a trunated onial area at distanes ofjzj between 172 m and 266 m, and radial range from 125 m (end nearestthe entre of DELPHI) to 180 m (end furthest from the entre of DELPHI).
Barrel-RICHThe barrel-RICH is divided in two halves by a entral plane at z=0. Eah halfis onstruted with boxes of liquid radiators of thikness 1 m and refrativeindex 1.278 near the inner radius, outside of whih are drift tubes wherethe photons are deteted. Outside of this again is a gas volume of thikness40 m and refrative index 1.00174, and Cherenkov photons produed hereare reeted by parabloi mirrors bak into the same drift tubes, at the endof whih there are multi wire proportional hambers (MWPCs). On average,a harged trak emits 12 Cherenkov photons in the liquid RICH, and 8 inthe gas. See �gure 3.9 for a detailed view.Spae points in three dimensions from the photon onversions are mea-sured in the MWPC hambers at the end of the drift tubes from anode andathode readout and time information. The detetor provides 4.2� separa-61



tion of pions and kaons for partile momenta up to 18 GeV/, and up to33 GeV/ for separation of kaons and protons.
Forward-RICHThe forward-RICH onsists of two endap parts whih are divided into twohalf-ones and 12 modular setors. Eah setor ontains one driftbox, twoMWPCs, three liquid-radiator ontainers and �ve mirrors. The MWPCs aremounted radially on the two borders of eah 30Æ setor, and is equippedwith two rossed layers of photon sreens due to the rossed E � B �eldon�guration. On average, a harged partile produes �20 photoeletronsin the liquid, and �10 in the gas for eah partile ring.
3.2.4 Sintillator ountersThe sintillator ounters are used mostly for fast triggering of beam eventsand osmis. The sintillator ounters originally installed in DELPHI arethe time-of-ight ounters in the barrel, and the forward hodosope in theforward. In 1995, additional ounters were installed to over the gap betweenthe barrel and the endap, and the small gaps between the HPC modulesnot overed by other sintillators. These are referred to as the hermetiitytaggers.
Time-of-ight ounters (TOF)The time-of-ight ounters (TOF) is situated just outside the solenoid andmounted on the inside of the return yoke. The detetor onsists of a singlelayer of 192 ounters with dimension 354 m�20 m�2 m. The polar angleaeptane is from 41Æ to 139Æ with small aeptane holes near the plane atz=0 and at the support legs of the ryostat. Eah ounter is supplied witha Photo Multiplier Tube (PM) at eah end, and the detetor is sub-dividedinto 24 setors of 4 ounters (8 PMs).Eah partile traversing the sintillator ounters generates a light pulse,whih is generated to an eletroni pulse by the PMs at both ends. Both thearrival time and harge is measured. Time resolution is measured on osmisto 1.2 ns, whih orresponds to a resolution in z of 20 m. The detetioneÆieny for minimum ionizing partiles is �99.9%.
Forward hodosope (HOF)The forward hodosope (HOF) onsists of two parts, one in eah endap, andis situated in the 45 mm gap between the end of the endap and the seond62



MUF layer. Eah endap half onsists of four quadrants, eah ontaining 28sintillator ounters whih gives a total of 224 ounters. The ounters are1 m thih, 20 m wide and have lengths from 1.5 m up to more than 4 m.Eah ounter is supplied with one PM on the far side with respet to thebeam pipe. Time resolution has been measured to 5 ns
The hermetiity taggers (TAG)The hermetiity taggers are lead-sintillator ounters installed in DELPHIto provide trak detetion for small areas where other detetors have raksand/or dead regions. These regions an be strutured in three groups:The 90Æ polar angle region: The plane at z=0 (polar angle 90Æ) is a ma-jor division plane between two halves of many barrel sub-detetors.Therefore, the detetor overage in this region is poor, and the taggersare installed to enable partile detetion here. There are 24 hannels.Phi raks: Due to the modular struture of the high density projetionhamber (HPC), there are some raks between these modules thatpoint straight to the interation region, making it possible for partilesto esape undeteted. Between the HPC and the ryostat there is roomfor some taggers, and 36 suh have been installed around the feet ofDELPHI.The 40Æ polar angle region: In the region between the barrel and the for-ward part of the detetor, there are holes in the ative region of a fewdetetors. Therefore, three onentri rings of sintillators have beeninstalled in the gap between for forward and the barrel part of theRICH, giving a total of 46 readout hannels.
3.2.5 CalorimetryThe alorimeters measure energy of partiles passing through the detetor.There are two types: hadron alorimeters, and eletromagneti alorimeters,both with separate modules in the barrel and forward. A speial kind of ele-tromagnete alorimeters are the luminosity monitors, spei�ally designedto detet the energy of eletrons at low polar angles, used to measure theluminosity of the aelerator.
Hadron alorimeter (HCAL)The hadron alorimeter (HCAL) is the largest of the DELPHI sub-detetors,and overs almost the full solid angle, at polar angles from �=11Æ to �=169Æ.63



The detetor is installed into the return yoke of the solenoid, and onsists19032 limited streamer mode tubes installed in the 18 mm wide slots betweenthe 50 mm thik iron plates. The detetors are wire hambers onsisting of aplasti athode forming 8 ells of 9 mm�9 mm with one anode wire of 80 �min eah.The HCAL is divided into two parts, one barrel overing radii of 320 mto 479 m and diretion along the beam of jzj <380 m, and two endapsloated at z=�(340 m to 489 m) between radii of 65 m and 460 m. Thebarrel HCAL is omprised of 24 modules with a depth of 20 detetor layers,whereas the endaps both have 12 modules with a depth of 19 detetor layers.The readout is performed by pads overing �xed angular regions: 3.75Æ in �,and 2.96Æ in � for the barrel or 2.62Æ in � in the endaps. For the readout,several pads in the radial diretion are read out in the same hannel, whihis alled a tower. In the barrel, a tower is made up of 5 pads, whereas 4 or 7pads, depending on the geometry, make up a tower in the forward. From thestart of the 1994 run, a system whih reads out the athodes of the individualstreamer tubes was implemented. This is a system whih is independent ofthe tower readout, and improves the granularity in � by a fator of 3, andin R by a fator of 5. The energy resolution in the barrel is found to be�(E)=E = 0:21� (1:12=pE) (E being measured in GeV).
High density projetion hamber (HPC)The high density projetion hamber (HPC) is the eletromagneti alorime-ter for the barrel part of DELPHI. It is situated between the barrel-RICHand the superonditing oil, at radial distanes of 208 m to 260 m, anda distane along the beam of jzj �254 m. The detetor uses the time-projetion priniple to measure 3-dimensional harge distribution with veryhigh granularity (1Æ in �, 4 mm in z and 9 samplings in R). The detetoronsists of 144 independent modules arranged in 6 irular shells of 24 mod-ules eah. Eah module is a trapezoidal box with a length at small radiusof 52 m and 64 m at large radius, a height of 465 mm, and a length of90 m. Eah module is divided into nine radial rows, with eah row beingsubdivided further into pads (see �gure 3.10 for details). Eah module has128 pads whih are read out, giving a total of 18432 hannels.Eah module is �lled with 41 layers of lead separated by gas gaps. Ele-tromagneti partiles traversing the modules shower in the lead and ionizethe gas. The ions travel to one end of the box, and the signal is read out bythe pad readout. In the 10th sampling layer (�4.5 radiation length, or themaximum length of showers), the gas is replaed by a sintillator ounter forfast triggering purposes. An energy resolution of �E=E = 0:043� (0:32=pE)64
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Figure 3.10: Figure showing the general layout of a HPC module. Part (a)shows a geometrial view of the entire module, whereas part (b) is a viewfrom the endplate, showing the struture of nine rows and 128 pads. Both�gures taken from [49℄.
(E being measured in GeV) has been measured, together with angular pre-isions of 1.7 mrad in � and 1.0 mrad in �.
Forward eletromagneti alorimeter (FEMC)The forward eletromagneti alorimeter (FEMC) omprises two halves, onein eah endap, with eah half being made up of 4532 Cherenkov lead glassbloks in an array of diameter �5 m. The detetor overs radial ranges from46 m to 240 m, with the front faes at jzj=284 m. Eah glass blok isa trunated pyramid with inner fae dimensions 5.0 m�5.0 m, outer faedimensions 5.6 m�5.6 m, and depth 40 m. The bloks are mounted soas to point almost to the interation region, but tilted about 1Æ in orderto avoid partiles esaping in the dead zones between bloks. The blokstruture allows for good granularity, about 1Æ in both � and �.The Cherenkov signal indued from a traversing partile is read out bya single stage photomultiplier, oupled to a low noise preampli�er. Calibra-tion is done on Bhabha eletrons (i.e. eletrons form the proess e+e� !e+e�()), with the exeption of the region � >32Æ (<148Æ), where muonsare used, due to the eletron energy degradation from interations in theTPC. Bhabhas are measured with an energy resolution of 4.8%, and the rel-ative preision on the measured energy an be parametrized as �(E)=E =0:03� (0:12=pE)� (0:11=E) (E being measured in GeV).65



3.2.6 The luminosity monitorsThe luminosity at LEP is determined by measuring the number of events(preferably large, in order to minimize statistial errors) of a spei� pro-ess whih has a theoretially well known ross setion. Suh a proessis the Bhabha eletron sattering, with a prodution ross setion whihrises sharply at small angles, where the t-hannel photon exhange diagramdominates. Therefore, the luminosity monitors at DELPHI onsist of ele-tromagneti alorimeters at small radii, spei�ally optimized for detetingeletrons.
Small angle tile alorimeter (STIC)The small angle tile alorimeter [59, 60℄ (STIC) is the prinipal luminositymonitor of DELPHI. It onsists of one ylinder in eah endap, plaed atdistanes along z of 220 m from the interation point, and overing radii from6.5 m to 42.0 m. Eah ylinder is divided into two halves, giving a total offour modules. The alorimeter is a lead/sintillator sampling detetor with49 layers of 3.4 mm steel laminated lead plates and 3 mm thik sintillatortiles. Perpendiular to and through these planes run wavelength shifting�bres of 1 mm diameter with density �1 �bre/m2 for a total of 1600 �bres.Eah module is arranged in eight azimuthal setors of 22.5Æ and ten radialsetors of 3 m, giving a total of 320 towers. Planes 8 and 15 are replaed withsilion mirostrip detetors, for purposes of traking through the detetor.In addition, a tungsten mask, mahined with a preision of 10 �m, is plaedin front of eah ylinder to provide an aurate de�nition of the aeptane.See �gure 3.11 for details.The energy resolution of eletrons at 45 GeV is 3%, and the spatial reso-lution of the alorimeter alone is 1.5Æ in � and ranges from 0.3 mm to 1 mm inR. In total, this enables the STIC to measure the luminosity at an expetedsystemati error of 0.2%.
Very small angle tagger (VSAT)The VSAT is the sub-detetor of DELPHI whih is situated furthest fromthe interation point, at a z distane of �770 m. It is aimed at measuringBhabha eletrons at very small angles, thus ahieving very large statistis,used both for fast luminosity measurements and mahine operation monitor-ing. The sub-detetor is omprised of 4 modules, two in eah arm, with onearm onsisting of two modules on either side of the beam pipe (�(6-8) min x). Eah module is a retangular W-Si alorimeter stak of dimensions5 m (height), 3 m (width) and 10 m (length), omposed of 11 W-plates66
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Figure 3.11: Figure showing details of the small angle tile alorimeter (STIC),the main luminosity monitor of DELPHI. Part (a) shows a general layout ofone ylinder, and part (b) shows the struture of one sintillator plane of amodule, with the 1600 waveshift �bres. Both �gures from [50℄.
interleaved with silion diodes of thihness 0.3 mm and separated by tung-sten alloy absorbers. Silion strip planes are inserted behind planes 5, 7, and9, the ones behind layers 5 and 9 having vertial strips (32 strips of width1 mm and height 50 mm), whereas the one behind plane 7 has horizontalstrips (48 strips of height 1 mm and width 50 mm).The resolution of the silion strips is �170 �m over x and y oordinates.The energy resolution is 5% at 45 GeV and �4% at 95 GeV, whih followsthe parametrization of �(E)=E = 0:35=pE (E being measured in GeV). Ex-peted systemati error on the relative luminosity is 1% in o�ine proessing.
3.2.7 TriggerThe DELPHI trigger [61℄ is a struture of four suessive layers of inreasingseletivity, named T1, T2, T3, and T4. Of these, the �rst two are hardwaretriggers synhronous with the beam ross over signal (BCO), whereas thelast two are software �lters. T1 and T2 have been ative sine the beginningof DELPHI, while T3 and T4 were introdued in 1992 and 1993, respetively.The following gives a brief desription of the four trigger layers:T1: The trigger deision of T1 is taken 3.5 �s after the BCO, and works onlyas a loose pre-trigger. Requirements are restrited to simple patternsin trak hambers, sintillator hits, or low energy single lusters in67



the alorimeters. The detetors whih ontribute are the fast trakingdetetors ID, OD, FCA, and FCB, the sintillator arrays TOF andHOF, the sintillators embedded in the HPC, the FEMC, and the MUB.No orrelation between signals from these sub-detetors are introdued.The T1 trigger rate for a normal luminosity (�1.5�1031 m�2s�1) is�700 Hz.T2: This trigger deision is taken 39 �s after the BCO, and omplementsthe T1 by adding information from the TPC, HPC, and MUF, whih,due to the longer drift times of these detetors, was not available at T1.Combination of sub-detetor signals are introdued. T2 is organized inmajorities in order to maintain redundany and eÆieny for physisevents. These majorities orrespond to polar angle ranges: the barrel,the endaps and the intermediate region between them. Individual sub-detetors with low ounting rates produe their own triggers, whilemore noisy sub-detetors are grouped in majorities, where two sub-detetor signals, exluding ertain signal ombinations, are required totrigger in oinidene for the majority trigger to �re. The T2 triggerrate for a normal luminosity is �4.5 Hz, of whih around 20% are realphysis events.T3: This is a software trigger whih uses the same logi as T2 and intro-dues no new signals from sub-detetors. But, being a software trigger,T3 an make use of alibration onstants, thereby enabling tighter utson the pointing of traks towards the primary vertex and shower en-ergy thresholds, thus reduing the T2 trigger rate by a fator �2 andenrihing the physis ontent of the events written to tape.T4: This trigger was originally introdued in order to tag, in real time,all Z0 deays, and in partiular those with interesting topologies aspredited by models for new physis. The T3 trigger rate is reduedby a fator �2.The main bakground for T1 is random noise from the sub-detetors.This is greatly redued in T2, when sub-detetor orrelations are introdued,and from this trigger level onwards the main bakground soures are beam-gas interations, synhrotron radiation and osmi ray events. The triggereÆieny depends on the proess in question, but is generally very high foratual physis events. The global trigger eÆieny for eletron and muonpairs is onsistent with 1 to the level of 1�10�4 for polar angles between 20Æto 160Æ, and is hardly distinguishable from 1 for hadroni events over nearlythe full solid angle. 68



After this desription of the experimental apparatus, the next haptergoes on to desribe the most typial harateristis of the signals and the mostimportant bakgrounds. The di�erene between bakgrounds and signal isstressed, but the di�erene between signals of di�erent type and parameters(i.e. the Higgs mass and/or tan� value) is also pointed out. This di�ereneis mainly desribed in terms of two distint lasses of variables: event shapevariables and b-tag variables. The onluding setion of the hapter desribesthe di�erent Monte Carlo generated samples used to estimate the expetedbakgrounds and signals for eah individual analysis.
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Chapter 4
Signature of signal andbakground
Sine the ross setions for the Higgs prodution typially lie far below theross setions for the relevant SM bakgrounds, as an be seen in tables 4.2{4.7 and summarized in the plots in �gure 4.6, (several orders of magnitude inthe region where the limits are obtained), there is a need for strong disrimi-nation between the Higgs signal and the bakgrounds. Fortunately, the Higgssignal events ontain rather distintive features whih makes it possible toobtain a good separation between signal and bakground events. Many ofthese features are ommon to the H0Z0 and h0A0 hannels, and are thereforetreated as general lasses of separation variables.As was shown in setion 2.4.2, the Higgs boson oupling to fermions isproportional to the fermion mass. This makes it favourable for the Higgsboson to deay to the most massive kinematially available partile/anti-partile pair, whih at LEP is the bb quark pair. In the work presented here,the searh hannels are restrited to this deay mode for the Higgs boson(s),and in addition the Z0 is assumed to deay to a quark/anti-quark pair (whihis the largest branhing ratio of the Z0 at �70 %). Therefore, the signal is afour jet struture originating from four quarks, of whih, in the h0Z0 (h0A0)hannel, two (all four) of the quarks are b-quarks. This is briey skethed intable 4.1.
4.1 General signal event harateristisThe disrimination between signal and bakground is, in the disriminatingvariable part of the analysis, obtained by studying two di�erent aspets ofthe events: event shape and b-tag. Of these two, the information from the b-70



Channel Prodution proess Deay DeayH0Z0 e+e� ! Z0� ! H0Z0 H0 ! bb Z0 ! qq (q = u; d; s; ; b)h0A0 e+e� ! Z0� ! h0A0 h0 ! bb A0 ! bb
Table 4.1: A short shemati desription of the two di�erent searh hannelsanalysed in this work.
tag is the most important one, the high ontent of b-hadrons in the h0Z0 andpartiularly the h0A0 signal events being a very good disriminator betweensignal and bakground, whereas the event shape of the hadroni four jetstruture has omparatively large ounterparts in non-Higgs SM bakgroundproesses.In addition to these two harateristis, whih will be ombined into asingle disriminating variable in the di�erent analyses, the mass of the Higgsboson(s) will be used to disriminate between the signal and the bakgroundhypothesis. This aspet of the analysis makes use of the method of on-strained �ts, and is spei� to the searh hannel in question, and to a lesserdegree to the spei� analysis. The method of mass reonstrution, as wellas the hoie of mass estimator, will be treated further in setion 7.2.
4.1.1 Event shapeSine the Higgs boson signal events in both the H0Z0 and h0A0 ase onsistof two heavy bosons, both deaying to a quark/anti-quark pair, the eventhas a struture of four hadroni jets, with (ideally) no missing energy ormomentum. The harateristis of suh events an be summarized in a fewpoints:� Many harged traks in the event.� Large visible energy.� Four (ideally) relatively learly separated hadroni jets in the event.� Topology of the distribution of traks in the event orresponding to amore isotropi struture than would be the ase for more bak-to-bakevents.� No high-energy photons in the event, as opposed to a photon radi-ated from the initial-state eletron or positron (initial state radiation,ISR) or from the deay produts of the proess in question (�nal stateradiation, FSR), as is the ase for the majority of the qq() events.71



The spei� event shape variables used in the analysis will be treated insetion 7.1.1.
4.1.2 B-tagAs already mentioned, the ontent of b-hadrons in the deay produts of theHiggs boson(s) is an important trait in the signal events. The b-tag is a verye�etive way of distinguishing the signal from the di�erent bakgrounds, mostnotably the W+W� bakground, and is therefore an important ingredient inthe analyses. The aspet of the b-hadrons used for tagging purposes are:� The B meson lifetime.� The e�etive mass of the seondary B meson vertex.� Rapidity of traks in the seondary B meson vertex.� Charged jet energy fration of the seondary B meson vertex.� High transverse momentum leptons.The spei� b-tag variables used in the analysis will be treated in se-tion 7.1.2.
4.2 The H0Z0 signalThe prodution mode for the H0Z0 signal at tree-level is the s-hannel e+e�Higgs-strahlung proess e+e� ! Z0� ! H0Z0, also known as the Bjorkenproess (see �gure 4.1). This hannel is present both in the SM and MSSM,where the Higgs boson an be either the (light) h0 or the (heavy)H0. Sine, inthe MSSM, the h0 is the lighter, and therefore kinematially easier aessible,the analysis will be aimed at this hannel. In order to remain onsistent withthe SM desription, both the SM and the MSSM Higgs-strahlung hannel willbe labeled H0Z0.The ross setion for the SM Higgs-strahlung proess is given at tree-levelby the expression [62, page 361℄

�HZSM = �(e+e� ! H0Z0) = G2Fm4Z96�s (v2e + a2e)� 12 �+12z(1�z)2 wherez = m2Zs ; � = 1s2 n(s�m2H �m2Z)2 � 4m2Hm2Zo ; (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: The tree-level Feynman diagram of the prodution hannel forthe H0Z0 �nal state, the s-hannel e+e� Higgs-strahlung, also known as theBjorken proess.ps denotes the entre-of-mass energy, and ae = �1; ve = �1 + 4 sin2 �W arethe Z harges of the eletron. Radiative orretions to the tree-level produ-tion rate are relatively small, and the main orretion to this expression isthe inlusion of photon radiation [63℄.In the MSSM, the prodution ross setion for the Higgs-strahlung proessis given as a simple orretion to the SM expression of equation 4.1 as [62,page 400℄ �HZMSSM = �(e+e� ! h0Z0) = sin2(� � �)�HZSM (4.2)where the parameter sin(���) refers to the parameters tan� (equation 2.77)and � (equation 2.81) of the general two-doublet model.Sine the Higgs boson predominantly deays to a bb quark pair, the sig-nature of the Higgs-strahlung events in the four jet hannel is a four jethadroni system with at least two b-tagged jets and the dijet invariant massof the opposite jet pair being lose to the Z0 mass. This signature has severalnon-Higgs SM proess bakgrounds, as will be disussed in setion 4.4.
4.3 The h0A0 signalThe prodution mode for the h0A0 signal at tree-level is the s-hannel e+e�pair prodution e+e� ! Z0� ! h0A0 (see �gure 4.2).The prodution ross setion for the MSSM pair prodution proess isgiven in terms of the SM Higgs-strahlung ross setion of equation 4.1 as [62,73
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Figure 4.2: The leading-order Feynman diagram for the prodution hannelfor the h0A0 �nal state, the s-hannel e+e� pair prodution hannel.
page 400℄�hAMSSM = �(e+e� ! h0A0) = os2(� � �)��HZSM where� = � 32hA n� 12hZ [12z + �hZ ℄o ; �ij = �1� (mi+mj)2s ��1� (mi�mj)2s � (4.3)

In the h0A0 hannel both the h0 and A0 deay predominantly to a bbquark pair, and the signature of the pair prodution events in the four jethannel is therefore a four jet hadroni system with all four jets being b-tagged. The masses of the two heavy objets in the event (the h0 and A0)are both unknown, and sine both the h0 and A0 deay to a bb quark system,there is in the general ase no kinemati information in the event whih anbe used to determine whih of the jets originates from whih of the originalheavy objets. This point will be further elaborated in setion 7.2.
4.4 BakgroundsThe di�erent bakgrounds important to the four jet hannel are atego-rized in three lasses: the qq() hannel, the W+W� hannel and the Z0Z0hannel. Notably, the largest bakground hannel at LEP-II, the t-hannelgamma-exhange e+e�! e+e�+hadrons through multiperipheral diagrams(also known as the two-photon or  hannel), is missing. This is due tothe requirement of a large number of harged traks, large visible energy andmaximum photon energy in the event, whih uts away very lose to all events at the preseletion level; see setion 5.2.74
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4.4.1 The e+e� ! qq() bakgroundThe tree-level prodution mode for the qq() hannel is the s-hannel e+e�Z0/ annihilation, with the Z0/ deaying to a quark pair qq (see �gure 4.3).In about 75% of suh events, there is an ISR photon present whih gives theevent an e�etive entre-of-mass energy onsiderably lower than the sum ofthe beam energies.This hannel is not a true hadroni four jet hannel, but rather a hadronisystem with two jets, whih, in about 75% of the ases, is aompanied bya high-energy photon. However, hadroni events generally have a less leanstruture than leptoni events, whih an ause a two jet event to have ajet whih is reognized as two di�erent hadroni jets (jet splitting). Also,gluon radiation deaying to quark-pairs an ause seondary hadroni jetsin the event, whih may be very diÆult to distinguish from the quark jetsoriginating from the heavy bosons in the event. In addition to this, thehigh-energy photon an, if present in the event, give seondary reations inthe detetor whih resembles hadroni strutures, and an, together with theaforementioned e�ets, be reognized as hadroni jets. For this bakground,it is also possible for all jets in the event to originate from b-quarks, whihan give suh events very high b-tag values.The ross setion of the qq() hannel has been subjet to muh studyprior to the LEP-II runs [62, page 210, �℄, and a simple, fairly aurate, rosssetion is not easily given. The qq() ross setion at energies of interestfor the analyses presented here, generally lies at values of approximately100 pb. This is substantially larger than the ross setion for the other twobakground hannels, whih ompensates for the lower preseletion eÆienyof this hannel, due to the requirement on the qq() events having speial75
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Figure 4.4: The leading-order Feynman diagrams for the W+W� bak-ground. Part (a) shows the s-hannel annihilation diagrams, whereas part(b) shows the onversion diagram.
features in order to appear as four jet events. Therefore, the expeted numberof events for this bakground hannel is still omparable to the other two.
4.4.2 The e+e� !W+W� bakgroundThe tree-level prodution mode for the W+W� hannel ontains three di-agrams: �rst the two s-hannel e+e� Z0 or , non-Abelian annihilationdiagrams, with the Z0() deaying to a pair of W� bosons, shown in �g-ure 4.4 (a), and last the t-hannel e+e� �e onversion diagram, shown in�gure 4.4 (b).This hannel is, as opposed to the qq() hannel, a true four jet hadronibakground, and is, in terms of event shape and kinematis, almost indis-tinguishable from a Higgs signal event of omparable Higgs masses (the Z0mass in the H0Z0 signal events giving the only di�erene). However, theW� boson deays to one up-type quark and one down-type quark (one ofwhih being an anti-quark). This, oupled with the fat that the t-quarkis kinemtially unavailable, means that the W� boson an only deay to ab-quark and an up-type quark through a Cabbibo-suppressed deay, eitherthe b or the even more strongly suppressed bu quark hannel. Using thelatest CKM values [22, page 94℄, the probability that a W� pair deays totwo b-quarks (whih is the maximum number) is as low as � 2 � 10�3, asompared to the >�85% branhing ratio (for most MSSM points of interest)for H0 and A0 into the bb topology. In all, this means that events from theW+W� hannel do not have very high b-tag values, whih is a feature thatmakes suh events fairly simple to rejet.The tree-level ross setion of the W+W� hannel is given in the Born76



approximation as [62, page 89℄
�WW,Born � ��2�s sin4 �W where � =r1� 4m2Ws : (4.4)Radiative orretions to this expression exist, and bring the total theoretialunertainty on the ross setion down to around 0.5% [62, page 90, �℄. Thisross setion is generally muh smaller than that of the qq() bakground(a fator 4{6 for the entre-of-mass energy values of interest in the analysespresented here), but the feature of the W+W� being a true four jet bak-ground makes it the numerially dominant hannel at the preseletion level.Also, the W+W� ross setion is rising with inreasing entre-of-mass en-ergy, as opposed to the qq() ross setion, whih is falling, and this makesthe relative importane of the W+W� bakground ompared to the qq()bakground larger as the entre-of-mass energy inreases.

4.4.3 The e+e� ! Z0Z0 bakgroundThe tree-level prodution mode for the Z0Z0 hannel onsists of one diagram,the t-hannel e+e�onversion diagram through neutral gauge bosons, Z0 or (see �gure 4.5). This hannel is, like the W+W� hannel, a true fourjet hadroni bakground, with an even more kinematially indistinguishablestruture with respet to the true Higgs signal events, as there are now twoZ0's in the event. (This will in the ase of degenerate Higgs and Z0 masses,give a signature exatly like the Higgs signal when disregarding the di�erenein the prodution polar angle distributions, whih is only measurable on arelatively large sample, and not on single events.) But, ontrary to theW+W� hannel, the jets in a Z0Z0 hannel event an all originate from b-quarks, making it possible for events of the Z0Z0 bakground to have veryhigh b-tag values, and the Z0Z0 hannel is therefore the only bakgroundwhih ontains irreduible events with respet to the h0A0 signal hannel.The tree-level ross setion of the Z0Z0 hannel in the narrow-width Z0deay approximation is given as [62, page 234℄�ZZ = �2�s CD �AD log��D+�D�D��D�� 3�D�D� where�D = 1� 2xZ ; �D = p1� 4xZ ; xZ = m2ZsCD = 38 sin8 �W�32 sin6 �W+24 sin4 �W�sin2 �W+116 sin4 �W os4 �W (1�2xZ) ; AD = 1 + 4x2Z : (4.5)
Due to the larger mass of the Z0 boson, and thereby the larger energy re-quirement in order to produe the Z0Z0 events, the ross setion of the Z0Z0hannel lies well below that of the W+W� hannel.77
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4.5 Monte Carlo samplesIn order to estimate the various expeted bakgrounds and signals, a largenumber of Monte Carlo events have been generated by various physis pro-esses generators, to be desribed later in this hapter. The generated eventswere then passed through the DELPHI detetor simulation program DEL-SIM [64℄, whih ensures the orret detetor setup. The generated eventshave been divided into di�erent samples, eah with a orresponding rosssetion, aording to what bakground or signal hannel this sample is esti-mating. However, this separation is not the same as the one desribed for thebakground hannels in the earlier setions, and therefore needs explanation.
4.5.1 Bakground samplesThe qq() bakground has been estimated using the PYTHIA [65℄ generator.This has been the DELPHI standard hoie of generator during the LEP-Iand LEP-II runs, and is well doumented and tested.For the W+W� and Z0Z0 hannels, the EXCALIBUR [66℄ generator hasbeen used. This is a 4-fermion generator whih operates on the basis of �nalstates, and not on Feynman diagrams, and the di�erent samples generatedfrom EXCALIBUR therefore do not neessarily orrespond to the bakgroundhannels desribed in the previous setions. The two di�erent EXCALIBURsamples are:WW -like sample (WWEX): This sample onsists of all possible generi(i.e. SU(2) weak isospin blind) �nal states from a W+W� event: qqqq(four quarks), qql� (two quarks, a lepton and a neutrino) or l�l� (two78



leptons and two neutrinos). However, sine the EXCALIBUR generatoris SU(2) weak isospin avor (and generation) blind, the quarks are onlyguaranteed to ome in quark/anti-quark pairs, in addition to preservingthe total harge of the system. This means that in EXCALIBUR qqqqevents, the four quarks an all be up- or down-type quarks, whereasqqqq events from true W+W� events neessarily must onsist of anup-type quark and an anti down-type quark (from theW+) in additionto an anti up-type quark and a down-type quark (from the W�). Thismeans that the important irreduible bakground of four b-quarks isontained in this sample, even though this an only originate from Z0Z0events.qqll sample (QQLL): This sample ontains the 4-fermion proesses re-sulting in two quarks (one of whih is an anti-quark) and two leptons(one of whih is an anti-lepton). Suh events annot originate fromW+W� events, and they are therefore not part of the WW-like han-nel. The sample is further subdivided into the three di�erent partsqq�� , qq�� and qqee.The statistis for the generated Monte Carlo bakground samples is pre-sented in table 4.2 and 4.3. Here, the tables are subdivided into ten parts,whih orresponds to the average energy of the ten di�erent entre-of-massenergy windows whih the olleted data have been divided into. These are:� For the 1998 data: one entre-of-mass energy window with averageenergy 188.6 GeV.� For the 1999 data: four entre-of-mass energy windows with averageenergies 191.6 GeV, 195.5 GeV, 199.5 GeV and 201.6 GeV.� For the 2000 data: four entre-of-mass energy windows with averageenergies 203.6 GeV, 205.2 GeV, 206.7 GeV and 208.2 GeV. In additionto this, there ourred on September 6th the permanent trip of setor6 of one half of the TPC, making it neessary to produe new MonteCarlo for the remainder of the 2000 run. The data from this periodwas olleted in a separate entre-of-mass energy window, with averageenergy 206.3 GeV.The entre-of-mass energy distribution for the preseleted events an befound in �gure 5.1 on page 94. Also, the ross setions listed in table 4.2and 4.3 are summarized in the lower plot of �gure 4.6.79



Channel X-setion Generated LMC LMCLData(pb) events (pb�1)ECM=188.6 GeV, LData=158.0 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 99.0 1665299 � 16800 � 106qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 17.733 686214 � 38700 � 245qq�� (QQLL) 0.1058 14996 � 142000 � 897qq�� (QQLL) 0.263 14995 � 63500 � 402qqee (QQLL) 0.468 14694 � 31400 � 199ECM=191.6 GeV, LData=25.89 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 96.04 151370 � 1580 � 61qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.127 236920 � 13100 � 505qq�� (QQLL) 0.1095 14994 � 137000 � 5290qq�� (QQLL) 0.2614 15000 � 57400 � 2220qqee (QQLL) 0.4247 14994 � 35300 � 1360ECM=195.5 GeV, LData=76.90 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 90.04 464307 � 4490 � 58qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.482 477146 � 25800 � 336qq�� (QQLL) 0.1125 14693 � 131000 � 1700qq�� (QQLL) 0.2578 14999 � 58200 � 757qqee (QQLL) 0.4148 14991 � 36100 � 470ECM=199.5 GeV, LData=84.28 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 86.11 538948 � 6260 � 74qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.720 608798 � 32500 � 386qq�� (QQLL) 0.1140 14993 � 132000 � 1560qq�� (QQLL) 0.2530 14698 � 58100 � 689qqee (QQLL) 0.4112 14991 � 36500 � 433ECM=201.6 GeV, LData=41.11 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 83.27 505875 � 6080 � 148qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.792 237144 � 12700 � 307qq�� (QQLL) 0.1142 14992 � 131000 � 3190qq�� (QQLL) 0.2504 15000 � 59900 � 1460qqee (QQLL) 0.4076 14992 � 36800 � 895
Table 4.2: The Monte Carlo generated prodution ross setion, number ofgenerated events and equivalent luminosity for the di�erent bakgrounds.The statistis shown orresponds to the 1998 and 1999 samples.
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Channel X-setion Generated LMC LMCLData(pb) events (pb�1)ECM=203.6 GeV, LData=8.77 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 82.23 989322 � 12000 � 1370qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.857 165537 � 8780 � 1000qq�� (QQLL) 0.1142 14993 � 131000 � 15000qq�� (QQLL) 0.2482 14998 � 60400 � 6890qqee (QQLL) 0.4045 14388 � 35600 � 4060ECM=205.2 GeV, LData=63.18 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 80.77 2806314 � 34700 � 550qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.897 652490 � 34500 � 547qq�� (QQLL) 0.1139 30115 � 264000 � 4180qq�� (QQLL) 0.2460 29815 � 120000 � 1900qqee (QQLL) 0.4013 30099 � 75000 � 1190ECM=206.7 GeV, LData=77.66 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 79.32 2669386 � 33700 � 433qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.935 638675 � 33700 � 434qq�� (QQLL) 0.1134 79468 � 700000 � 9020qq�� (QQLL) 0.2435 96285 � 39500 � 5090qqee (QQLL) 0.3983 92942 � 233000 � 3000ECM=208.2 GeV, LData=7.08 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 77.94 1820584 � 23400 � 3300qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.972 367524 � 19400 � 2740qq�� (QQLL) 0.1130 30297 � 268000 � 37900qq�� (QQLL) 0.2413 30305 � 126000 � 17700qqee (QQLL) 0.3954 52471 � 133000 � 18700ECM=206.3 GeV, LData=59.88 pb�1qq() (ZGPY) 79.73 995549 � 12500 � 209qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 18.924 283691 � 15000 � 250qq�� (QQLL) 0.1135 15291 � 135000 � 2250qq�� (QQLL) 0.2441 16797 � 68800 � 1150qqee (QQLL) 0.3991 16790 � 42100 � 703
Table 4.3: The Monte Carlo generated prodution ross setion, number ofgenerated events and equivalent luminosity for the di�erent bakgrounds.The statistis shown orresponds to the 2000 data sample.
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4.5.2 Signal samplesThe signal samples were all reated using the HZHA [67℄ generator. Thesamples used in the analyses presented here are generated in two di�erentlasses:The HZQQ samples: These samples are h0Z0 signal events generated inthe four jet hannel, i.e. the h0 deaying to a bb quark/anti-quark pair,and the Z0 deaying to a qq quark/anti-quark pair. Several di�erentsamples have been generated, orresponding to di�erent values of theHiggs mass mH0, ranging from 70 GeV/2 to 120 GeV/2.The HZHA samples: These samples are h0A0 signal events generated inthe four jet hannel, i.e. both the h0 and the A0 deaying to a bbquark/anti-quark pair. The samples have been generated at severaldi�erent values of the MSSM parameter tan�, tan�=2,20,50, all withseveral di�erent values of the Higgs mass mA0, ranging from 70 GeV/2to 100 GeV/2 in steps of 5 GeV/2.The statistis for the generated Monte Carlo signal samples are presentedin table 4.4 and 4.5 (for the h0Z0 signal) and table 4.6 and 4.7 (for the h0A0signal). The ross setions for a few di�erent signal hypothesis is shown onthe upper left of �gure 4.6 for the H0Z0 signal, and on the upper right forthe h0A0 signal.Eah generated event sample was generated at a spei� entre-of-massenergy. This, however, does not represent the atual experimental situation,partiularly for the year 2000, very well, as data was taken over a range ofentre-of-mass energies (albeit at rather narrow and peaked ranges for the1998 and 1999 data). Therefore, eah generated event was reboosted to a newentre-of-mass energy aording to the distribution in data for the entre-of-mass range in question. This was done aording to the following proedure:When boosting an event from the old entre-of-mass energy Eold to the newvalue Enew, events were divided into two lasses:� Events with two heavy bosons in the original state (i.e. the W+W�,Z0Z0, H0Z0 and h0A0 hannels) were treated in the following way: Foreah partile in the event, an attempt at �nding a link to the originalsimulated heavy boson through the use of the various simulation bankswas made. With all the partiles where suh a link was found, a re-boosting routine [68℄ was applied, whih reboosts the original heavybosons in the event to a new entre-of-mass energy and propagates theresults to the �nal state partiles. The remaining partiles in the event,where the searh for a simulation link to the original heavy bosons was82



mH0 X-setion Generated mH0 X-setion Generated(GeV/2) (pb) events (GeV/2) (pb) eventsECM=188.6 GeV70.0 0.8001 2000 75.0 0.6961 199580.0 0.5862 1799 85.0 0.4667 499690.0 0.3319 4999 92.5 0.2545 299695.0 0.1652 25682 97.5 0.0652 3000100.0 0.0251 4996ECM=191.6 GeV85.0 0.4928 2049 90.0 0.3788 205095.0 0.2469 2050 100.0 0.0758 4917105.0 0.0145 2048ECM=195.5 GeV85.0 0.5123 2049 90.0 0.4177 205095.0 0.3131 2050 100.0 0.1900 4917105.0 0.0396 2048ECM=199.5 GeV85.0 0.5207 2049 90.0 0.4405 205095.0 0.3543 2048 100.0 0.2586 2047105.0 0.1436 5122 110.0 0.0237 2048115.0 0.0079 1022ECM=201.6 GeV85.0 0.5217 1999 90.0 0.4476 199895.0 0.3684 1999 100.0 0.2829 2000105.0 0.1840 1816 110.0 0.0564 2021115.0 0.0107 1997
Table 4.4: The Monte Carlo generated prodution ross setion and numberof generated events for the di�erent H0Z0 signals. The ross setions refer tothe SM ross setions, whereas the MSSM numbers are found by multiplyingwith the orretion fator sin2(� � �). The statistis shown orresponds tothe 1998 and 1999 samples.
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mH0 X-setion Generated mH0 X-setion Generated(GeV/2) (pb) events (GeV/2) (pb) eventsECM=203.6 GeV90.0 0.4521 2012 95.0 0.3794 2050100.0 0.3011 2050 105.0 0.2135 1930110.0 0.1059 2050 115.0 0.0160 2049120.0 0.0061 1998ECM=205.2 GeV85.0 0.5194 2000 90.0 0.4543 199995.0 0.3859 2000 100.0 0.3128 1999105.0 0.2324 2000 108.0 0.1780 4998110.0 0.1375 6993 112.0 0.0915 4996114.0 0.0419 4999 115.0 0.0262 6998120.0 0.0075 1998ECM=206.7 GeV90.0 0.4554 2000 95.0 0.3907 1999100.0 0.3215 2000 105.0 0.2472 2000108.0 0.1976 9999 110.0 0.1615 11995112.0 0.1215 9794 114.0 0.0757 9195115.0 0.0512 11993 120.0 0.0095 1999ECM=208.2 GeV90.0 0.4557 3998 95.0 0.3943 3996100.0 0.3295 3997 105.0 0.2597 3998110.0 0.1812 3998 115.0 0.0842 3998120.0 0.0127 3999ECM=206.3 GeV90.0 0.4552 2000 95.0 0.3895 1999100.0 0.3198 2000 105.0 0.2435 2000108.0 0.1927 9999 110.0 0.1555 11995112.0 0.1141 9794 114.0 0.0665 9195115.0 0.0427 11993 120.0 0.0089 1999
Table 4.5: The Monte Carlo generated prodution ross setion and numberof generated events for the di�erent H0Z0 signals. The ross setions refer tothe SM ross setions, whereas the MSSM numbers are found by multiplyingwith the orretion fator sin2(� � �). The statistis shown orresponds tothe 2000 samples.
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mA0 Generated mA0 Generated mA0 Generated(GeV/2) events (GeV/2) events (GeV/2) eventsECM=188.6 GeVtan � = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5070.0 1199 70.0 2000 70.0 199975.0 5191 75.0 4997 75.0 199980.0 4994 80.0 4997 80.0 199885.0 5197 85.0 4797 85.0 399890.0 2001 90.0 2999 90.0 3999ECM=191.6 GeVtan � = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 1999 80.0 2000 | |85.0 4398 85.0 1821 | |90.0 1998 90.0 2799 | |95.0 1999 95.0 2000 | |100.0 2095 | | | |ECM=195.5 GeVtan � = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 1999 80.0 2000 | |85.0 4398 85.0 1821 | |90.0 1998 90.0 2799 | |95.0 1999 95.0 2000 | |100.0 2095 | | | |ECM=199.5 GeVtan � = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 1998 80.0 1997 80.0 199785.0 1998 85.0 1999 85.0 200090.0 2000 90.0 1999 90.0 200095.0 2000 95.0 1999 95.0 2000ECM=201.6 GeVtan � = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 1972 80.0 1800 | |85.0 1998 85.0 1999 | |90.0 1999 90.0 2000 | |95.0 2000 95.0 2000 | |
Table 4.6: The number of events for the di�erent Monte Carlo generated h0A0signals. The statistis shown orresponds to the 1998 and 1999 samples.
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mA0 Generated mA0 Generated mA0 Generated(GeV/2) events (GeV/2) events (GeV/2) eventsECM=203.6 GeVtan� = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 1999 80.0 1998 | |85.0 2000 85.0 1999 | |90.0 1981 90.0 1998 | |95.0 1999 95.0 1999 | |ECM=205.2 GeVtan� = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 1999 80.0 1999 80.0 199685.0 2000 85.0 1999 85.0 200090.0 1999 90.0 1999 90.0 199995.0 2000 95.0 1999 95.0 2000ECM=206.7 GeVtan� = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 3997 80.0 3995 80.0 199985.0 3995 85.0 4000 85.0 199990.0 3999 90.0 3999 90.0 199995.0 3995 95.0 3998 95.0 1999ECM=208.2 GeVtan� = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 1999 80.0 1999 80.0 199885.0 1996 85.0 1997 85.0 200090.0 1999 90.0 1999 90.0 195795.0 1999 95.0 1999 95.0 1995ECM=206.3 GeVtan� = 2 tan� = 20 tan� = 5080.0 5998 80.0 5969 80.0 199885.0 1997 85.0 1998 85.0 399590.0 1999 90.0 1998 90.0 200095.0 1997 95.0 2000 95.0 2800100.0 1999 100.0 1999 100.0 1996
Table 4.7: The number of events for the di�erent Monte Carlo generatedh0A0 signals. The statistis shown orresponds to the 2000 sample.
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Figure 4.6: Cross setions of the relevant bakgrounds and a few of thesignals, as a funtion of the entre-of-mass energy. On the top left is shownthe ross setions for theH0Z0 Higgs-strahlung proess for signals of di�erentHiggs masses, the numbers in the legends being the Higgs mass in GeV/2.The h0A0 pair prodution ross setion is shown on the top right for di�erentMSSM signals, all in the no mixing hypothesis (see setion 8.1). The legendsindiate the mass of the A0 boson in GeV/2 followed by the value of theparameter tan�. In the lower plot is shown the ross setion for di�erentrelevant bakgrounds desribed in the text.
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unsuessful, the partile energies and momenta were resaled with thefator EnewEold .� For the remaining hannels (i.e. the qq() hannel), all partile energiesand momenta were resaled with the fator EnewEold .After this short presentation of the most important bakgrounds andsignals, the next hapter goes more into detail. The uts of the four jet pre-seletion are presented, and their e�et on data and Monte Carlo generatedbakgrounds and signals is shown. Two di�erent trak seletions are pre-sented and ompared, and a few properties from the four jet seleted eventsusing both trak seletions are shown. These properties are then used todistinguish between the two trak seletions, and a hoie is made as to whatis to be the trak seletion used for the di�erent analyses presented later inthe work.
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Chapter 5
Seletion of events
Due to the speial topology of the Higgs signal events, both in the MSSMand the SM senarios, a rather tight preseletion of events, aimed at reduingthe expeted non-Higgs SM bakground by a large fator, ould be employedwithout loosing large frations of the signal. Also, the signal event feature ofa large number of traks and, in priniple, no missing energy, makes a ratherloose trak seletion possible. This is useful in order to inlude as many ofthe original traks from the event as possible, even though the number offalse traks introdued by suh a seletion will be larger than for a tightseletion. This, however, will not be as ritial as for searh topologies withfew traks, sine the four jet topology is a purely hadroni system with eahhadroni jet being built up of several traks.
5.1 Trak seletion
Early in the history of DELPHI, the di�erent analysis teams eah employedtheir own set of trak seletion riteria, aording to the needs of the individ-ual analyses. However, as analysis work progressed and the understanding ofthe detetor inreased, in onjuntion with several upgrades of the detetoritself, a desire to have a standardized trak seletion grew within the exper-iment. This was ahieved in 1998 [69℄, and the new standard trak seletionhas gradually taken over for the old, individualized trak seletions of thedi�erent analysis teams. This has been ahieved in parallell with the emer-gene and widespread use of the standard analysis tool SKELANA [70℄. Inthe following setions the two sets of trak seletion uts are presented, andsome entral variables are shown. 89



5.1.1 Old hadroni searh team trak seletionBeause of the large number of traks, and the fat that there is nominallyno missing energy in the event, the purely hadroni four jet analyses havetraditionally relied upon a rather loose trak seletion. This trak seletionhas been used by all the purely hadroni topology searhes in DELPHI, andonsists of the following set of uts: [71℄� Charged partiles{ Minimum trak momentum 100 MeV/{ Maximum impat parameter in the transverse diretion: 4 m{ Maximum impat parameter in the z-diretion: 10 mCharged partiles with energy above the beam energy, are resaled tohalf the beam energy.� Neutral partiles{ For the Eletromagneti lusters: Minimum energy 200 MeV{ For the Hadroni lusters: Minimum energy 500 MeV
5.1.2 New standard trak seletionThe new, standard trak seletion [69℄, intended to be used by all of theDELPHI analyses, is made more exible by the introdution of several ad-justable parameters, in order to aomodate to the spei� needs of di�erentanalyses. This trak seletion onsists of the following uts: [72℄� Charged partiles{ Minimum trak momentum 100 MeV, maximum 1:5� Ebeam{ Maximum frational trak momentum error �p=p: 1{ Maximum impat parameter in the transverse diretion: 4 m{ Maximum impat parameter in the z-diretion: sin(�)�4 m, �being the polar angle of the trak.� Neutral partiles{ Eletromagneti lusters:� HPC: Minimum energy 300 MeV� FEMC: Minimum energy 400 MeV90



� STIC: Minimum energy 300 MeVIn addition, neutrals of over 2 GeV energy produed from onlyone STIC tower, are rejeted. Also, o�-momentum eletronsare rejeted by rejeting STIC showers below 3 degrees inpolar angle.{ Hadroni lusters:Here, no minimum energy ut is applied. Instead, a noise re-dution routine is used, aimed at giving a better data/simulationagreement at the expense of removing some genuine low energyshowers.Also, all ID-VD traks ( i.e. traks seen only by the Inner Detetor andthe Vertex Detetor) without z information, and all VD only traks ( i.e.traks seen only by the Vertex Detetor) without z information, are rejeted.In addition to these uts, a method to reover harged traks rejeted bythe original trak rejetion has been implemented. Due to the aforementionedproperties of the purely hadroni events, the options hosen with this trakseletion is aimed at rejeting as few of the traks as possible. Therefore,the reovery proedures are set to reover as many of the rejeted traks aspossible. This proedure onsists of three steps:MAMMOTH Reovery: 1 For traks passing the impat parameter uts,but rejeted by another ut in the harged trak seletion, a reov-ery routine aimed at orreting for kinks and hadroni interations isapplied.Unphysial high momentum partiles: Charged partiles whih are re-jeted by the maximum momentum ut is re-�tted using a primaryvertex onstraint. If the trak parameters and the re-�t probability areaeptable, the trak is aepted with the new re-�tted trak parame-ters.Neutral Energy Reovery: If a rejeted harged trak has alorimeter en-ergy of at least 5 GeV assoiated to it, the trak is aepted as a neutral,whih again is subjet to the neutral luster seletion routine.Comparisons of trak and event properties of events with these two dif-ferent trak seletions are presented in setion 5.3.1The term MAMMOTH is in DELPHI used about the program whih attempts toimprove the event reonstrution and aspets of the urrent traking through the useof traks that have been disarded due to spei� onditions, suh as ertain detetorombination or ertain behaviour in the detetor.91



5.2 Preseletion of four jet eventsWhen performing the preseletion, the event is fored into a four jet on�g-uration by the DURHAM lustering algorithm [65, page 277℄. A hadroniidenti�ation algorithm [73℄ is applied to harged traks, whih, when su-essful, assigns masses to the traks, whereas unidenti�ed harged traks areassigned the pion mass (135 GeV/2). Eah neutral luster is assigned a massof zero. The jet mass is then alulated by the relationsMjet = 12qE2jet � 2 ~P 2jet; where~Pjet =Pntraksi=1 ~Pi; Ejet =Pntraksi=1 Ei =Pntraksi=1 q~P 2i +M2i 2 (5.1)
where ntraks is the number of traks, both harged and neutral, belonging tothe jet, ~Pi, Ei and Mi are the momentum, energy and mass of trak i, and~Pjet, Ejetand Mjet are the orresponding quantities for the jet.The four jet event seletion onsists of the following uts: [74℄� Minimum 18 harged traks� Visible energy larger than 60% of ps� Neutral energy less than 50% of ps� No neutrals with eletromagneti energy above 30 GeV� The energy of an invisible photon as alulated by SPRIME+ [75℄ lessthan 30 GeV� No eletromagneti alorimeter shower energy above 30 GeV� At least 1 harged partile per jet, and all jet masses at least 1.5 GeV/2� The Fox-Wolfram moments (see page 129) H2+H4, normalized to H0,less than 1.1� Event thrust (see page 129) less than 0.92After this preseletion, the only remaining bakgrounds are the onestreated in setion 4.4; spei�ally, the  bakground is ompletely removed(see �gure 5.2). Eah of the variables in the four jet seletion is presented forthe remaining expeted bakgrounds together with the data in �gures 5.3to 5.8. The plots are shown for the new standard trak seletion, withthe signal being a h0A0 signal of mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20. The orre-sponding four jet seletion statistis for the di�erent Monte Carlo generated92



bakgrounds, as well as for the data, are shown in tables 5.1 to 5.3. Thesystemati errors in the four jet seletion have been extensively studied byDELPHI, and the errors inluded in the numbers found in the tables, ontainontribution from the following soures:� A ontribution from the purely statistial unertainty in the seletioneÆieny for the di�erent Monte Carlo samples, i.e.�e� =p�(1� �)=N , where� is the seletion eÆieny, andN is the size of the Monte Carlo sample.This ontribution is typially relatively small ompared to the otherontributions mentioned below, the exeption being for the di�erentsignal samples and some of the QQLL samples, whih are generally ofsmaller size (see tables 4.2 to 4.7).� A ommon 1% ontribution from unertainty in the luminosity andross setions [76℄.� A ommon 4% systemati ontribution estimated from di�erenes be-tween di�erent Monte Carlo generators and di�erenes between dataand Monte Carlo [74℄.Figure 5.1 shows the entre-of-mass energy distribution of the four jet seletedevents for all three years of data taking.At this seletion level, the signal eÆienies lie for the h0A0 hannelmostly above 90%, with no Monte Carlo generated signal sample having aneÆieny below 86%. The eÆienies for the H0Z0 samples lie slightly belowthis level, but more than 84% of the signal is still retained for all Monte Carlogenerated signal samples. In order to ompare di�erent signal hypotheses toeah other, plots orresponding to the ones shown in �gures 5.3 and 5.4 areshown for four di�erent signal hypothesis in �gures 5.9 and 5.10.The numbers in tables 5.1 to 5.3 show generally good agreement betweenthe expeted and the observed number of events. The only two entre-of-mass energy windows for whih the expetation is more than one standarddeviation away from the observation are both in the 2000 data; the 203.6 GeVpoint, where the expetation lies below the data, and the 206.3 GeV point,where the expetation lies above the data. In terms of total events in the 2000data sample, these two e�ets ounterat eah other, indiating statistialutuations rather than a systemati e�et.The distributions in �gures 5.3 to 5.8 generally show a fairly good agree-ment between data and expeted bakground. Although som distributionsshow features looking somewhat unnatural (the neutral energy and Fox-Wolfram moments of the 1998 data, in �gures 5.3 and 5.4, and the total93



Figure 5.1: Centre-of-mass energy distributions for the four jet seletedevents for all olleted data as well as expeted Monte Carlo bakground.On top is shown the 1998 data set, in the middle is the 1999 data set, andthe 2000 data set is shown on the bottom.
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Channel Four jet e�.(%) Expeted eventsECM=188.6 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.87 � 0.16 605 � 25qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 39.9 � 1.6 1119 � 46qq�� (QQLL) 20.71 � 0.89 3.46 � 0.15qq�� (QQLL) 12.61 � 0.57 5.24 � 0.24qqee (QQLL) 2.28 � 0.15 1.69 � 0.12Total expeted bakground | 1734 � 53Data | 1721ECM=191.6 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.63 � 0.15 90.2 � 3.9qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 40.9 � 1.6 192.0 � 7.9qq�� (QQLL) 21.48 � 0.92 0.609 � 0.027qq�� (QQLL) 12.79 � 0.58 0.865 � 0.040qqee (QQLL) 1.79 � 0.13 0.197 � 0.014Total expeted bakground | 283.9 � 8.8Data | 293ECM=195.5 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.70 � 0.15 256 � 11qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 40.3 � 1.6 573 � 24qq�� (QQLL) 19.77 � 0.86 1.710 � 0.076qq�� (QQLL) 12.2 � 0.56 2.42 � 0.11qqee (QQLL) 1.65 � 0.12 0.528 � 0.040Total expeted bakground | 834 � 26Data | 812ECM=199.5 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.65 � 0.15 265 � 11qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 39.8 � 1.6 628 � 26qq�� (QQLL) 19.29 � 0.84 1.853 � 0.082qq�� (QQLL) 11.85 � 0.54 2.53 � 0.12qqee (QQLL) 1.37 � 0.11 0.474 � 0.038Total expeted bakground | 898 � 28Data | 865
Table 5.1: The four jet seletion eÆieny and number of events for expetedbakground and data. The errors ontain ontributions from the souresmentioned on page 93.
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Channel Four jet e�.(%) Expeted eventsECM=201.6 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.60 � 0.15 123.3 � 5.2qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 39.5 � 1.6 305 � 13qq�� (QQLL) 18.90 � 0.82 0.887 � 0.040qq�� (QQLL) 11.71 � 0.54 1.206 � 0.057qqee (QQLL) 1.52 � 0.12 0.255 � 0.020Total expeted bakground | 431 � 14Data | 420ECM=203.6 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.55 � 0.14 25.6 � 1.1qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 39.3 � 1.6 64.9 � 2.7qq�� (QQLL) 18.12 � 0.79 0.181 � 0.008qq�� (QQLL) 11.68 � 0.54 0.254 � 0.012qqee (QQLL) 1.54 � 0.12 0.054 � 0.004Total expeted bakground | 91.0 � 2.9Data | 111ECM=205.2 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.58 � 0.14 182.7 � 7.6qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 39.0 � 1.6 466 � 19qq�� (QQLL) 19.54 � 0.81 1.406 � 0.060qq�� (QQLL) 11.63 � 0.50 1.823 � 0.081qqee (QQLL) 1.452 � 0.090 0.368 � 0.023Total expeted bakground | 652 � 21Data | 656
Table 5.2: The four jet seletion eÆieny and number of events for expetedbakground and data. The errors ontain ontributions from the souresmentioned on page 93.
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Channel Four jet e�.(%) Expeted eventsECM=206.7 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.54 � 0.14 218.2 � 9.0qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 38.8 � 1.6 570 � 24qq�� (QQLL) 18.65 � 0.76 1.643 � 0.069qq�� (QQLL) 11.78 � 0.48 2.227 � 0.094qqee (QQLL) 1.347 � 0.066 0.417 � 0.021Total expeted bakground | 792 � 25Data | 789ECM=208.2 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.53 � 0.14 19.49 � 0.81qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 38.5 � 1.5 51.7 � 2.1qq�� (QQLL) 18.69 � 0.78 0.149 � 0.006qq�� (QQLL) 11.86 � 0.51 0.203 � 0.009qqee (QQLL) 1.277 � 0.071 0.036 � 0.002Total expeted bakground | 71.5 � 2.3Data | 71ECM=206.3 GeVqq() (ZGPY) 3.55 � 0.14 169.4 � 7.0qqqq, qql�, l�l� (WWEX) 38.4 � 1.5 435 � 18qq�� (QQLL) 18.08 � 0.79 1.229 � 0.055qq�� (QQLL) 11.94 � 0.54 1.745 � 0.081qqee (QQLL) 1.37 � 0.11 0.327 � 0.025Total expeted bakground | 607 � 19Data | 555
Table 5.3: The four jet seletion eÆieny and number of events for expetedbakground and data. The errors ontain ontributions from the souresmentioned on page 93.
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Figure 5.2: Plot showing the number of harged traks in the event versusthe maximum of the three photon energy variables (used in uts number 4,5, and 6 in the four jet preseletion on page 92) for a typial  generatedsample. The uts are shown as lines, with the events passing the uts in theupper left-hand quadrant.
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Figure 5.3: Figure showing plots of six di�erent four jet seletion variables,when all four jet seletion uts have been performed exept for the variableshown in the plot in question. The Monte Carlo generated signal orrespondsto the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal. The plots are for the 1998 datasample.
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Figure 5.4: Figure showing plots of four di�erent four jet seletion variables,when all four jet seletion uts have been performed exept for the variableshown in the plot in question. The Monte Carlo generated signal orrespondsto the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal. The plots are for the 1998 datasample.
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Figure 5.5: Figure showing the same plots as �gure 5.3 for the 1999 datasample.
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Figure 5.6: Figure showing the same plots as �gure 5.4 for the 1999 datasample.
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Figure 5.7: Figure showing the same plots as �gure 5.3 for the 2000 datasample.
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Figure 5.8: Figure showing the same plots as �gure 5.4 for the 2000 datasample.
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Figure 5.9: Figure showing the same plots as �gure 5.3 for di�erent MonteCarlo generated signal samples for the sum of entre-of-mass energy pointsof the 1999 data.
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Figure 5.10: Figure showing the same plots as �gure 5.4 for di�erent MonteCarlo generated signal samples for the sum of entre-of-mass energy pointsof the 1999 data.
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energy of the 2000 data in �gure 5.7, to name some), these are often not per-sistent over the three year. In a few ases one an see a small shift betweendata and expeted bakground for all the three year (the neutral energy andthe minimum harged jet multipliity), but in these ases the seletion utis situated far from these disrepanies.
5.3 Trak and event property studies on fourjet eventsIn this setion a omparison is made between the two di�erent trak seletionsmentioned earlier in this hapter. The agreement of data with expetedbakground from Monte Carlo is emphasized, as this has been an importantonsideration in the work with the standard trak seletion. The omparisonsare all made at the four jet preseletion level. For the plots in this setion, theleft-hand olumn shows data and expeted bakground for the old hadronisearh team trak seletion, whereas the right-hand olumn shows the samefor the new standard trak seletion.The plots in �gure 5.11 show the momentum, polar angle and total energyof harged traks for the two trak seletions for the sum over all entre-of-mass energy windows, whereas the same plots are given for neutral partilesin �gure 5.12.For the harged partile plots in �gure 5.11, the di�erene between the twotrak seletions is not partiularly large. Both the old hadroni searh teamseletion (left olumn) and the new standard seletion (right olumn) showa reasonably good agreement between expeted bakground and data. Theharged traks momentum distribution in the old trak seletion shows someslight deterioration in the agreement between data and expeted bakgroundfor the very largest trak momenta, whereas the new trak seletion showsgood agreement for the entire range of trak momenta. The harged trakswhih in the old trak seletion are resaled to half of the beam energy anbe seen as a bump around 50 GeV/. Also, the plots of harged trakspolar angle shows a slightly less good agreement between data and expetedbakground for polar angles far from 90 degrees for the old trak seletion.In the same plots, the small dip in the distribution at polar angle 90Æ is dueto the rak between the two hemibarrels of DELPHI.The plots onerning the neutral partiles in �gure 5.12, however, showlarger di�erenes, both between the expeted bakground and data, and be-tween the di�erent trak seletions. The two plots of the neutral partileenergy both show a de�it of data with respet to expeted bakground in107



Figure 5.11: Figure showing plots of di�erent harged traks quantities; theharged trak momentum on top, the harged trak polar angle in the middleand the number of harged traks in the event at the bottom. The left-handolumn shows the old hadroni searh team trak seletion, and the newstandard trak seletion is shown on the right. The plots are for the sumover all entre-of-mass energy windows.
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Figure 5.12: Figure showing plots of di�erent neutral partiles quantities;the neutral partile energy on top, the polar angle of the neutrals in themiddle and the number of neutral partiles in the event at the bottom. Theleft-hand olumn shows the old hadroni searh team trak seletion, andthe new standard trak seletion is shown on the right. The plots are for thesum over all entre-of-mass energy windows.
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Figure 5.13: Figure showing plots of di�erent partile quantities for neutralpartiles in the HCAL, and omparison between the old hadroni searhteam trak seletion (left olumn), and the new standard trak seletion(right olumn). In the top row is shown the energy of neutral partiles in theHCAL, whereas the polar angle of suh partiles is shown in the lower row.The plots are for all entre-of-mass energy windows.
the energy range up to about 15 GeV, with the exeption of the �rst bin,where there is an exess of data (the edge at 30 GeV reets the fat that noevents with a neutral partile of eletromagneti energy above 30 GeV areexepted as four jet events). Thus, one would expet the total neutral energyof the event to be too small in data with respet to the expeted bakground,whih an indeed be seen to be the ase in the bottom row of �gure 5.12.However, this e�et is muh more pronouned in the old trak seletion thanin the new. Also, the polar angle distribution of neutral partiles, whereone an learly see the raks between di�erent alorimeters, shows that theexess of data is mainly onentrated in the barrel.When examining these results more losely, it is natural to look at theresponse of individual sub-detetors. Conentrating �rst on the di�erent110



Figure 5.14: Figure showing plots of di�erent partile quantities for neutralpartiles in the HPC, and omparison between the old hadroni searh teamtrak seletion (left olumn), and the new standard trak seletion (rightolumn). In the top row is shown the energy of neutral partiles in the HPC,whereas the polar angle of suh partiles is shown in the lower row. Theplots are for all entre-of-mass energy windows.
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Figure 5.15: Figure showing plots of di�erent partile quantities for neutralpartiles in the FEMC, and omparison between the old hadroni searhteam trak seletion (left olumn), and the new standard trak seletion(right olumn). In the top row is shown the energy of neutral partiles in theFEMC, whereas the polar angle of suh partiles is shown in the lower row.The plots are for all entre-of-mass energy windows.
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alorimeters, the alorimeter energy for neutral partiles and the polar angledistribution of these are shown for the three most important alorimeters, theHCAL, HPC and FEMC, in �gures 5.13 to 5.15. The plots of the alorimetrienergies are all onentrated at the lower edge of the energy range, as thedisrepanies in �gure 5.12 are mainly loated here.The plots for the HCAL energies in �gure 5.13 show fairly large dis-repanies between data and expeted bakground for both trak seletions.However, this disrepany is at its largest for slightly higher energies for theold trak seletion (fourth bin) than for the new trak seletion (third bin).Also, the new trak seletion allows for the reovery of HCAL neutral par-tiles below 500 MeV, albeit at the prie of a somewhat large disrepanybetween data and expeted bakground.For the plots in �gure 5.14 regarding neutral partiles in the HPC, themain part of the data exess for the energy plot is loated below 1 GeV,and this disrepany is larger for the old trak seletion than for the new.Also, the polar angle plot shows a slightly better overall agreement betweendata and expeted bakground for the new trak seletion, as there is a smallexess of data for the old trak seletion ase, mainly at polar angles above90 degrees.The plots in �gure 5.15 for the neutral partiles in the EMF show ageneral de�it of data with respet to the expeted bakground; the polarangle plots show that this e�et is distributed over most polar angles overedby the EMF, with the exeption of the polar angles furthest away from 90degrees (smallest angles with respet to the beam pipe), where this de�itis reversed to an exess. An exess an also be seen in the �rst signi�antlypopulated bin of the energy distribution (the third bin for the old trakseletion, and the �fth bin for the new trak seletion), whih is muh morepronouned in the old trak seletion than in the new.These omparisons show that the agreement between Monte Carlo ex-peted and observed data is slightly improved with the new standard trakseletion, even though there is still some disrepany present (an exess ofneutral partiles in data with respet to the Monte Carlo expetation). Asthe new standard trak seletion has been promoted as useable for most, pos-sibly all, analyses within DELPHI, this is in itself an argument in favour ofusing this in the analyses. Also, sine the tests and omparisons performedin this setion show the new trak seletion to be superior, if only slightly,to the old in terms of agreement between expetation and observation, thereis no good reason to selet anything other than the standard hoie of trakseletion, whih is the new one. Therefore, the rest of the analysis will beperformed using the new standard trak seletion.After now having deided on and presented the basi starting point for the113



analyses, the next hapter desribes the analysis philosophy and method, therepeated 2D likelihood network. First, some motivation points are given tojustify the spei� hoie of analysis method. Then, a few di�erent methodsfor approximating 2-dimensional distributions are shown, and tested on somerealisti distributions in order to hoose the one most ideally suited to theurrent use in the repeated 2D likelihood network.
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Chapter 6
Analysis method
Most analyses aimed at disriminating a given bakground from a signal(possibly parameter dependent), falls into one of two lasses. These an besummarized as follows:Sequential uts: This method is based on a series of uts in di�erent vari-ables whih distinguishes between signal and bakground. After theseuts are performed, one is left with a ertain number of expeted eventsof bakground and signal, and the �nal stastistial treatment of thesearh result is then performed on this, often relatively small, num-ber of events. The advantage of this method is that it is simple, bothin implementation and in philosophy, and therefore transparent, mak-ing omparison between the expeted bakground and signal with theobserved result easy. The disadvantage is that orrelations betweendi�erent variables are not taken into aount, making the analysis sub-optimal.Multivariable disriminating methods: The goal of suh methods is totake the orrelation between di�erent variables into aount, thus mak-ing the analysis more optimal, i.e. improve the separation betweensignal and bakground. The implementation is often suh that all thedi�erent variables are fed into a disrimination mehanism (likelihoodmethod, neural net, or some similar mehanism), whih then returnsa small number of, often only one, disriminating variable(s). The ad-vantage of suh methods is that they take a larger part of the availabledisriminating information, that is the orrelation between di�erentvariables, into aount, making the analysis more eÆient. The dis-advantage is that the disriminating mehanism an often be a ratherlosed system, and thus have many of the harateristis of a \blak115



box", making it diÆult to ontrol how the analysis behaves with re-spet to onsisteny heks in suh areas as the agreement between theexpeted bakground and the observation.The analysis presented here is an attempt at keeping the favourable fea-tures from both these lasses, and minimizing the disadvantages, i.e. tak-ing the information from the di�erent orrelations between variables intoaount, while at the same time keeping the analysis transparent and onve-nient with respet to ontroling the agreement between simulation and realdata.
6.1 The repeated 2D likelihood networkThe analysis proedure onsists of a repeated tehnique omprising the fol-lowing steps:

� Construt the 2-dimensional distribution of two variables.� Make an approximation of this distribution (see setion 6.2), and on-strut the sb (signal divided by bakground)-distribution.� Transform the sb -distribution into one whih has a at signal distribu-tion (see setion 6.3).� Use this transformed sb -distribution as the output variable of the om-bination step.
This proedure is then repeated until a small number, possibly only a single,variable remains.Thus, the analysis ombines a number of input variables to at most a fewoutput variables, taking the most important orrelations into aount. Inthis respet, the analysis behaves muh like a multivariable disriminatingmethod as desribed earlier, with the important di�erene that eah newombination step yields another input variable, whih then in turn may beombined further. The advantage with this approah, is that one an hekthe development of both signal and bakground distributions throughout theanalysis, sine the result from eah ombination step is available as a singlevariable. This makes it easier to hek the analysis for unexpeted featuresor unnatural behaviour. Also, it beomes signi�antly easier to monitor theagreement between the Monte Carlo generated bakground and the data.116



6.2 Approximation of 2D distributionsAn essential part of the analysis proedure is the approximation of the dif-ferent 2-dimensional distributions in the ombination step. This is done bysmoothing the original distributions, whih is neessary due to the limitedamount of Monte Carlo generated signal and bakground samples, and there-fore spikes and disontinuities in the distributions. There is also a stronginentive from the analysis method itself to have smooth distributions whihhave non-zero values in the entire range of possible values for the di�erentsearh variables, sine the fration sb , whih the whole analysis tehnique isbased on, will beome in�nite in regions of zero bakground and non-zero sig-nal, signifying a disovery in the ase of observing only the smallest amountof data (i.e. a single event) in suh an area. Even though bakground-free ex-periments, in whih suh a senario might be feasible, ould by onstruted,this is ertainly not the ase for the analysis presented here, as there is irre-duible bakground (spei�ally, the Z0Z0 bakground) in the entire rangeof searh variables.Another reason for wanting to approximate the distributions by smooth-ing them out, is to avoid overtraining. Due to the limited amount of MonteCarlo simulated data, one would like to use all available generated samples inthe analysis, both to onstrut the repeated 2D likelihood network and to es-timate the expeted bakground, in order to minimize the statistial error inthe signal and bakground estimates. This solution does however introduethe problem of overtraining, as statistial utuations in the Monte Carlogenerated samples will propagate into the 2D likelihood network, where suhutuations might be utilized to distinguish between signal and bakground,when these di�erenes have no basis in physial realities. Thus, an importantgoal for a smoothing proedure is to orret for statistial utuations in the2-dimensional distribution. The overtraining problem in the spei� imple-mentation of the h0A0 and H0Z0 searh hannels presented here, is furtherstudied in setion 7.6.Several di�erent smoothing algorithms and methods were tried, mostof whih were found to have di�erent strengths and weaknesses. But thesmoothing proedures all have a ommon goal, whih an be summarized inthe following points:� The smoothed distribution should represent, as losely as possible, theunderlying, exat distribution approximated by the original histogram.� The smoothed distribution should not ontain traes of statistial u-tuations in the original histogram, leading to features with no basis117



in physial realities in the true, underlying distribution. Suh featureswould lead to overtraining and a non-optimal distribution optimization.� The smoothed distribution should not introdue new features presentneither in the underlying exat distribution nor in the original his-togram. This is partiularly important in the ase of spikes, steepedges and other sharply varying features in the distribution.The following subsetions present a short review of the di�erent smooth-ing algorithms and approahes whih have been studied. The original, un-smoothed histogram, of a number nx bins in the x-diretion and ny binsin the y-diretion, is denoted by Hi;j, whih is the number of events inhistogram bin (i; j), and the total number of events in the histogram isHtot =Pnxi=1Pnyj=1Hi;j. Also, the histogram overs a ertain retangular re-gion in the 2-dimensional spae of the two variables making up the histogram;this is given by the four parameters xmin (lower edge in the x-diretion), xmax(upper edge in the x-diretion), ymin (lower edge in the y-diretion) and ymax(upper edge in the y-diretion).
6.2.1 Gaussian smearing approximationThe basi idea behind the gaussian smearing proedure is that the ontentof eah bin is to be onsidered a delta funtion in that bin, and is thereaftersubjet to a gaussian smearing. That is, if one onsiders the ontent Hi;j ofa single bin, the bin edges being the two points (ximin; yjmin) (lower left-handorner) and (ximax; yjmax) (upper right-hand orner), the ontent of this binis smeared out in the bin (i0; j0) with bin edges (xi0min; yj0min) (lower left-handorner) and (xi0max; yj0max) (upper right-hand orner) aording to the gaussianintegral

H i0;j0i;j = Hi;j2�p�x�y Z yj0maxyj0min Z xi0maxxi0min exp0B��x��x�x �2 + �y��y�y �2�2
1CA dx dy (6.1)

where (�x; �y) is the middle point of the bin with ontent Hi;j, i.e. �x =12 (ximin + ximax) and �y = 12 �yjmin + yjmax�. This smearing guarantees that thetotal ontent Hi;j of bin (i; j) is preserved in the histogram.11This is only stritly true if the histogram overs the entire xy-plane, i.e. from �1to 1, whih of ourse is not the ase. However, the histogram is usually large enoughompared to the smearing onstants �x and �y for this e�et to be very small for all binsexept the ones near the histogram edges. In any ase, the di�erene between the original118



Equation 6.1 shows that the smearing, for reasons of simpliity, is as-sumed to be unorrelated in the two spatial dimensions. Also, the amountof smearing, given by the parameters �x and �y, has not yet been deter-mined. One might imagine determining these parameters from knowledge ofthe unertainty in the two variables making up the histogram, but sine thismethod is intended to be ompletely general, suh knowledge an not be apriori assumed. However, some guidelines an be established by onsideringthe following two points:� In order to get a handle on the sale of the smearing, one should takeinto aount the total width of the histogram, that is the span of thehistogram in the two variables x and y. It is therefore natural to letthe parameters �x and �y sale with the numbers xmax � xmin andymax � ymin, respetively.� As the smearing is intended to orret for e�ets due to insuÆientlyaurate desription of the 2-dimensional distribution, it is of interestto study the unertainty within a single bin. If one has a sample ofn events all with the same expeted population mean in the x- and y-variables (whih in this ontext an be viewed as a good approximationin the ase of events within one single bin), the standard deviation ofthe sample mean is equal to �=pn, where � is the expeted populationstandard deviation. That is, the unertainty sales with the inverseof the square root of the number of events, whih makes it natural tosale the parameters �x and �y with the number Hi;j� 12 .Thus, the parameters �x and �y should be a funtion of whih bin is beingsmeared, and therefore take the form �i;jx and �i;jy . In addition, a \uto�"fator B is introdued for the saling of the parameters �x and �y with thefator Hi;j� 12 in order to make sure that the amount of smearing does not fallbelow a ertain minimum. This is done to make sure that imperfetions inthe histograms originating from other soures than pure statistis will alsobe smeared. Also, there is no a priori reason to distinguish between the twospatial diretions of the histogram, due to the generality of the method, andthe �nal form of the smearing parameters beomes�i;jx = A(xmax�xmin)min(Hi;j; B)� 12 �i;jy = A(ymax�ymin)min(Hi;j; B)� 12(6.2)bin ontent Hi;j and the atuall amount ontained within the histogram is orreted forby resaling all the smeared ontributions in all the bins of the histogram so as to sum upexatly to the value Hi;j . 119



where the only free parameters are the onstants A and B, whih should bedetermined in suh a way as to ensure enough smearing in order to avoidovertraining.The total smeared histogram H 0i0;j0 is ahieved by summing the smearedontributions from eah bin, so that the �nal form of the ontents of thesmeared histogram in bin (i0; j0) is given by the following formula:
H 0i0;j0 = nxXi=1 nyXj=1 H i0;j0i;j where
H i0;j0i;j = Hi;j2�q�i;jx �i;jy

Z yj0maxyj0min Z xi0maxxi0min exp0B��x��x�i;jx �2 + �y��y�i;jy �2
�2

1CA dx dy
�x = 12 (ximin + ximax) �y = 12 �yjmin + yjmax� X = Amin(Hi;j ;B) 12�i;jx = X (xmax � xmin) �i;jy = X (ymax � ymin) (6.3)

As already mentioned, the free parameters A and B should be determinedby giving it as small a value as possible while still avoiding overtrainingproblems. After testing several di�erent values for the parameter, the lowestvalue before overtraining e�ets start to be visible was found to beA = 0:300; B = 300 (6.4)whih therefore are the seleted values for these parameters.
6.2.2 Spline approximationIn this setion, smoothing of the 2-dimensional distributions by applying themethod of B-splines [77℄ is disussed. The de�nition of the B-spline interpo-lation and its parameters an be found in [78, page 149℄, and is summarizedin appendix F. The resulting 2-dimensional B-spline is, for the implementa-tion used in this ontext, desribed by two parameters, the number of splineknots in the x- and y-diretion, mx and my. When determining these twoparameters to be used in the smoothing algorithm, a loop was performedover both mx and my over a limited range of values as not to introdueovertraining. In the 1-dimensional ase, a suggested value for the numberof spline knots is given by 4NP + 6, where NP is the number of statistiallysigni�ant peaks in the distribution [79, page 132℄. With this as a guideline,and assuming at most two statistially signi�ant peaks in the 2-dimensionaldistribution, the range of values for mx and my was hosen to be from 6120



to 14, and the orresponding spline approximation was performed for eahpair of mx and my values. An estimate of the di�erene with respet to theoriginal histogram, a �2 value given by
�2 = nxXi=1 nyXj=1

 H 0i;j �Hi;jmax �1;pHi;j�
!2 ; (6.5)

whereH 0i;j is the histogram bin ontent of bin (i; j) for the histogram resultingfrom the spline proedure, was found for eah histogram orresponding to aset of spline parameters. After this �2 value had been alulated for all thehistograms resulting from values of mx and my in the loop, the pair of mxand my giving the smallest �2 was hosen as the one used in the smoothingof the original histogram.
6.2.3 Neural Net approximationNeural nets [80℄ have beome very popular as tools in experimental parti-le physis due to their generality and exibility, their ability to providehighly optimized solutions to omplex problems and to utilize orrelations ina multi-dimensional environment. Neural nets an be adapted to a multitudeof problems, suh as �nal searh and measurements analysis of experimentalresults, partile identi�ation, trak searh and �tting in omplex environ-ments and triggering of events in noisy and highly trak rih experimentalsituations, to name a few. In this ontext, however, a neural network will beused to approximate 2-dimensional histograms, and thus give a desription ofthe true, underlying 2-dimensional distribution from whih the histogram hasbeen onstruted, hopefully onforming to the points given on page 117. Thespei� implementation of the neural network is in the form of a Multi-LayerPereptron (MLP) [81℄.However, when used for the 2-dimensional histograms in the ontext ofthis analysis method, several problems appear. Firstly, as explained in se-tion 6.3, the distributions, although by de�nition at for the signal, will peaktowards small values for the bakground. The analysis is usually performedon events passing a fairly loose preseletion, in order to obtain as high asignal eÆieny as possible, and the histograms forming the ombinationsteps in the analysis will therefore for the bakground beome highly peakedtowards lower values. Suh histograms an in many ases be diÆult to ap-proximate by neural nets, and may lead to the output of the network havingvery little resemblane with the original histogram. A few suh ases areshown in �gures 6.1 to 6.3. This problem an be remedied by using largerand more omplex networks, but this in turn leads to other problems. One121



fundamental problem is that suh omplex neural nets are likely to introdueovertraining problems, partiularly for the histograms whih are less peakedthan the ones whih require suh nets to be introdued. This is a severeproblem whih in itself ould be reason enough for disregarding this methodof smoothing. In addition to this, there is also a more pratial problem withsuh omplex networks, whih is that they require a rather large number oftraining yles in the optimization proess, something that quikly beomesvery CPU onsuming, making the neural network approah to the smoothingof the 2-dimensional distributions a very time onsuming one, and thereforerather inonvenient.When all these onsiderations are taken into aount, the smoothing pro-edure whih gives the overall best results in terms of stability, exibility,time onsumption and non-overtraining is the gaussian smearing approxima-tion; see �gures 6.1 to 6.3. Therefore, this has been hosen as the methodused for smearing the di�erent 2-dimensional distributions in the analysis.
6.3 Constrution of the disriminating vari-able(s)The �nal variable(s) is(are) onstruted from the previous ombination steps.If the original variables are divided into di�erent lasses, where the orrelationbetween variables belonging to the same lass is expeted to be large, whereasthe orrelation between variables in di�erent lasses is expeted to be small,and the ombination is then performed at the earlier stages within the lasses,one might hope to inlude most of the important orrelation in the analysistree. In this way, the analysis may be shematially desribed as in �gure 6.4.The transformation of the sb -distribution is done in the following way:Assume the two input variables on whih the ombination is to be performedare named x and y, and de�ne the funtion

z(x; y) = s(x; y)b(x; y)where s(x; y) (b(x; y)) is the distribution of the signal (bakground) in the 2-dimensional spae spanned by x and y, normalized to the number of expetedevents. Now let Ps(z) be the probability distribution of this variable for thesignal. The output variable from the ombination proedure of x and y isnow de�ned as: varxy = Z z0 Ps(z) dz (See �gure 6.5)
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Figure 6.1: Figure showing the three di�erent smoothing algorithms testedon a distribution with several bumps/spikes. On the upper left is shownthe original distribution, the SPLINE approximation is shown on the upperright, the lower left shows the gaussian smearing approximation whereas theneural network approximation is shown on the bottom right. The neuralnetwork in question is one with 50 nodes in the �rst hidden layer and 10nodes in the seond hidden layer, and the network is trained for 2000 epohswith the learning method of onjugate gradients with Polak-Ribiere updatingformula.
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Figure 6.2: Figure showing the three di�erent smoothing algorithms tested ona distribution with one entral spike. On the upper left is shown the originaldistribution, the SPLINE approximation is shown on the upper right, thelower left shows the gaussian smearing approximation whereas the neuralnetwork approximation is shown on the bottom right. The neural network isthe same as used in �gure 6.1.
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Figure 6.3: Figure showing the three di�erent smoothing algorithms testedon a distribution peaked towards small values in both dimensions. On theupper left is shown the original distribution, the SPLINE approximationis shown on the upper right, the lower left shows the gaussian smearingapproximation whereas the neural network approximation is shown on thebottom right. The neural network is the same as used in �gure 6.1.
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Figure 6.4: The general struture of the analysis, for the generi ase of tenvariables in two lasses.
This proedure gives an output variable distributed between 0 and 1 for boththe signal and the bakground, the signal being a at distribution, whereasthe bakground is onentrated at low values.As the analysis method and underlying philosophy has now been de-sribed, the next hapter moves on to present the spei� implementationof the repeated 2D likelihood network. The di�erent variables and lassesfor both the H0Z0 and h0A0 analyses are disussed and motivated, and thespei� shapes of the di�erent parts of the network (i.e. the way and orderin whih the di�erent variables are onneted) are shown. Emphasis is puton the hoie of the Higgs mass estimator for the two searh hannels, anddi�erent methods of onstrained �ts are disussed. The input variables tothe analysis are shown for expeted bakground, observed data, and a rangeof di�erent signal hypotheses, and the analysis tree is presented for both theH0Z0 and h0A0 analysis. Studies of possible overtraining e�ets and system-ati errors are presented, as well as the �nal stages of the analyses, i.e. theeventshape, b-tag and �nal disriminating variable of the two analyses.
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Figure 6.5: Transformation of the sb -distribution: The output variable for avalue of z equal to the sb -value of x1 and y1 equals the shaded area.
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Chapter 7
Analysis
7.1 Disriminating variables and lassesThe analyses presented here have 13 input variables to the 2D likelihoodnetwork, divided into two di�erent lasses, with an additional variable inan extra lass for the 5C �t analysis in the h0A0 and H0Z0 hannels (seesetion 7.2.3). These two lasses are designed to rejet di�erent bakgrounds,and thus emphasize di�erent aspets of the expeted signal events. Theorrelation between variables of di�erent lasses an therefore be assumedto be relatively small, and thus the variables fall naturally into the di�erentlasses as desribed in the repeated 2D likelihood network analysis.
7.1.1 Event shape variablesThe event shape variables are mostly used for rejetion of the bakgroundswhih are not true four jet hadroni events, i.e. the qq() bakground. Thus,these variables are independent of the b-tag information, and are thereforegathered in one analysis lass.The qq() bakground is originally a two jet on�guration, and qq()events whih have been identi�ed as four jet events are therefore events whih,due to some perturbation, suh as jet splitting, gluon radiation, an ISRphoton giving a jet-like detetor response or something similar, looks moreor less like a four jet hadroni event. Sine the four jet struture in this aseis reated due to some perturbation, one would expet that at least one ofthe jets would have a less lear hadroni struture, and the three �rst eventshape variables are therefore intended to identify suh jets, with less energy,number of traks and being less learly separated from other jets.Trmin: the minimum number of traks of a jet in a fored four jet on�gu-128



ration.Emin: the minimum energy of a jet in a fored four jet on�guration.�min: the minimum angle between two jets in a fored four jet on�guration.The qq() bakground is also topologially di�erent from the struture ofthe true hadroni four jets, being a more bak-to-bak topology than the moreisotropi four jet topology. Therefore, the next four event shape variables arehosen as variables desribing overall features of the distribution of traks inthe event.Fox-Wolfram moments: The Fox-Wolfram moments Hl; l = 0; 1; 2; 3; : : :[65, page 258℄ are de�ned by the relation
Hl =Xi;j j~pij � j~pjjE2vis Pl(os �ij)

where the sum goes over the di�erent partiles in the event, pi(pj) is themomentum of partile i(j), �i;j is the opening angle between partiles iand j and Evis is the total visible energy of the event. The Pl(x) is theLegendre polynomial of order l. Normally, the di�erent Fox-Wolframmoments are normalized toH0, whih will only di�er from 1 when thereare non-negligible masses among the partiles in the event. The onesused in the analyses are:H2: the seond Fox-Wolfram moment, normalized to H0.H4: the fourth Fox-Wolfram moment, normalized to H0.ML: the light jet mass [65, page 258℄. When dividing the traks of an eventinto two di�erent objets, eah objet will have an invariant mass givenby the energy and momenta of the traks belonging to that objet.When the sum of squares of these two masses is minimized, i.e.min(ombination of traks) M21 +M22 def= M2L +M2Hthe two masses in question are alled the light (for the smallest) andheavy (for the largest) jet masses, ML and MH respetively.Event thrust: [65, page 256℄ The thrust is de�ned by the relation
T = maxj~nj=1 P j~n � ~pijP j~pij129



where the sum goes over the di�erent partiles in the event, and pi isthe momentum of trak number i. The thrust axis is given by the ~nwhih maximizes T , whih has values ranging from 0.5 to 1.
The harateristis of the Fox-Wolfram moments are suh that for twojet events, the Hl tends towards 1 for l even, and towards 0 for l odd. Thelight jet mass is nominally smaller in a bak-to-bak event, due to the fatthat the partiles here generally have momenta in the same diretion, makingthe vetor sum of the partile momenta relatively loser to the salar sum ofthe partile energies than would be the ase in a more isotropi event, andfor partile masses small ompared to the momenta. The event thrust hasvalues lose to the maximum value of 1 for bak-to-bak events, and lose tothe minimum value of 0.5 for isotropi events, whereas the value for three jetevents is between 23 and 1.Lastly, a variable is introdued on the jet lustering proedure. Thisvariable is aimed at seleting events where one jet has been split in two, sothat the separation between these two jets are less lear than for the otherjets. The variable hosen is therefore:

Y34: the y-ut transition value between 3 and 4 jets in the JADE lusteringalgorithm [65, page 276℄.
This variable will typially have smaller values for the qq() bakground thanfor the true hadroni four jet events, as it gives a measure of the amount ofseparation between the least learly separated jet and the losest of the otherjets.The event shape properties of the signal events are very similar for theH0Z0 and the h0A0 events, the main di�erene oming from the fat thatthe masses of the heavy objets in the event are generally larger in the H0Z0hannel than in the h0A0 hannel. However, the analyses are not intendedto be optimized at a spei� Higgs boson mass point, but rather over arelatively large area of the model parameter spae, at least within what isreahable at LEP-II. Therefore, one would expet that, due to the similarstruture of the event shape of the signal in the H0Z0 and h0A0 hannels, theevent shape part of the 2D likelihood network should be very lose betweenthe two analyses, and the network struture hosen is indeed the same forthe two analyses.The variables in the event shape part of the analysis have been ombinedto form a �nal event shape output variable from the repeated 2D likelihoodnetwork aording to �gure 7.1 130
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Figure 7.1: The repeated 2D likelihood network ombination of the variablesin the event shape lass. The struture is the same for both the H0Z0 andthe h0A0 searh.7.1.2 B-tag variablesThe b-tag is a disriminating variable distinguishing between jets ontainingb-hadrons and other hadroni jets, and onsists of several omponents.Jet lifetime probability: [82℄ Due to the relatively long lifetime of theb-hadrons resulting from b and b quarks (typially around 1.5 ps), theb-hadrons will travel a short distane before deaying. The deay prod-uts will therefore produe traks with signi�antly positive impatparameters, up to �1{2 mm.In �50% of the jets from b-hadrons, a seondary hadroni vertex an beidenti�ed inside the jet. This orresponds to the plae where the b-hadron has deayed, and the information from the traks originatingfrom this seondary vertex an be used for tagging purposes:E�etive mass of seondary vertex: [83℄ If an invariant mass isonstruted from the trak originating from the seondary vertex,this should be equal to the mass of the b-hadron, and thus havehigher values than for the lighter quarks.Rapidity of traks in seondary vertex: [83℄ Due to the highermass and multipliity of the b-hadrons with respet to the -hadrons originating from -quark deays, the rapidity of traks131



from seondary verties originating from b-quarks is on averageless than for -quarks. As for light quarks, the seondary vertiesoriginate in this ase mainly from wrong measurements, induedby multiple sattering, interations in the material et. Thus,traks from seondary verties originating from light quarks areusually soft, shifting the rapidity distribution to lower values.Charged jet energy fration in seondary vertex: [83℄ This is avariable whih is shifted towards larger values for b-quarks, than isthe ase for  and light quarks. The overlap between distributionsis, however, rather large, making the disriminating power of thisvariable rather weak.High pt leptons: [84℄ In semi-leptoni b-hadron deays, the leptons om-ing from the b-hadron will typially have larger transverse momentawith respet to the jet axis, pt. This an be used for tagging the b-hadron, provided the deay is semi-leptoni.The di�erent omponents of the b-tagging are ombined to yield a total b-tagging value. This an be alulated on groups of traks, jets, and of theevent as a whole.The b-tag variables used in this analysis are the b-tag values for eah ofthe four fored jets in the event, and in addition a total event b-tag:B1: the most b-like value for a jet in a fored four jet on�guration.B2: the seond most b-like value for a jet in a fored four jet on�guration.B3: the third most b-like value for a jet in a fored four jet on�guration.B4: the fourth most b-like value for a jet in a fored four jet on�guration.BHA: the total event b-tag variable, de�ned as the sum of Bi; i = 1; : : : ; 4.Due to the fat that the analysis method does not take all possible orre-lations into aount (only the ones between the two variables to be ombinedinto one in a ombination step), inluding variables that are simple om-binations of other variables in the analysis might ontribute disriminatinginformation. This has been seen to be the ase for the BHA variable.
7.1.3 �2 from the 5C �tIn the ases where the analysis uses a 5C kinemati �t in order to on-strut the Higgs mass estimator (see setion 7.2.3), the �2 from the 5C �t132
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Figure 7.2: The repeated 2D likelihood network ombination of the variablesin the b-tag lass. The struture is the same for both the H0Z0 and the h0A0searh.
an be used as a variable to disriminate between bakground and signal.For these analyses, the �fth onstraint is assigning a spei� mass for theoriginal bosons of the event, either by foring one of the two bosons to aspei� mass (as is the ase for the H0Z0 analysis), or by assigning a spei�mass di�erene to the bosons (as is the ase for the h0A0 analysis). In bothases, the �2 will be useful as a disriminating variable against bakgroundswithout two heavy bosons in the original state (i.e. the qq() bakground)and bakgrounds with bosons of masses signi�antly di�erent from the valueompelled by the kinemati �t. This point will be treated more thoroughlyin the next setion.
7.2 Estimator of the Higgs massThe analysis has so far been onentrated at onstruting a variable where thedisrimination between the bakground and the signal is as good as possible,but without separating di�erent signal hypotheses from eah other. Indeed,it has hitherto been an advantage that the disriminating variable has similarproperties in all signal hypotheses of interest, sine this has enabled the signalstatistis to be inreased, by adding several di�erent Monte Carlo generatedsamples of di�erent signal parameter hoies together when onstruting thedi�erent 2-dimensional distributions.However, when one wants to measure a spei� Higgs mass, or, in theabsene of a signal, set a lower limit, there are essentially two di�erent har-ateristis to be taken into aount: 133



1. Measure the ross setion of the Higgs prodution, whih is a funtionof the Higgs mass, and from this measurement determine a value forthe Higgs mass, or, in the ase of no signal, setting a lower limit. Thiswill be an indiret measurement of the Higgs mass. Due to the rela-tively low expeted ross setion where one might expet to disoverthe Higgs boson, the statistial unertainty in the ross setion mea-surement will make this aspet rather inonlusive from the point ofview of a disovery, but it is an important ingredient in setting a limitin the absene of a signal.2. Determine the Higgs mass from diret reonstrution of the invariantmass from eah individual event. This will be a diret measurementof the Higgs mass, and will also supply added information to a simpleross setion measurement.When disovering the Higgs boson, it will be an important hek of thetheoretial predition that these two harateristis are in aordane withexpetations. Also, when setting a lower limit, one should make use of boththese harateristis in order to extrat maximum information from the avail-able data. With this in mind, it is obvious that there is a strong inentiveto have as good a Higgs mass measure from eah event as possible. This isahieved by using the method of onstrained �ts.
7.2.1 Constrained �ts, general remarksA onstrained �t onsists of the following elements and relations:� A set of measured quantities, xmi ; i = 1; : : : ; nx with orrespondingunertainties �xi� A set of funtions on these quantities, Cj(x1; x2; : : : ; xnx); j = 1; : : : ; nC� A di�erent set of quantities ~xi; i = 1; : : : ; nx ful�lling the relationsCj( ~x1; ~x2; : : : ; ~xnx) = 0; i = 1; : : : ; nx; j = 1; : : : ; nCThe goal of the onstrained �t is now to �nd the one out of the (usuallyin�nitely) many possible sets ~xi; i = 1; : : : ; nx whih minimizes the funtion

�2 = nxXi=1
� ~xi � xmi�xi �2

Thus, one an view this proedure as the onstrained �t seeking to hange themeasured quantities in suh a way as to ful�ll the onstraints, but hanging134



the quantities as little as possible, relative to their errors, as measured bythe �2.In the appliation of this analysis, the measured quantities are the four-vetors of the four jets in the event (pix; piy; piz; Ei; i = 1; : : : ; 4), making thenumber of measured quantities (i.e. the number of degrees of freedom) equalto 16. What the onstraints will be, is dependent on the signal and approahto the analysis method, and will be treated in the setions following this one.Another issue to be taken into aount is the so-alled pairing problem.This onsists of the following: when reonstruting a four jet event originat-ing from two heavy objets eah deaying to two quarks, one an luster theevent into four hadroni jets with energies and momentua indiative of theoriginal energies and momenta of the four original quarks. However, one an-not know with ertainty whih of the two heavy objets a ertain hadronijet belongs to. This means that although one may have a good approxima-tion of the quark impulses, this does not guarantee a good approximationof the invariant masses of the two heavy objets, whih is the ultimate goal.However, there are methods, both in the 4C �t and the 5C �t ase, to dealwith this problem.
7.2.2 4C �tThe 4C �t is a ompletely model independent, safe and simple way of imple-menting the onstrained �ts method to the analysis. The onstraints takeinto aount the original, underlying physis proess, where an eletron ofmometum pe and energy Ebeam ollides head-on with a positron of mometumpe and energy Ebeam. Thus, the initial onditions are a system with no to-tal momentum, and energy 2 � Ebeam = ECM , whih is reeted in the fouronstraints.The 4C �t is only used in the h0A0 searh, and not in the H0Z0 searh,sine there is more information in this searh senario whih an be takeninto aount in a 5C �t (see setion 7.2.3).
ConstraintsThe four onstraints are designed to preserve the total momentum and energyin the event, and are de�ned as follows:� P4i=1 ~pix = 0� P4i=1 ~piy = 0� P4i=1 ~piz = 0 135



� P4i=1 ~Ei = 2 � Ebeam = ECM
PairingThe pairing is hosen by looking at all three possibilities (jet 1 oupled tojet 2, jet 3 or jet 4, and the other oupling being trivially given by the tworemaining jets) and hoosing the one with the smallest absolute di�erenebetween the invariant masses of the two objets. The mass estimator is nowhosen as the sum of the invariant masses of the two heavy objets; thisbeause the sum is better determined than any of the two individual values,due to the fat that if one of the invariant masses is too low (or high), theother will be likely to be too high (or low), making the sum a more orretmeasure.
Advantages� The method is simple and intuitive, and only aimed at orreting de-tetor imperfetions.� It introdues no hypothesis dependene, apart from the onservation ofenergy and momentum, whih is a very non-ontroversial assumptionand holds for all signals under study.
Disadvantages� The method is not optimal, as there is information present in the signalhypothesis whih is not taken into aount (see setion 7.2.3).� For ertain signal hypotheses where �m (�m = mA0 �mh0) is large,the hosen pairing will not be the orret one, sine the two heavyobjets in the event have mass di�erene signi�antly di�erent fromzero.
7.2.3 5C �tThe 5C �t attempts to take more information from the expeted signal hy-pothesis into aount, and thus improve the resolution of the invariant massof the dijet orresponding to the supposed Higgs boson of the event. The �tuses the four onstraints already desribed in the 4C ase, and in addition aonstraint aimed at the invariant mass of one or both of the dijet objets inthe event. 136



The 5C �t is the standard hoie in the H0Z0 hannel, and an also beused in the h0A0 hannel to improve the resolution of the reonstruted Higgsmass, albeit by the use of a slightly ontroversial method, as desribed below.
Constraints in the H0Z0 aseThe �fth onstraint in the H0Z0 ase is that the invariant mass of a spei�edone of the two dijet objets is to be equal to the Z0 mass:� M1;2inv=91.19 GeV/2Constraints in the h0A0 aseThe �fth onstraint in the h0A0 ase is that the invariant masses of the twodijet objets are to have a de�nite di�erene, given by the MSSM parametersfor the spei� signal hypothesis in question:� M1;2inv �M3;4inv=�m (given by the MSSM signal hypothesis)For simpliity, and in order to be able to implement this sheme in theanalysis, the value of �m is rounded o� to its nearest integer, with a maximalvalue of 30 GeV/2.
PairingThe pairing is hosen by looking at all six possibilities (jet 1 oupled tojet 2, jet 3 or jet 4, and the other oupling being trivially given by the tworemaining jets, with all three possibilities having a seond hoie as of whihdijet objet is to be assigned to the Z0 in the H0Z0 ase, or the heaviest ofthe h0 and A0, whih in most areas of the MSSM parameter spae will bethe A0, in the h0A0 ase), whih will give six di�erent values of the �2 fromthe 5C �t.
Advantages� The method gives an improved mass resolution ompared to that of the4C �t method, sine more information from the expeted signal eventsis taken into aount.� The hoie of pairing omes diretly from the �t (in the SM ase ou-pled with b-tag information, as desribed in setion 7.3), and gives thenominally orret hoie of pairing for all signal hypotheses, as opposedto the 4C �t method, whih only gives a orret hoie of pairing for137



signal hypotheses where the two heavy objets in the event are lose inmass.
� The �2 from the 5C �t an be used as a disriminating variable, mostlyagainst the qq() bakground, sine this is the bakground whih doesnot ontain two heavy objets in the event, and whih therefore wouldbe expeted to have a higher value of the �2.

DisadvantagesThe disadvantages of the 5C �t method appear only in the h0A0 hannel,and all originate from the fat that the method is no longer independent ofsignal hypothesis, i.e. that the treatment of the andidate events depend onparameters of the MSSM, more spei�ally the di�erene between the massof the A0 and the h0. Thus, the list below applies only to the h0A0 analysis,and no spei� problems are envisioned in the H0Z0 hannel.
� The method introdues signal hypothesis dependenies, whih is asomewhat undesirable feature.
� Bakground distributions di�er between di�erent signal hypotheses,and a large system of \book-keeping" is required to keep trak of thedi�erent distributions for both the bakground and the di�erent signalhypotheses.
� Candidates (and their hoies of pairing) in data beome signal hy-pothesis dependent, and it is therefore diÆult to assess what signalhypothesis best �ts spei� data andidates. Even though this is nota fundamental problem, but one of a more aestheti nature, it is stillproblemati when presenting the atual data results.
� In the method used for extrating the lower limit on the Higgs bosonmasses [85℄, the likelihood ratio of L(s+b)L(b) is used. However, the denom-inator of this expression is to be evaluated on a signal-free bakground,whih beomes somewhat fundamentally problemati for a methodwhere the bakground is signal hypothesis dependent. This problemis not of immediate worry in the ase of setting a limit on the Higgsboson mass, but in the ontext of a disovery this will immediatelyreate problems.
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7.2.4 Choie of mass estimation methodThe disussion in the preeding setions has given a basis for hoosing themethod for onstruting the Higgs mass estimator best suited to the twodi�erent analyses.In the H0Z0 hannel, the 5C �t with the hoie of pairing being deter-mined from the �2 of the �t together with the b-tag information as desribedin setion 7.3 is used.In the h0A0 hannel, both the standard 4C �t, as desribed in se-tion 7.2.2, and the new method of the 5C �t, as desribed in setion 7.2.3,are presented.
7.3 The H0Z0 analysisThe total analysis tree for the disriminating variable in the H0Z0 hannelis given in �gure 7.3. This analysis is very similar to the h0A0 analysis,using the same input variables and network struture, the di�erene beingthe expeted distributions from the signal. This is, as already mentioned,mainly onentrated in the b-tag part of the analysis, as there are now onlytwo guaranteed b-quarks in the signal events.In the H0Z0 hannel, the �2 is modi�ed with the probability that thetwo jets opposite of the ones assigned to the Z0 have b-tag values ompatiblewith oming from the H0. This is done beause the jets with high b-tagvalues are more likely to originate from the H0 than from the Z0, sine thebranhing ratio of H0 into the bb topology is muh larger (i.e. >�85% formost MSSM points of interest) than that of the Z0 into bb (�20% of theZ0! qq hannel). The �nal expression for the pairing seletion funtion isthe following:Pj1b Pj2b �(1� Rb �R)Pj3q Pj4q +RbPj3b Pj4b +RPj3 Pj4 �P5Cj3;j4 (7.1)where Pb, P and Pq are the probability distribution funtions for the b-tagvalue of a jet originating from b,  and light quarks, respetively, Rb, Rand Rq are the branhing frations of the Z0 going to a bb,  and lightquark/anti-quark pair, respetively, and P5Cj3;j4 is the �2 probability of the5C �t, foring jets j3 and j4 to the Z0 mass. Thus, the pairing maximizingthis funtion is hosen, and the Higgs mass estimator is alulated as theinvariant mass of the two jets j1 and j2.For Higgs masses approahing the kinematial limit (i.e. ECM�mH0�mZis small), the most probable value of the invariant mass of the quark/anti-quark pair originating from the Z0 will no longer be at the nominal Z0 mass139
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Figure 7.3: The repeated 2D likelihood network ombination of the variablesin the H0Z0 searh.
of 91.19 GeV/2, due to the redution in the available kinematial phasespae. Thus, for searhes where the �nal result is lose to the kinematialedge, as is the ase for the SM searh, foring the two jets opposite theHiggs boson to the nominal Z0 mass is not entirely optimal. However, fora searh intended to over large areas of MSSM parameters, whih is theoverall goal of the work presented here, the limits for large ranges of MSSMparameter hoies will be suÆiently far from the kinematial edge that theinvariant mass of the quark/anti-quark system is entred at the nominal Z0mass. Therefore, the proedure desribed in the previous paragraph shouldbe followed in order to use the same proedure for all signal hypotheses,albeit at the expense of a slightly suboptimal SM Higgs mass limit.A plot showing the H0Z0 Higgs mass estimator at the four jet seletionlevel for two di�erent Higgs mass hypotheses is shown in �gure 7.4.
7.4 The h0A0 analysisAs has already been mentioned, the h0A0 hannel is presented in two di�erentsenarios, with either a 4C �t or a 5C �t. Both the disriminating variable140



Figure 7.4: Plots showing the Higgs mass estimator (the invariant mass ofthe dijet opposite the one fored to the Z0 mass) at the four jet seletionlevel for the H0Z0 analysis. Two di�erent Monte Carlo generated signals areplotted: on the left is shown the mH0=90 GeV/2 signal, and on the rightthe mH0=105 GeV/2 signal is shown. Both plots show the sum of the fourentre-of-mass energy points for the 1999 data.
analysis part and the mass estimator are di�erent in the two variants. Inthe h0A0 hannel, the h0 and A0 have very lose to equal branhing ratiosinto the bb topology, at least in the MSSM parameter region of interest forthis searh, and there is therefore no information from the b-tag values as towhih jets belong to the h0 and A0, respetively. For this reason, one mustuse ertain assumptions about the signal in order to hoose the pairing.
7.4.1 4C �t analysisThe total analysis tree for the disriminating variable in the h0A0 hannel inthe 4C �t mode is given in �gure 7.5.For most parts of the MSSM parameter region of interest for this searh,the h0 and A0 are fairly lose in mass. This is even more true when oneonsiders the parts of the MSSM regions where the h0A0 prodution domi-nates over the H0Z0 prodution (i.e. large values of tan�), and the pairingis therefore hosen as the one whih minimizes the di�erene of the invariantmass of the two dijet-objets. The mass estimator is then hosen as the sumof the invariant masses of these two dijet objets. A plot showing the h0A0Higgs mass estimator at the four jet seletion level for two di�erent mA0,tan� hypotheses in the 4C �t analysis ase is shown in �gure 7.6.141
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Figure 7.5: The repeated 2D likelihood network ombination of the variablesin the h0A0 searh in the 4C �t ase.
7.4.2 5C �t analysisThe total analysis tree for the disriminating variable in the h0A0 hannel inthe 5C �t mode is given in �gure 7.7.In the 5C �t method, the pairing is taken into aount by foring the massdi�erene between the two dijet objets to a ertain value, determined by theMSSM parameter assumption. Thus, the agreement of a partiular pairingwith the underlying MSSM parameter assumption is expressed diretly in the�2 value from the 5C �t. Therefore, the pairing is hosen in the simple wayof seleting the one pairing out of the six posibilities with the minimal �2from the �t. The mass estimator is still hosen as the sum of the invariantmasses of the two resulting dijet objets. A plot showing the h0A0 Higgsmass estimator at the four jet seletion level in the 5C �t analysis ase forthe same two mA0, tan� hypotheses as in �gure 7.6 is shown in �gure 7.8.When omparing the methods of 4C �t and 5C �t, the plots in �gures 7.6and 7.8 shows muh of the e�et. By omparing the right plots in the two�gures (orresponding to themA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal) it is apparentthat the di�erene between the two methods is not very large. The signalis slightly more peaked for the 5C �t method and the the signal tail down142



Figure 7.6: Plots showing the Higgs mass estimator (the sum of the invari-ant masses of the dijets, with the pairing hosen to minimize the dijet massdi�erene) at the four jet seletion level for the h0A0 analysis with the 4C�t mass estimator method. Two di�erent Monte Carlo generated signalsare plotted: on the left is shown the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=2 signal (or-responding to mh0�65 GeV/2) , whereas the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20signal (orresponding to mh0�85 GeV/2) is shown on the right. Both plotsshow the sum of the four entre-of-mass energy points for the 1999 data.
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Figure 7.7: The repeated 2D likelihood network ombination of the variablesin the h0A0 searh in the 5C �t ase.
to lower masses is redued with respet to the 4C �t method, but the tailat larger masses above the signal peak itself is slightly enhaned. It is alsonoteworthy that the Z0Z0 peak at 180 GeV/2 in the expeted bakgroundis learly visible for in 5C �t ase, whereas this is obsured by the other4-fermion bakground in the WWEX sample for the 4C �t method.The left plots in the two �gures show larger di�erenes. The signal ispeaked signi�antly more in the 5C �t ase in omparison to the 4C �tase, and the tail at lower masses is orrespondingly redued. But the largedi�erene is represented by the bakground distribution, whih is signi�antlyless peaked for the 5C �t ase. This is explained by the fat that �m in the5C �t now is 20 GeV/2, and therefore does not orrespond to the situationin the 4-fermion bakgrounds, where the dijet-objets (W+W� or Z0Z0) areusually of equal mass. Therefore, the 5C �t will frequently fore the massesof theW+W� and Z0Z0 events to inorret values or pik the wrong pairing.At this point it is worth noting that this large di�erene between the 4C �tand 5C �t methods appears at low values of tan�, where the H0Z0 proessdominates over the h0A0 proess, and the importane of this di�erene istherefore dereased in terms of the �nal Higgs mass limits. Therefore, eventhough the 5C �t method has obvious advantages over the 4C �t method, it144



Figure 7.8: Plots showing the Higgs mass estimator (the sum of the in-variant masses of the dijets, with the pairing hosen from the �2 of the5C �t) at the four jet seletion level for the h0A0 analysis with the 5C �tmass estimator method. Two di�erent Monte Carlo generated signals areplotted: on the left is shown the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=2 signal (orre-sponding to mh0�65 GeV/2, i.e. �m = 20 GeV/2 in the �t), whereas themA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal (orresponding to mh0�85 GeV/2, i.e.�m = 0 GeV/2 in the �t), is shown on the right. Both plots show the sumof the four entre-of-mass energy points for the 1999 data.
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will be shown in setion 8.4 that this advantage does not transform into ameasurable e�et on the �nal MSSM parameter limits.
7.5 Input variables for the analysesThe input variables for the analyses, with the exeption of the thrust, whihhas already been shown in the four jet seletion, are shown in �gures 7.9to 7.14, divided into the three years of data taking and showing the expetedbakground and signal ompared to the observed data. In addition to this,�gures 7.15 and 7.16 show the same information, in arbitrary normalization,for four di�erent Monte Carlo generated signals. The variables are shownfor events passing the four jet seletion, whih is the level at whih theonstrution of the disriminating variable is performed.These plots show generally good agreement between expeted bakgroundand data. The most prominent feature in terms of disagreement is an exessof data with respet to the Monte Carlo bakground at moderately largevalues of b-tag variables for the 1998 data (�gure 7.10). This disrepany,whih does not appear at the highest b-tag levels, has been extensively stud-ied by DELPHI, and is believed to be understood. In any ase, as it does notappear in the most signal-like region, the e�et is not ruial to the analyses.In order to hek that eah input variable ontributes information intothe �nal analysis steps, a systemati proedure was adopted for the h0A0analysis in the 4C �t ase (the assumption being that the H0Z0 signal israther similar, and that variables relevant for the h0A0 analysis apply also tothe h0Z0 analysis). In turn, eah of the 13 input variables in the analysis wasremoved and the analysis performed, resulting in eah ase in a �nal b-tagvariable or event shape variable (depending on whether the removed variableis part of the b-tag or event shape lass of variables) slightly di�erent from theoriginal. As the signal distribution is by de�nition at (see setion 6.3), suhomparisons are fairly straight-forward, as all the information on the qualityof the analysis lies in the bakground distribution (the more peaked towardslower values, the better the analysis). The relevant �nal variable distributionsfrom these 13 di�erent analyses are shown in �gures 7.17 to 7.19.The di�erene between the distribution from the original analysis and theone with one variable removed an in most ases be seen, although some vari-ables ontribute only a rather small improvement. In the few ases whereremoving the variable does not measurably worsen the bakground distri-bution, the variables are inluded, even though they ontribute no overallanalysis gain, in order to remain onsistent with other DELPHI analyses,where these variables are used. An example of suh a variable is the seond146



Figure 7.9: Plots of the �rst six analysis variables for the 1998 data set.These are the minimum inter-jet angle, the minimum jet energy, the seondFox-Wolfram moment, the fourth Fox-Wolfram moment, minimum jet mul-tipliity and the y-ut transition value from three to four jets. The MonteCarlo generated signal orresponds to the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal.
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Figure 7.10: Plots of the last six analysis variables for the 1998 data set.These are the best, seond best, third best and fourth best jet b-tag values,the total b-tag value and the light jet mass. The Monte Carlo generatedsignal orresponds to the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal.
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Figure 7.11: Plots of the �rst six analysis variables for the 1999 data set.The variables are the same as in �gure 7.9
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Figure 7.12: Plots of the last six analysis variables for the 1999 data set. Thevariables are the same as in �gure 7.10
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Figure 7.13: Plots of the �rst six analysis variables for the 2000 data set.The variables are the same as in �gure 7.9
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Figure 7.14: Plots of the last six analysis variables for the 2000 data set. Thevariables are the same as in �gure 7.10
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Figure 7.15: Plots of the last six analysis variables for di�erent Monte Carlogenerated signals. These are for the h0A0 ase the mA0=80 GeV/2, tan�=2and mA0=90 GeV/2, tan�=20, and for the H0Z0 ase the mH0=90 GeV/2and mH0=105 GeV/2. The plots orrespond to the sum of all generatedsignal Monte Carlo for these four signal hypotheses at the four di�erententre-of-mass points for the 1999 data set. The variables are the same as in�gure 7.9
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Figure 7.16: Plots of the last six analysis variables for di�erent Monte Carlogenerated signals. These are for the h0A0 ase the mA0=80 GeV/2, tan�=2and mA0=90 GeV/2, tan�=20, and for the H0Z0 ase the mH0=90 GeV/2and mH0=105 GeV/2. The plots orrespond to the sum of all generatedsignal Monte Carlo for these four signal hypotheses at the four di�erententre-of-mass points for the 1999 data set. The variables are the same as in�gure 7.10
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Figure 7.17: Plots of the �nal b-tag variable for the �ve h0A0 analyses witheah of the b-tag variables removed, and omparisons with the �nal b-tagvariable for the original h0A0 analysis. The distributions shown orrespondto the total bakground for all entre-of-mass energy points. The originalbakground is shown in the solid histogram, whereas the distribution withthe variable in question removed from the analysis is shown in dashed. Thehoie of linear or logarithmi sale is made in order to best highlight thedi�erene between the two distributions.
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Figure 7.18: Plots of the �nal event shape variable for the four h0A0 analyseswith eah of the �rst four event shape variables removed, and omparisonswith the �nal event shape variable for the original h0A0 analysis. The dis-tributions shown orrespond to the total bakground for all entre-of-massenergy points. The original bakground is shown in the solid histogram,whereas the distribution with the variable in question removed from theanalysis is shown in dashed. The hoie of linear or logarithmi sale is madein order to best highlight the di�erene between the two distributions.
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Figure 7.19: Plots of the �nal event shape variable for the four h0A0 analyseswith eah of the last four event shape variables removed, and omparisonswith the �nal event shape variable for the original h0A0 analysis. The dis-tributions shown orrespond to the total bakground for all entre-of-massenergy points. The original bakground is shown in the solid histogram,whereas the distribution with the variable in question removed from theanalysis is shown in dashed. The hoie of linear or logarithmi sale is madein order to best highlight the di�erene between the two distributions.
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Fox-Wolframmoment, H2, whih does not ontribute disriminating informa-tion beyond that whih is ontributed by the fourth Fox-Wolfram moment,H4. In other DELPHI analyses, the sum of these two variables is often used,whereas the analysis tehnique presented in this work provides a method forheking whether this is the optimal way of ombining the two variables, andeah of the two variables were therefore used on its own.
Another aspet is that even though the inlusion of a new variable doesnot on average improve the analysis, it might still ontain information. Giventhe ruial problem of overtraining, and the onsequent neessity of smooth-ing the di�erent distributions before using them in the analysis, one mustexpet a little disriminating power to be lost in eah ombination step inthe analysis, something whih will be ounter-ated by the disriminating in-formation in the variable to be added. If these two e�ets are almost equallylarge, the net result will of ourse be that the analysis does not on averageimprove. However, there is still the possibility that single events whih haveextreme values in the added variable will have a signi�antly di�erent �naldisriminating variable value in two analyses whose only di�erene is the in-lusion of the variable in question for one of the analyses. Suh e�ets aremost important for data andidates, where one wants to assure oneself ofthe validity of eah andidate as genuinely Higgs-like. Thus, the inlusionof variables ontributing only marginal new disriminating information anstill be used as a way of inreasing the probability that only very signal-likedata andidates are reognized as suh by the analysis.
An illustration of this is provided by table 7.1, showing three atual dataandidates from two di�erent h0A0 analysis with 4C �t, the �rst with B1in the analysis tree (i.e. the original analysis) and the seond without B1in the analysis tree (i.e. the variable B1, whih is a variable ontributingonly very slightly to the overall analysis performane, is removed from theanalysis tree, whereas the rest of the analysis remains unhanged). The �naldisriminating variable for the �rst two of these events move signi�antly (afator >2 and a fator >10, respetively) when inluding B1 in the analysis,but both at a value below the �nal ut value of 0.15 (see setion 7.8). Thelast event, on the other hand, moves from a value below the ut value andwell into the region of events whih survive to the �nal statistial treatment,thus a�eting the �nal result. This shows that the inlusion of B1 in theanalysis does have a measurable e�et, even though this will on average, forthe expeted result, be very small. 158



Analysis with B1 Analysis without B1B1 Final btag var. Final dis. var. Final btag var. Final dis. var.4.28 0.091 0.103 0.044 0.0483.00 0.058 0.037 0.001 0.0034.07 0.152 0.198 0.123 0.146
Table 7.1: Table showing the value of B1 and the orresponding �nal btagand disriminating variable for both the original h0A0 analysis with 4C �t,and for the analysis with B1 removed from the analysis tree. Three atualdata events are shown, where the inlusion of B1 hanges the �nal btag anddisriminating variable signi�antly, despite the fat that the overall e�etof inluding B1 in the analysis tree is very small if not negligible.
7.6 Overtraining studiesIn order to study possible overtraining problems originating from inaurateapproximation of the 2-dimensional distributions, the Monte Carlo generatedbakground and signal samples were divided in two halves. The analysis net-work, i.e. the total transformation, de�ned by the 2-dimensional histogramsand the method desribed in hapter 6, of the input variables into the �naldisriminating variable, was onstruted using only the �rst half. The analy-sis was then performed on both halves, giving a �nal disriminating variabledistribution for bakground and signal for both halves of the sample. In thepresene of overtraining, one would expet the performane of the �rst halfto be better than that of the seond half.When performing a ut at a spei� value in the �nal disriminatingvariable, one �nds a ertain bakground level orresponding to a ertainsignal eÆieny. If suh uts are performed subsequently tighter and tighterin the �nal variable distribution, a set of orresponding levels of bakgroundand signal eÆieny is amassed, and by plotting these as points on a urve,the total performane of the analysis an be envisaged. For the overtrainingstudies, the di�erene in the signal eÆieny between the �rst and the seondhalf of the Monte Carlo generated signal samples an be plotted as a funtionof the bakground level, whih in the ase of overtraining would make up aurve lying signi�antly above the absissa. Suh plots are shown for theH0Z0 analysis at all ten entre-of-mass energy windows in �gure 7.20, andfor the h0A0 analysis with 4C �t Higgs mass estimator for all ten entre-of-mass energy windows in �gure 7.21. The h0A0 analysis with 5C �t Higgsmass estimator is assumed to behave very similarly to the h0A0 analysis with4C �t mass estimator, due to the very small di�erenes between them, and159



the onlusions regarding overtraining for the latter is assumed to hold forthe former.The plots in �gure 7.20 and 7.21 show signs of overall overtraining only fora few entre-of-mass energy windows: the 192 GeV, and to some extent the205 GeV and 208 GeV energy windows in theH0Z0 analysis, and the 200 GeVand 207 GeV, and to some extent the 192 GeV energy windows in the h0A0analysis. On the other hand, the 196 GeV entre-of-mass energy windowsin both the H0Z0 and the h0A0 analysis, and to some extent the 192 GeVentre-of-mass energy window in the h0A0 analysis, show the opposite e�et,i.e. the analysis on the seond half of the Monte Carlo generated signal andbakground samples is superior to the one on the �rst half. This lends supportto the assumption that the di�erenes between the �rst and seond half ofthe samples are due to utuations rather than systemati overtraining. Thesignal eÆieny di�erene is seen to stay within an absolute value of �3%for lose to the entire range of the analyses, with the exeptions ouringonly at fairly small bakground expetations (below �1 event), where thenumber of generated Monte Carlo events is small, and the analyses thereforemore vulnerable to utuations. A ommon 3% absolute error on the signaleÆieny is therefore inluded for all signals, both in the H0Z0 and the h0A0signals.
7.7 Final steps in the H0Z0 searhThe �nal analysis steps and output variables for the H0Z0 searh are shownin �gures 7.22 to 7.24 for the three years of data taking. Also, the bakgroundversus eÆieny urve is shown, with both the statistial and the systematierrors inluded.In order to prepare the analysis results for the �nal statistial treatment,in whih the limits on the Higgs boson masses are set, the number of eventsneeds to be redued, in order to keep the proedure managable. The �-nal statistial treatment of the searh results (see setion 8.2), uses a like-lihood tehnique for the limit determination, where the likelihood ontainsthe variable in whih the ut is made; a 2-dimensional parameter spae ofdisriminating variable vs. Higgs mass estimator. For suh a tehnique, onewould like to ut away as few events as possible, sine the added informationontained in the events whih are otherwise ut away an only improve theexpeted limit, as the likelihood weighs these aordingly. (The proof of thisan be found in ref. [85, appendix A℄. The one exeption is if the error in theexpeted estimate of the inluded events is signi�antly larger than the onealready onsidered in the likelihood, but this is not a problem for the work160



Figure 7.20: Plots showing the signal eÆieny di�erene between the �rsthalf (on whih the analysis is onstruted) and the seond half of the MonteCarlo generated signal, as a funtion of the logarithm of the expeted bak-ground for the H0Z0 analysis. All ten entre-of-mass energy windows areshown, and the error bands originate from the statistial error in the MonteCarlo samples only.
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Figure 7.21: Plots showing the signal eÆieny di�erene between the �rsthalf (on whih the analysis is onstruted) and the seond half of the MonteCarlo generated signal, as a funtion of the logarithm of the expeted bak-ground for the h0A0 analysis. All ten entre-of-mass energy windows areshown, and the error bands originate from the statistial error in the MonteCarlo samples only.
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at hand.) For this reason, one should in priniple inlude as muh as possibleof both the signal and bakground for the �nal statistial treatment of thesearh results. This is, however, a pratial problem of both manageabilityand omputer resoure onsumption. Therefore, a ut in the �nal variableat a point where the di�erene in expeted limit is expeted to be very smallwhen ompared to what would be ahieved if all the data were inluded, isperformed. For the h0Z0 analysis, this value is hosen to be 0.5, a numberwhih results in approximately the same number of data andidates pass-ing the ut as is the ase for the oÆial DELPHI analysis, so as to makeomparisons easy.Table 7.2 summarizes, on the left, the number of expeted bakgroundand observed data events above the �nal ut for all entre-of-mass energywindows. The orresponding signal eÆienies are shown underneath. Theplot of the Higgs mass estimator for the remaining events is shown on theleft in �gure 7.28

7.8 Final steps in the h0A0 searh
For the 4C �t Higgs mass estimator ase, the �nal steps of the analysis areshown in �gures 7.25 to 7.27, where the �nal event shape variable, the �nalb-tag variable and the �nal disriminating variable are shown, together withthe bakground versus signal eÆieny plot.Due to the h0A0 signal being a leaner signal with respet to the bak-ground than what is the ase for the H0Z0 signal, the ut for the �nal statis-tial treatment an be set at a lower value for the h0A0 hannel, retaining alarger part of the signal. The ut value is hosen at 0.15, and the remainingexpeted bakground and observed data events, as well as the signal eÆ-ieny, is shown on the right of table 7.2. The Higgs mass estimator, whihis the sum of the invariant masses of the two dijet objets, at this seletionlevel is shown on the right in �gure 7.28.For the 5C �t mass estimator ase, the disriminating variable is verysimilar to the one in the 4C �t ase, the hief di�erene being in the Higgsmass estimator setor of the analysis. The �nal ut in the disriminatingvariable is also here set at 0.15, and the plot of the Higgs mass estimator forthe resulting events for two di�erent values of the mass di�erene �m usedin the kinemati �t (see setion 7.2.3) is shown in �gure 7.29.163



ECM H0Z0 h0A0Exp. bk. Data Exp. bk. Data188.6 23.1 � 1.2 31 49.0 � 2.1 61191.6 4.4 � 0.3 5 7.4 � 0.4 11195.5 11.9 � 0.7 15 20.6 � 0.9 20199.5 13.5 � 0.7 13 27.3 � 1.2 28201.6 7.2 � 0.4 9 11.7 � 0.5 10203.6 1.5 � 0.1 0 2.6 � 0.1 2205.2 10.2 � 0.5 12 18.1 � 0.7 19206.7 10.8 � 0.6 12 22.5 � 0.9 24208.2 1.3 � 0.1 2 2.0 � 0.1 4206.3 7.9 � 0.4 7 18.8 � 0.8 20Total 91.8 � 4.8 106 180.0 � 7.6 199mH0(GeV/2) e�(%) mA0(GeV/2) tan� e�. (%)80 36.5 � 4.1 80 2 75.7 � 5.285 38.6 � 4.6 85 2 77.1 � 5.390 40.3 � 4.2 90 2 79.2 � 5.492.5 47.4 � 4.5 95 2 79.0 � 5.495 44.0 � 4.4 100 2 81.0 � 5.597.5 46.0 � 4.4 80 20 79.2 � 5.4100 44.7 � 4.4 85 20 81.5 � 5.5105 46.2 � 4.5 90 20 83.3 � 5.5108 47.0 � 4.4 95 20 83.4 � 5.6110 47.4 � 4.5 100 20 81.4 � 5.5112 45.8 � 4.4 80 50 76.0 � 5.2114 44.8 � 4.3 85 50 77.6 � 5.3115 42.2 � 4.3 90 50 78.7 � 5.3120 35.9 � 4.0 95 50 76.6 � 5.3| | 100 50 76.5 � 5.3
Table 7.2: The numbers of expeted bakground and observed data eventsfor all entre-of-mass energy windows, as well as in total, are shown in theupper half, whereas the signal eÆienies for di�erent signals are shown inthe lower half. The H0Z0 analysis is shown on the left, and the h0A0 analysiswith 4C �t is shown on the right. The signal eÆieny orresponds to theluminosity-weighted total over the sum of the entre-of-mass energy windows,as desribed in appendix D.
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Figure 7.22: Plots of the �nal event shape variable, the �nal b-tag variableand the �nal disriminating variable, as well as the bakground versus eÆ-ieny urve for the H0Z0 analysis. The signal plotted in the plots of thevariables, as well as the signal used for the bakground versus eÆieny urve,is the mH0=95 GeV/2 signal. The 1998 data are shown.
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Figure 7.23: Plots of the �nal event shape variable, the �nal b-tag variableand the �nal disriminating variable, as well as the bakground versus eÆ-ieny urve for the H0Z0 analysis. The signal plotted in the plots of thevariables, as well as the signal used for the bakground versus eÆieny urve,is the mH0=100 GeV/2 signal. The 1999 data are shown.
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Figure 7.24: Plots of the �nal event shape variable, the �nal b-tag variableand the �nal disriminating variable, as well as the bakground versus eÆ-ieny urve for the H0Z0 analysis. The signal plotted in the plots of thevariables, as well as the signal used for the bakground versus eÆieny urve,is the mH0=110 GeV/2 signal. The 2000 data are shown.
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Figure 7.25: Plots of the �nal event shape variable, the �nal b-tag variableand the �nal disriminating variable, as well as the bakground versus eÆ-ieny urve for the h0A0, 4C �t analysis. The signal shown in the plots ofthe variables, as well as the signal used for the bakground versus eÆienyurve, is the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal. The 1998 data are shown.
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Figure 7.26: Plots of the �nal event shape variable, the �nal b-tag variableand the �nal disriminating variable, as well as the bakground versus eÆ-ieny urve for the h0A0, 4C �t analysis. The signal shown in the plots ofthe variables, as well as the signal used for the bakground versus eÆienyurve, is the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal. The 1999 data are shown.
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Figure 7.27: Plots of the �nal event shape variable, the �nal b-tag variableand the �nal disriminating variable, as well as the bakground versus eÆ-ieny urve for the h0A0, 4C �t analysis. The signal shown in the plots ofthe variables, as well as the signal used for the bakground versus eÆienyurve, is the mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 signal. The 2000 data are shown.
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Figure 7.28: Plots showing the Higgs mass estimator at the �nal ut sele-tion level for both the H0Z0 (the invariant mass of the dijet opposite theone fored to the Z0 mass) and h0A0 with 4C �t mass estimator (the sumof the invariant masses of the dijets, with the pairing hosen to minimizethe dijet mass di�erene) analyses. All entre-of-mass windows are added,and the signal orresponds to mH0=100 GeV/2 for the H0Z0 ase, andmA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=20 for the h0A0 ase.

Figure 7.29: Plots showing the Higgs mass estimator at the �nal ut seletionlevel for the h0A0 analysis with 5C �t mass estimator. All entre-of-massenergy windows are added, and the signal orresponds to mA0=85 GeV/2,tan�=20 with �m=0 GeV/2 on the left, and mA0=85 GeV/2, tan�=2with �m=20 GeV/2 on the right.
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7.9 Systemati errorsIn order to estimate the systemati errors at the �nal seletion level, i.e. af-ter the ut in the �nal disriminating variable at a value of 0.5 for the H0Z0analysis, and 0.15 for the h0A0 analysis, a systemati proedure was used.This proedure onsists of studying eah input variable separately, varyingthe value of the variable by approximately one standard deviation, and ob-serving the hange in the �nal disriminating variable at the �nal seletionlevel. After having gone through this proedure for every variable, the totalsystemati error was estimated by adding the individual ontributions foreah variable in quadrature. Again, the addition of the �2 from the �fthonstraint in the 5C �t analysis is assumed to have only a negligible e�eton the systemati error estimation, and the ontribution from this variable istherefore omitted. Also, the hoie of trak seletion is not assumed to on-tribute to the total systemati error, as it tends to a�et the results only veryslightly. One possible e�et from the di�erent trak seletions would be thatevents just barely meeting the four jet preseletion riteria with one trakseletion, ould fail this preseletion with another trak seletion. However,suh events tend not to be very Higgs-like in any ase, as the preseletionis designed to retain a large portion of the Higgs signal, making it fairlyunimportant whether suh events are rejeted by the preseletion or given avery low weight in the �nal analysis. The b-tag pakage, whih is the mostimportant analysis tool for the four jet hannel, uses its own trak seletionalgorithm, resulting in b-tag variables whih are independent of the trak se-letion used for the rest of the analysis. The remaining e�et of the di�erenttrak seletions is mostly the di�erene in trak momenta and energies leftin the event; this di�erene is for a large part \smoothed over" by the useof kinemati �ts (see setion 7.2), whih are indeed used to orret for andimprove on imperfetions in the detetor.Table 7.3 shows the resulting hange in the total bakground from varyingeah individual variable, and �nally the total, as the sum of squares of the13 individual ontributions. The total systemati error at the �nal seletionlevel in the bakground estimate amounts to 5.5% in the H0Z0 hannel, and3.8% in the h0A0 hannel.For the �nal systemati error used in the �nal statistial treatment of thesearh results, the ontribution from the four jet seletion (see page 93) isadded in quadrature with the systemati errors for the �nal variable sele-tion ut. The resulting total systemati error is the one whih is quoted intable 7.2, and orresponds to the error used in the �nal statistial treatmentin the ALRMC program (see setion 8.2).
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Variable H0Z0 (orig. bk.: 92.364) h0A0 (orig. bk.: 181.151)After shift Shift (%) After shift Shift (%)B1 91.500 -0.94 180.186 -0.53B2 91.387 -1.06 179.068 -1.15B3 91.544 -0.89 177.934 -1.78B4 92.364 -0.58 179.575 -0.87BHA 91.621 -0.80 178.737 -1.33Trmin 94.213 2.00 184.583 1.89Emin 91.709 -0.71 181.016 -0.07�min 92.473 0.12 182.141 0.55H2 91.176 -1.29 181.510 0.20H4 93.775 1.53 181.707 0.31ML 89.181 -3.45 180.951 -0.11Thrust 90.073 -2.48 184.349 1.77Y34 91.732 0.68 180.812 -0.19Total error 5.5 Total error 3.8
Table 7.3: The results from the systemati error estimation proedure. Thenumbers for eah individual variable reet the hange in the expeted bak-ground for the sum of all entre-of-mass energy windows.
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Chapter 8
Results
In this hapter, the �nal results from the analyses is presented. The three dif-ferent MSSM benhmarks are �rst introdued, and the statistial method ofsearh analysis results based on the likelihood ratio, the ALRMCmethod [85℄,is briey realled. The extration of the exluded parameter ranges is thenperformed using only the Higgs searh hannels presented in this work, bothfor the analysis presented here and for the oÆial DELPHI searh hannels,in order to ompare their performanes. Finally, the Higgs searh hannelsfrom this work is ombined with the oÆial DELPHI Higgs searh hannelsin order to extrat the �nal exluded MSSM parameter regions, whih alsoleads to absolute lower limits on the Higgs masses mh0 and mA0.
8.1 MSSM benhmark senariosAs mentioned in setion 2.5.3, the Higgs setor of the MSSM an be de-sribed at tree-level by two parameters, usually hosen as tan� and one ofthe Higgs boson masses. Thus, at tree-level, on�dene limits on the parame-ters desribing the Higgs setor an be set in a plane of two of the parametersmentioned in setion 2.5.3, and the limits on the remaining parameters an bealulated from these. However, radiative orretions introdue dependenieson the other parameters of the theory. In DELPHI, di�erenes originatingfrom these radiative orretions are taken into aount by hoosing di�erentbenhmarks, i.e. di�erent spei� values for the MSSM parameters. Theframework in whih this is done, is the universality assumption, where theremaining free parameters beyond tree-level are:� The Higgs mixing parameter, �.� The universal sfermion mass term, MS.174



� The universal gaugino mass term, M2.� The gluino mass, m~g.� The universal squark trilinear oupling, A.The benhmarks are:No mixing benhmark: This senario di�ers from the mmaxh senario onlyin the hoie of the parameter Xt = A � � ot�, whih ontrols themixing in the stop setor. This senario sets the parameter Xt to zero(thus, the name no mixing). The values for the parameters are:� MS=1 TeV/2� M2=-�=200 GeV/2� m~g=800 GeV/2� Xt=0mmaxh benhmark: This senario is designed to maximize the largest valueof mh0 as a funtion of tan�. As this gives the kinematially most un-favourable situation at a spei� hoie of the other MSSM parameters,this senario gives the most onservative limits on the mh0 parameter,given that the h0 is always present in the signal hannels under study.At small values of tan�, this senario redues to the SM. The valuesof the parameters are:� MS=1 TeV/2� M2=-�=200 GeV/2� m~g=800 GeV/2� Xt=2MSLarge � benhmark: This senario predits at least one salar Higgs bosonwith a mass within kinematial reah of LEP-II in every theoretiallyallowed point of the MSSM parameter spae, even though there aresome regions where the Higgs boson would be undetetable due to bbbranhing frations being strongly suppressed by radiative orretions.The values for the parameters are:� MS=M2=400 GeV/2� �=1 TeV/2� m~g=200 GeV/2� Xt=-300 GeV/2
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8.2 The ALRMC statistial proedureIn order to obtain the exluded ranges of MSSM parameters, the ALRMC [85℄method was used. The test-statisti X used is given by X = ln(Q), where Qis the likelihood ratio for Nhan independent searh hannels,
Q = e�stot NhanYi=1 niYj=1

�1 + siSi( ~xij)biBi( ~xij) ;� (8.1)
where ni is the observed number of andidates in eah hannel, ~xij is thevalue of the disriminating variables measured for eah of the andidates (inthe DELPHI Higgs searhes, these are the disriminating variable informa-tion and the Higgs mass estimator), si and bi are the integrated signal andbakground rates per hannel, stot is the total signal rate for all hannels,stot = PNhani=1 si, and Si(~x) and Bi(~x) are the probability distribution fun-tions (p.d.f.'s) of the disriminating variable for the signal and bakgroundrespetively. These p.d.f.'s are typially not available in analyti form, asthey are onstruted from simulated signal and bakground events passingthrough �rst the detetor simulation and then the spei� searh hannelanalysis, and distribution of Q must therefore be onstruted from MonteCarlo simulations. When doing suh simulations, eah Monte Carlo event isassigned values of ~xij aording to the appropriate p.d.f., and the number ofexpeted signal and bakground events for the hannel in question, si and bi,are varied aording to a gaussian funtion with the total systemati error(see setion 7.9) as the standard deviation.The di�erent on�denes are now alulated by omparing the observedvalue of the test statisti, Xobs = ln(Qobs), to the distributions obtainedfrom the Monte Carlo simulations. The on�dene in the signal+bakgroundhypothesis is given by CLs+b = Ps+b(X � Xobs) (8.2)where Ps+b(X � Xobs) = Z Xobs0 dPs+bdX dX (8.3)and where dPs+b=dX is the p.d.f. of the test-statisti for signal+bakgroundexperiments. In the same manner, the on�dene in the bakground is givenby CLb = Pb(X � Xobs) (8.4)where Pb(X � Xobs) = Z Xobs0 dPbdX dX (8.5)
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and where dPb=dX is the p.d.f. of the test-statisti for bakground-onlyexperiments. The bakground hypothesis will be onsidered exluded at aspei� on�dene level if 1�CLb � CL, where CL gives the on�dene level.At the 5� on�dene level, CL is equal to 5.7�10�7, and if the on�denein the bakground hypothesis reahes a level loser to unity than this, thebakground hypothesis is rejeted, signifying a 5� signal disovery.The modi�ed frequentist proedure, as the ALRMC method is based on,now de�nes the signal on�dene asCLs � CLs+b=CLb: (8.6)Stritly speaking, this makes CLs not a true on�dene, but rather a ratioof on�denes. The signi�ane of this de�nition, is to make CLs approxi-mate the on�dene in the signal hypothesis one might have obtained if theexperiment had been performed in the absene of bakground, i.e. if a pre-ise orretion to the data ould be made in order to ompensate for thepresene of bakground. As with CLb, the signal hypothesis is rejeted at aspei� on�dene level CL if 1�CLs � CL. For the exlusion in the MSSMparameter spae, a 2� on�dene level is used, giving a CL of 0.05.In the extration of exluded MSSM parameter ranges, the MSSM pa-rameter spae is sanned, alulating CLs for a number of spei� points inthe MSSM parameter spae. Points whih are exluded at 95% on�denelevel or more, i.e. points where 1-CLs falls below 0.05, are then mapped outin the 2-dimensional planes made up of two of the three parameters on whihlimits are set, thus reating the exluded regions in three possible projetions(tan� versus mh0 , tan� versus mA0 and mA0 versus mh0). This proedure isperformed overing a range in tan� from 0.4{50 for the no mixing and mmaxhbenhmarks, and 0.7{50 for the large � benhmark.
8.3 Comparison between this work and oÆ-ial DELPHI searh hannelsIn order to assess the disriminating power of the analysis presented in thiswork, the exluded MSSM parameter ranges were extrated using only thesearh hannels presented in this work, i.e. the hannels desribed in table 4.1whih are marked by *, and at entre-of-mass energy points from 189 GeVand upward. This was done both for the analyses presented in this work andfor the oÆial DELPHI searh hannels. By omparing these two di�erentexlusions, one an form an opinion about how the analysis method presentedin this work performs when ompared to more traditional searh methods.177



Prodution hannel e+e� ! Z0� ! H0Z0Channel name H0 Deay Z0 Deayhadroni* bb qq(q = u; d; s; ; b)neutrino or invisible bb �l�l(l = e; �; �)eletron bb e+e�muon bb �+��tau bb �+���+�� qq(q = u; d; s; ; b)Prodution hannel e+e� ! Z0� ! h0A0Channel name h0 Deay A0 Deayfour b* bb bbtau bb �+���+�� bb
Table 8.1: A short shemati view of the di�erent neutral Higgs searh han-nels in DELPHI. The hannels marked by * are hannels analysed in thiswork.

The exlusion plots for the no mixing and mmaxh benhmarks are shownin �gure 8.1, both for the searh analysis desribed in this work, and forthe orresponding oÆial DELPHI searh hannels. In both ases, only theprojetion tan� vs. mh0 is shown, as the exluded regions in the otherprojetions tend to look rather ragged, due to the use of only a subset of thetotal searh hannels, and therefore o�er more onfusion than illumination.The h0A0 analysis used is the one with 4C �t mass estimator, the assumptionbeing that the di�erene between the two di�erent h0A0 analysis ases issuÆiently small that omparing one of them with the oÆial DELPHI searhresults gives an adequate opinion about their performane. Indeed, as willbe shown in setion 8.4, the di�erene in the expeted �nal results betweenthe two methods is negligible. For the large � benhmark, at some points ofthe MSSM parameter spae the branhing ratio of h0 to bb falls lose to zero,whih of ourse renders the four jet hannels useless. Therefore, the exlusionin the MSSM parameter spae with only the four jet hannels beomes ratherdiÆult for this benhmark, and the omparison is therefore only arried outin the no mixing and mmaxh benhmarks..The �rst thing to note about the plots in �gure 8.1, is that the exludedregions of the no mixing benhmark ontains a large hole for tan� valuesfrom �1 to �2, whih is not present in the �nal exlusion plots omprised ofall the di�erent DELPHI Higgs searh hannels, shown in �gures 8.3 to 8.8.178
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Figure 8.1: Exlusion plots for the no mixing and mmaxh benhmarks bothfor searh results using the searh hannels from this work and for searhresults using the orresponding oÆial DELPHI searh hannels. All plotsshow the projetion of tan� vs. mh0. On the top left is shown the exlusionplot of the no mixing benhmark, and on the top right is shown the mmaxhbenhmark, both for the analysis presented in this work. The bottom rowshows the same two plots when using the oÆial DELPHI searh hannels.
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The reason for this, is that the fat that one restrits oneself to the four jethannels, means that new unexluded regions of the MSSM parameter spaeappear, spei�ally at regions where other deay modes than bb beomes im-portant for the h0. Suh holes tend to appear at spei� plaes in the MSSMparameter spae, with little inuene from the searh hannels themselves,making a omparison of di�erent methods rather diÆult at suh MSSMparameter regions. Therefore, the absolute limits on the MSSM parametersmight be rather di�erent in this test ase than what would be the ase for theexlusion with all searh hannels present, and in addition might not reetvery well the di�erene between the two analyses.Thus, the best way to assess the di�erene between the analysis presentedin this work and the oÆial DELPHI analysis, is to ompare the lowestunexluded value of mh0 for the two searh results at eah value of tan �, andsee how this behaves at di�erent values of tan�. For most values of tan� thiswill give a meaningful measure of the di�erene in analysis power. For allthese points, the oÆial DELPHI analysis performs slightly better than theanalysis presented here. For the no mixing benhmark, this proedure showsno di�erene between the two searh results at low values of tan�, as theentire MSSM parameter range allowed by the theory is exluded here. Fortan� values between �1 and �2, there is the earlier mentioned unexludedhole whose lower edge in mh0 lies within a di�erene of 0.2 GeV/2 betweenthe two searhes. At larger values of tan�, the di�erene beomes larger, asthe \transition region" where the h0A0 analysis beomes the more importantone ours at slightly di�erent values of tan� for the two ases, but quiklysettles at a level of <1 GeV/2 above tan��9. For the mmaxh benhmark,the same proedure shows a relatively larger di�erene at small values oftan�, where the di�erene between the two analyses is �1.7 GeV/2 in termsof exluded values of mh0. In this region, the H0Z0 analysis dominatesover the h0A0 and the di�erene therefore illustrates the fat the the H0Z0analysis in this work is not optimized at Higgs boson masses lose to thekinematial edge. After the tan� range of �0.6{�2, whih are exluded byboth analyses, the di�erene between them are at about the same level asat very low values of tan�, inreasing slightly for values of tan � up to �4,where the same di�erene between where the \transition region" is situatedas in the no mixing benhmark leads to the same relatively large di�erenebetween the two searh results. However, for values of tan� above �6, wherethe h0A0 hannel begins to be the dominant one, the di�erene between thetwo analyses in terms of exluded values of mh0 quikly settles to a level ofless than 1 GeV/2, reminisent of the situation for the no mixing benhmark.This omparison is summarized in �gure 8.2, where the di�erene in ex-peted lower exluded value of mh0 is shown as a funtion of tan� for the180



Figure 8.2: Plot showing the di�erene in expeted lower exluded valueof mh0 for the searh results obtained using the searh hannels from thiswork and for searh results using the orresponding oÆial DELPHI searhhannels. The no mixing benhmark is shown in solid, while the mmaxh benh-mark is shown in dashed. The dots indiate the values in tan� at whih theexlusion was alulated.
two di�erent searh results.
8.4 Final exlusion in the MSSM parameterspaeWhen alulating the �nal limits, the results from the H0Z0 analysis wereused together with the two di�erent h0A0 analyses (4C �t and 5C �t Higgsmass estimator) in two di�erent runs. In addition, the oÆial DELPHI anal-ysis results were used for the Higgs searh hannels not overed by this work.These hannels are shown in table 8.1.The three exlusion plots from the three di�erent MSSM benhmarks forboth runs are shown in �gures 8.3 to 8.8. From these plots, one an �ndextreme values of the three parameters mh0 , mA0 and tan� (for mh0 and181



mA0 only lower values, but for tan� both upper and lower values) whih arenot exluded when sanning over all points in a given exlusion plot. Thisproedure gives the overall limits of these parameters for eah benhmark,and they are summarized in table 8.2. Also, the SM results extrated fromthese runs are shown in this table (see appendix A for the extration of theSM mH0 parameter from the MSSM searh).A few points should be mentioned onerning these limits. For the large� benhmark, only two unexluded regions remain, around mh0=60 GeV/2at values of tan� below �0.9, and at values of tan� above �7 for mh0 from�90 GeV/2 to �105 GeV/2. The �rst of these appears at Higgs mass val-ues far below the \harateristi" exluded Higgs mass, and would ontinuefurther down at lower values of tan� than 0.7. Therefore, the atual limitsin the Higgs mass ranges do not very well represent the exluded regions, asthese limits would be muh lower than the \harateristi" exluded Higgsmasses (reall that the large � benhmark predits at least one salar Higgsboson with a mass within kinematial reah of LEP-II in every theoreti-ally allowed MSSM parameter point). For this reason, it is not ustomaryto quote limits on the parameters mh0 and mA0 for this benhmark, butrather to refer to the �gures showing the exluded regions. For the samereason, it is also ustomary to disregard the small unexluded hole aroundmh0�85 GeV/2, mA0�35 GeV/2 for the no mixing benhmark, but, as thishole is very small, nevertheless quote Higgs mass limits.A last point onerning the limits, is that the unertainty in the Higgsmass results due to Monte Carlo statistis from the ALRMC run is of the or-der of �50 MeV/2, whih means that di�erenes in the limits of 0.1 GeV/2or less should not be onsidered signi�ant.For omparisons, the oÆial searh results inluding all LEP-II data forthe four di�erent LEP experiments are shown in table 8.3. These numbersshow that for two of the LEP experiments, L3 and OPAL, the observedexluded mass ranges for the mh0 and mA0 parameters lie well below theexpetation (>�5 GeV/2 di�erene). One of the LEP experiments, ALEPH,shows a smaller deviation of the same tendeny, whereas the remaining exper-iment, DELPHI, shows the opposite trend, i.e. a stronger observed exlusionthan expeted. For the SM results, the situation is somewhat similar, as twoexperiments, ALEPH and OPAL, show an observed result well below theexpetation (2.7 GeV/2 and 2.8 GeV/2, respetively), one observed result,from L3, lies just below the expetation, and the reamining observed result,from DELPHI, lies slightly above the expetation. A review of the statusof Higgs boson searhes at di�erent experiments and for di�erent theoreti-al models, with emphasis on future outlook, an be found in ref. [86℄, andan analysis of the general two-doublet CP-onserving Higgs model (not ne-182



Benhmark mh0(GeV/2) mA0(GeV/2) tan�Results from this work in H0Z0 and h0A0 hannels4C �t h0A0 analysisNo mixing 87.5 (88.5) 89.3 (89.2) 0.44{7.69 (0.40{7.69)mmaxh 86.9 (88.2) 89.4 (89.4) 0.49{2.36 (0.54{2.14)Large � | (|) | (|) 0.91{6.74 (0.91{7.36)5C �t h0A0 analysisNo mixing 87.5 (88.5) 89.2 (89.3) 0.44{7.69 (0.40{7.69)mmaxh 86.8 (88.2) 89.2 (89.4) 0.49{2.36 (0.54{2.14)Large � | (|) | (|) 0.91{6.74 (0.91{7.36)SM 114.3 (113.1) | |
Table 8.2: The 95% CL exluded regions (for tan�) and 95% CL lowerlimits (for mA0 and mh0) of the three MSSM paramters mh0, mA0 and tan�for all three MSSM benhmarks. The numbers show results obtained forthe analyses presented in this work together with the other oÆial DELPHIsearh hannels, for both hoies of the h0A0 analysis, the 4C �t ase beingin the upper half and the 5C �t ase in the lower half. The SM results arealso shown, in whih ase the di�erene between using the 4C �t and 5C �tmethod for the h0A0 analysis is non-measurable. Expeted results are shownin parantheses after observed results.
essarilly supersymmetri) of type II (i.e. the seond of the two hoies onpage 32) is given in ref. [87℄ with emphasis on light Higgs bosons. Ref. [88℄gives explanations of the 2.6� SM deviation of the measured value of themuon anomalous magneti moment from the BNL E821 experiment in termsof a light CP-even Higgs boson of the two-doublet model, whereas ref. [89℄argues in favour of a supersymmetri explanation for the possible hints of aHiggs signal with a mass at about 115 GeV/2.When hoosing between the two di�erent analyses in the h0A0 han-nel (4C �t or 5C �t Higgs mass estimator), there are several onsiderationsto take into aount, some of whih have been presented in setions 7.2.2and 7.2.3. The added omplexity, and hene the need for a better system-atized implementation, of the 5C �t method with respet to the 4C �t methodmay be a point in favour of the 4C �t method when starting an analysis, butis ertainly not so when hoosing between �nal results. The problem of dataevents hanging signi�ane and Higgs mass estimator value with the hang-ing signal hypotheses is not a fundamental one, but rather one of presentingthe analysis before the �nal results (the mass limits), i.e. at the level ofshowing the �nal seleted events, and should therefore not be assigned too183
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Figure 8.3: Exlusion plots for the no mixing benhmark: On the top leftis shown the tan� versus mh0 plot, the tan� versus mA0 plot is shown onthe top right, whereas the bottom plot shows the mA0 versus mh0 plot. Theh0A0 analysis used is the 4C �t Higgs mass estimator ase.
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Figure 8.4: Exlusion plots for themmaxh benhmark: On the top left is shownthe tan� versusmh0 plot, the tan� versusmA0 plot is shown on the top right,whereas the bottom plot shows the mA0 versus mh0 plot. The h0A0 analysisused is the 4C �t Higgs mass estimator ase.
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Figure 8.5: Exlusion plots for the large � benhmark: On the top left isshown the tan� versus mh0 plot, the tan� versus mA0 plot is shown on thetop right, whereas the bottom plot shows the mA0 versus mh0 plot. The h0A0analysis used is the 4C �t Higgs mass estimator ase.
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Figure 8.6: Exlusion plots for the no mixing benhmark: On the top leftis shown the tan� versus mh0 plot, the tan� versus mA0 plot is shown onthe top right, whereas the bottom plot shows the mA0 versus mh0 plot. Theh0A0 analysis used is the 5C �t Higgs mass estimator ase.
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Figure 8.7: Exlusion plots for themmaxh benhmark: On the top left is shownthe tan� versusmh0 plot, the tan� versusmA0 plot is shown on the top right,whereas the bottom plot shows the mA0 versus mh0 plot. The h0A0 analysisused is the 5C �t Higgs mass estimator ase.
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Figure 8.8: Exlusion plots for the large � benhmark: On the top left isshown the tan� versus mh0 plot, the tan� versus mA0 plot is shown on thetop right, whereas the bottom plot shows the mA0 versus mh0 plot. The h0A0analysis used is the 5C �t Higgs mass estimator ase.
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Benhmark mh0(GeV/2) mA0(GeV/2) tan�OÆial ALEPH searh results [90℄No mixing 89.8 (91.3) 90.1 (91.6) 0.5{6.2 (|{|)mmaxh 89.8 (91.3) 90.1 (91.6) 0.7{2.3 (|{|)Large � | (|) | (|) |{| (|{|)SM 111.5 (114.2) | |OÆial DELPHI searh results [91℄ 1No mixing 89.7 (88.8) 90.7 (89.7) 0.49{9.36 (0.49{8.49)mmaxh 89.7 (88.8) 90.7 (89.7) 0.49{2.36 (0.54{2.36)Large � | (|) | (|) |{| (|{|)SM 114.3 (113.5) | |OÆial L3 searh results [92℄ 2No mixing 83.2 (88.1) 83.9 (88.3) |{| (|{|)mmaxh 83.2 (88.1) 83.9 (88.3) |{| (|{|)Large � | (|) | (|) |{| (|{|)SM 112.0 (112.4) | |OÆial OPAL searh results [93℄ 3No mixing 80.9 (85.6) 82.3 (86.9) 1.2{3.8 (1.2{4.5)mmaxh 79.3 (85.1) 80.6 (86.9) 0.9{1.7 (1.0{1.9)Large � 79.8 (84.9) 82.4 (88.0) 0.7{4.8 (0.7{6.2)SM 109.7 (112.5) | |Table 8.3: OÆial searh results for the four LEP experiments ALEPH, DEL-PHI, L3 and OPAL. The 95% CL exluded regions (for tan�) and 95% CLlower limits (for mA0 and mh0) of the three MSSM paramters mh0 , mA0 andtan� for all three MSSM benhmarks are shown, as well as the lower limit onthe SM Higgs boson mass. Expeted results are shown in parentheses afterobserved results. | indiates unavailable or inappliable numbers.1The MSSM neutral Higgs mass limits quoted are the limits for either hoie of Xtand for tan� values above 0.49.2The quoted MSSM neutral Higgs mass limits are obtained for either hoie of Xt andfor tan� values above 0.8.3The MSSM neutral Higgs mass limits are obtained with the additional onstraint oftan�> 1.2.
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muh weight. The more fundamental problem onneted to the de�nition ofthe likelihood ratio s+bb used in the �nal limits extration (see setion 7.2.3),is the most serious argument against the 5C �t method. This objetion isnot neessarily of paramount importane, as it mostly onerns the questionof a disovery, and is not so important for an exlusion, but given that theresults are indistinguishable between the two methods, the author feels thatthe arguments in favour of the 5C �t method have largely been renderedvoid, and that it therefore is better to use the more onventional method ofthe 4C �t. It should be noted that this ould not be known a priori, as the5C �t method does indeed have advantages over the 4C �t method, but, aswas argued in setion 7.4, this advantage appears in a part of the MSSM pa-rameter spae where the h0A0 hannel is inferior to other hannels, and the5C �t method is therefore not optimal for this searh hannel. Nevertheless,for referene and to allow omparisons, the results from the 5C �t methodare retained in the lower part of table 8.2.
8.5 ConlusionsA searh for the MSSM Higgs bosons h0 and A0 in the four jet hannel usingthe DELPHI detetor and data of the runs of 1998, 1999 and 2000 has beenperformed. No signal was found in either hannel, and 95% CL exludedregions in the MSSM parameter spae of mA0, mh0 , and tan� were mappedout for three di�erent mixing benhmarks. Also, 95% CL absolute limitswere set on the aforementioned parameters in the three mixing benhmarks.{ No mizing benhmark: The exluded regions are shown in �gure 8.3,with the exluded ranges of the parameters being� mA0 < 89.3 GeV/2 (expeted: 89.2 GeV/2)� mh0 < 87.5 GeV/2 (expeted: 88.5 GeV/2)� 0.44< tan� < 7.69 (expeted: 0.40< tan� < 7.69){ mmaxh benhmark: The exluded regions are shown in �gure 8.4, withthe exluded ranges of the parameters being� mA0 < 89.4 GeV/2 (expeted: 89.4 GeV/2)� mh0 < 86.9 GeV/2 (expeted: 88.2 GeV/2)� 0.49< tan� < 2.36 (expeted: 0.54< tan� < 2.14){ Large � benhmark: The exluded regions are shown in �gure 8.5. Asexplained on page 182, it is ustomary to only quote a limit on the191



tan� parameter for this benhmark, and the exluded region for thisparameter is� 0.91< tan� < 6.74 (expeted: 0.91< tan� < 7.36)When interpreted in terms of the SM, a lower limit was set on the Higgsboson mass mH0 at 114.3 GeV/2 (expeted: 113.1 GeV/2).
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Appendix A
Extrating the SM Higgs masslimit from MSSM exlusion
Given the di�erene between the one-doublet Higgs struture found in theminimal SM and the two-doublet struture in the MSSM, one might expetthat the onnetion between the di�erent parameters desribing the two se-tors is rather omplex. Indeed, in the general MSSM ase, deduing the SMHiggs boson limit is far from easy. However, there is a speial ase in whihthe MSSM Higgs setor redues to the SM, making the SM Higgs bosonmass limit determination a trivial task given the general MSSM exlusionplot. This speial ase ours when the mass of the pseudo-salar A0, mA0,goes to in�nity, in whih ase, at tree level, masses of both the harged Higgsbosons H� and the heaviest neutral Higgs boson, H0, also go to in�nity,e�etively deoupling all these from the theory. In addition, the orretionfator to the MSSM h0Z0 prodution fator of sin2(� � �) (see equation 4.2on page 73) goes to unity, giving the h0 the same ouplings as the SM H0,and thus all Feynman rules of the Higgs setor of the theory redue to theones in the SM [16, page 239 �, 356℄. If also, as is assumed in the benh-marks, the supersymmetri partners of the ordinary partiles of the SM aretoo heavy to be kinematially available, the deay of the MSSM h0 an onlygo through SM partiles, and the whole Higgs searh setor is redued to theSM ase.The requirement for the Higgs setor of the MSSM to redue to the SM,is thus that mA0 goes to in�nity. In an atual simulation of the MSSMHiggs setor, this is of ourse not a realizable senario, as the omputationsrequire �nite parameters. The important question then beomes where inthe sanned MSSM parameter spae the parametermA0 reahes large enoughvalues so as to give results indistinguishable from the SM ase. This happensin the mmaxh benhmark at low values of tan�. Therefore, the limit on the193



SM Higgs boson mass an be found as the limit on mh0 at the low end ofthe range for tan� in the plot of tan� versus mh0 in the mmaxh benhmark(�gures 8.4 and 8.7). At these values of tan�, the H0Z0 signal dominatesover the h0A0, and the hoie of 4C or 5C �t Higgs mass estimator in the h0A0hannel beomes negligible. The expeted limit is in both ases 113.1 GeV/2,with the observed limit at 114.3 GeV/2. The SM results are also shown intable 8.2.
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Appendix B
DELPHI internal note 2000-156PHYS 872
This appendix inludes a DELPHI internal note by the author desribing theanalysis tehnique used in the analysis presented in this work, known as therepeated 2D likelihood network.
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DELPHI Collaboration DELPHI 2000-156 PHYS 87214 April, 2000Searh for pair produedneutral MSSM Higgs bosons in the4b hannel using a repeated 2D likelihood method.J. HansenUniversity of Oslo
AbstratA searh for pair produed neutral MSSM Higgs bosons deaying into 4 b-quarksusing the DELPHI 1999 data is presented. The analysis method used is a repeatedlikelihood tehnique, based on the step by step ombination of pairs of variables bythe use of 2-dimensional likelihood funtions. No evidene of an MSSM signal wasfound, and the analysis yields a lower limit on the mass of the pseudo-salar Higgsboson A0 at a value of tan�=10 and in a maximal mixing senario of 86.1 GeV/2.
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Figure 1: The relation between the model parameters tan � and mA, and the mass of thelightest of the salar Higgs partiles, mh1 IntrodutionThe Higgs setor of the Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM) [1℄ ontains 5Higgs bosons, 3 neutral (the salars h0 and H0, and the pseudo-salar A0) and 2 harged(H�). At tree level there are only two relavant parameters (whereas radiative orretionsintrodue several others), whih are usually hosen to be tan � (the ratio of the vauumexpetation values of the two Higgs doublets, tan � = v2v1 ) and mA (the mass of the pseudo-salar). At tree level, there are spei� relations between these parameters and the massesof the di�erent Higgs bosons:m2A = m2H� �m2W m2H;h = 12 �m2A +m2Z �q(m2A +m2Z)2 � 4m2Zm2A os2 2�� .When inluding radiative orretions, these relations no longer hold, and the relationbetween the two main parameters tan � and mA, and the mass of the lightest of the salarHiggs partiles, mh, for the spei� hoie of a maximal mixing senario (the ommonsfermion mass termMS=1000 GeV/2, the mixing in the stop setor At=p6MS and theHiggs mixing parameter �=-100 GeV/2), is shown in �gure 1.As an be seen in �gure 1, the masses of the A0 and h0 are lose to equal for relativelyhigh values of tan� (above �5) and for mA up to �120 GeV/2, whih is above the regionof interest for this analysis. At lower values of tan �, down to values of �1, the mass ofthe h0 lies below mA in the mA range in interest for this analysis, but the two masses arestill fairly lose.An important prodution mode, espeially at high values of tan �, is the pair produ-tion of h0A0 through the s-hannel e+e� ! Z0� ! h0A0. Sine the Higgs bosons havefermioni ouplings proportional to the fermion mass, the deay proess at LEP2 resultsin a �nal state whih in most ases, i.e. above 80 % for a wide range of MSSM parameterhoies, is a system of 4 b-quarks. Thus, the experimental signature for these events is apurely hadroni 4-jet system with a high b-quark ontent.1
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Class 2Figure 2: The general struture of the analysis method, for a generi ase of 10 variablesin 2 lasses.2 MethodThe method implemented to separate the signal from the bakground is based on a re-peated 2-dimensional likelihood approah. The method has, as multivariable disriminantmethods in general, the goal of taking advantage of the disriminant power of the dif-ferent variables while reduing the number of variables involved in the �nal steps of theanalysis. Also, the analysis method makes optimization proedures and heks of theagreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation partiularly easy, and in additiontries to use the orrelations between variables, taking advantage of their disriminantpower. By hoosing variables where the orrelation is expeted to be large as belongingto the same lass, and then doing the ombination of variables within these lasses atthe earlier stages, one may hope to inlude most of the important orrelations, and themethod an thus be shematially desribed as in �gure 2.The ombination of two variables is done by onstruting the ratio of the likelihoodfuntions in the signal+bakground and in the bakground only hypotheses ( s+bb ) in the2-dimensional spae spanned by the two variables in question. This is, from a likelihoodratio point of view, the optimal way of ombining them [2℄. The s+bb distributions are thentransformed in suh a way that the distribution for the signal is a uniform distributionbetween 0 and 1, while the bakground will peak at lower values for this new distribution,whih then beomes the output variable from the ombination.Due to limited statistis in the Monte Carlo simulations (leading to disontinuitiesin the 2-dimensional distributions), a method of smoothing the distributions has beenadopted. This is done by applying the method of B-splines [3℄. In addition to this, thetails of the distributions have been smoothed, while keeping the overall normalization, inorder to take into aount the low statistis in the less populated regions of the histogram,and to avoid overtraining. In fat, it is an inherent feature of the method that to avoidin�nities in the s+bb distribution, a non-zero (albeit possibly very small) bakground has tobe onsidered in the entire range of all the variables. This smoothing is done by hoosing2
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signi�ant peaks in the distribution, and for all bins in the 2-dimensional histogram(after the SPLINE proedure has been applied) where the ontent is below the levelorresponding to 1 simulated event, alulating a total distane measure: let Li be thedistane from the bin to peak number i, and let li be the distane from peak number ito the edge where the distribution reahes the level of 1 simulated event, in the diretionfrom the peak to the bin in question. The total distane measure over a total of n di�erentpeaks is now de�ned as ltot = Pni=1 liL2iPni=1 1L2i .This distane measure is then a weighted average over all peaks of the distane from thepeak to the level orresponding to 1 simulated event in the diretion of the bin in question,making the losest peak the most signi�ant one. The bin ontent value is now deidedby letting the distribution fall o� as r�p, where r is the shortest distane from the bin tothe edge where the distribution reahes the level of 1 simulated event, and p is a funtionof ltot whih is inreasing with dereasing ltot (p = 3 � ltot�0:25).3 Analysis3.1 Monte Carlo simulations and Data samplesFor the simulation of the bakground, the PYTHIA [4℄ generator was used for the QCDsamples (e+e� ! qq ()), whereas EXCALIBUR [5℄ was used for the four-fermion bak-ground (e+e� ! qqqq; qql�; l�l�, and llqq; l = e; � or � , the e+e�qq and ��qq �nalstates being disarded due to their small ross-setions and 4-jet seletion eÆienies).Due to the requirements of a large number of harged traks and a large visible energy(see setion 3.2), the e+e� !  ! hadrons bakground samples need not be onsidered.The signal was generated using the HZHA [6℄ generator, using di�erent values of tan�and mA to over a range of possible MSSM parameter hoies. The number of generatedevents, together with the equivalent luminosity for eah sample, is summarized in table 1.The data olleted during the 1999 run amounts to 228.18 pb�1, divided into 25.89 pb�1at 192 GeV, 76.90 pb�1 at 196 GeV, 84.28 pb�1 at 200 GeV and 41.11 pb�1 at 202 GeV.Due to a limited amount of Monte Carlo simulated signal samples at 192 and 202 GeV,the signal samples used here were reated using a boosting routine [7℄, boosting the signalsamples from 196 GeV down to 192 GeV, and the samples from 200 GeV up to 202 GeV.A onservative value of 100 % for the statistial orrelation between the boosted sampleand the original was assumed.3.2 Event seletionThe analysis starts with the standard trak seletion [8℄ and 4-jet event seletion [9℄applied in the DELPHI Higgs searhes in 4-jet hannels.The trak seletion onsists of the following uts:� Charged partiles{ Trak momentum larger than 100 MeV3
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Channel Generator X-setion Nr. of events Equiv. lumi.(pb) (pb�1)qq () (ZGPY) PYTHIA 88.1 1926560 � 22200qqqq; qql�; l�l� (WWEX) EXCALIBUR 18.6 816873 � 44000llqq; l = � or � (LLQQ) EXCALIBUR 0.368 86423 � 235000Signal, tan �=280 HZHA 0.04181 7994 � 191000mA 85 HZHA 0.03160 12792 � 410000(GeV/2) 90 HZHA 0.02309 7996 � 35000095 HZHA 0.01618 7998 � 503000Signal, tan �=2080 HZHA 0.07366 7994 � 110000mA 85 HZHA 0.04668 7640 � 169000(GeV/2) 90 HZHA 0.02418 9596 � 45500095 HZHA 0.00795 7998 � 1710000Table 1: The Monte Carlo generated number of events for the di�erent bakground andsignal hannels, with their orresponding simulated luminosity. The numbers are a sumover all four entre-of-mass energies, the ross-setions (whih for the signal are multipliedby the branhing ratio h0A0 ! 4b) being weighted with luminosity and 4-jet seletioneÆieny for eah entre-of-mass point.{ Impat parameter less than 4 m in the transverse diretion{ Impat parameter less than 10 m in the z diretion� Neutral partiles{ For the Eletromagneti lusters: Energy larger than 200 MeV{ For the Hadroni lusters: Energy larger than 500 MeVThe 4-jet event seletion onsists of the following uts:� Minimum 18 harged traks� Visible energy larger than 60 % of ps� Neutral energy less than 50 % of ps� No visible  with an energy above 30 GeV� The energy of an invisible  returned from SPRIME+ [11℄ less than 30 GeV� At least 1 harged partile per jet, and a jet mass of at least 1.5 GeV/2 in a fored4-jet on�guration� The Fox-Wolfram momenta H2 +H4, normalized to H0, less than 1.1� Event thrust less than 0.92 4
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The remaining eÆienies after these uts for the di�erent Monte Carlo simulatedbakgrounds and signals are presented in the left half of table 2. The remaining number ofdata events is 2440. The quoted unertainties on the Monte Carlo simulated bakgroundsinlude a ommon 1 % relative error aounting for the unertainties in entre-of-massenergy, luminosity and ross-setions, and in addition a systemati error on the di�erenebetween di�erent generators of the various bakground hannels and the modelling of thesuessive uts, estimated to be 5.7 % for the PYTHIA bakground, and 2 % for theEXCALIBUR bakground [10℄. The unertainties on the Monte Carlo simulated signalshave a 1 % relative ontribution from the unertainties in the entre-of-mass energy,luminosity and ross-setions, and an additional absolute unertainty in the eÆieny of1.5 % oming from possible small biases introdued by the method itself, estimated ondi�erent half samples; see subsetion 3.3.3.3 The onstrution of the disriminating variable in the 2Dlikelihood netThe variables hosen, in two lasses, for distinguishing the signal from the bakground,are listed below. The algorithm used for foring a 4-jet on�guration, is the Durham [12℄algorithm.� Event shape variables{ Trmin, the minimum number of traks in a jet in a fored 4-jet on�guration{ Emin, the minimum energy of a jet in a fored 4-jet on�guration{ �min, the minimum angle between two jets in a fored 4-jet on�guration{ H2, the seond Fox-Wolfram moment, normalized to H0{ H4, the fourth Fox-Wolfram moment, normalized to H0{ ML, the light jet mass [4, page 276℄{ Event thrust{ Y34, the y-ut transition value between 3 and 4 jets� B tagging variables{ B1, the most b-like value for a jet in a fored 4-jet on�guration{ B2, the seond most b-like value for a jet in a fored 4-jet on�guration{ B3, the third most b-like value for a jet in a fored 4-jet on�guration{ B4, the fourth most b-like value for a jet in a fored 4-jet on�guration{ BHA, the total event B tagging variable, de�ned as the sum of Bi; i = 1; : : : ; 411Due to the fat that the analysis method does not take all possible orrelations into aount, only theones between the two variables to be ombined into one in a ombination step, inluding variables thatare simple ombinations of other variables in the analysis might ontribute disriminating information.This has been seen to be the ase for the BHA variable.5
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Figure 3: The ombination of the 13 input variables in this analysisThe distributions of these variables for the simulated Monte Carlo bakground andsignal, together with the data, are shown in �gures 4 and 5; the distribution for the BHAvariable being omitted, sine this is simply the sum of the four other B tagging variables.The dependene of both the event shape and B tagging variables on the two parametersof the model (mA and tan �) is small in the parameter region of interest, with the highvalues of mA, i.e. values of mA approahing the beam energy, giving a signal most learlyseparated from the QCD bakground. In fat, table 2 shows that the obtained eÆieniesdepend only weakly on the parameter values, at least for relatively high values of mA.The signal used to onstrut the s+bb distributions is therefore hosen to be a mix of theMonte Carlo simulated signal for mA=80, 85, 90, 95 GeV/2 and tan �=2,20, in order toinrease the signal statistis. As seen from �gure 1, the variation of mh folows losely theone of mA within this parameter range. At tan �=20, the two masses are lose to equal,whereas at tan �=2, mh inreases slower than mA.The variables and lasses are ombined to form the �nal disriminating variable a-ording to the repeated 2D likelihood method as shown in �gure 3. Due to the risk ofovertraining, the Monte Carlo simulated signal and bakground samples were initiallydivided into two equally large sub-samples, with the s+bb distributions for the repeated 2Dlikelihood net being built up on one half, and the analysis performed on both, in order to6
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4-jet seletion level Final ut levelChannel EÆieny Events EÆieny Events(%) (%)qq () 3.74 � 0.12 752 � 24 (3.62 � 0.18)�10�2 7.25 � 0.37qqqq; qql�; l�l� 40.32 � 0.44 1710 � 21 (17.47 � 0.52)�10�2 7.41 � 0.22llqq; l = � or � 15.47 � 0.21 12.99 � 0.19 (16.5 � 1.5)�10�2 0.139 � 0.013Total bakground | 2475 � 32 | 14.80 � 0.43Data | 2440 | 15Signal, tan �=280 89.7 � 1.2 8.56 � 0.12 60.0 � 1.3 5.73 � 0.13mA 85 91.4 � 1.1 6.59 � 0.09 60.3 � 1.3 4.35 � 0.10(GeV/2) 90 92.9 � 1.1 4.90 � 0.07 60.5 � 1.3 3.19 � 0.0795 93.6 � 1.1 3.45 � 0.05 60.0 � 1.3 2.21 � 0.05Signal, tan �=2080 94.1 � 1.1 15.82 � 0.21 61.7 � 1.3 10.37 � 0.23mA 85 94.5 � 1.1 10.07 � 0.13 62.3 � 1.3 6.63 � 0.15(GeV/2) 90 94.2 � 1.1 5.20 � 0.07 62.2 � 1.3 3.44 � 0.0895 92.1 � 1.1 1.67 � 0.03 60.4 � 1.3 1.09 � 0.03Table 2: The 4-jet and �nal ut seletion eÆienies and number of events for the di�erentMonte Carlo simulated bakgrounds and signals, together with the data. The numbersare a sum over the four entre-of-mass energies, the eÆienies being weighted with theluminosity for eah entre-of-mass point.see the di�erene in the two samples. The result is presented in �gure 6. The di�ereneis seen to be small, with the only evidene of overtraining appearing at extremely highpurity for the signal, and orrespondingly low level of bakground. For this reason, and inorder to minimize the statistial error and inrease the auray, the method adopted wasto do both the initial build-up of the distributions and the analysis on the entire MonteCarlo samples. An absolute systemati error in the signal eÆieny of 1.5 %, whih isa value that the di�erene band in �gure 6 is seen to stay within for all but the highestpurity region, was inluded.The distribution of the �nal variable is shown in �gure 7 for the di�erent Monte Carlosimulated bakgrounds and signal, together with the data. Cuts at di�erent values forthis variable give orresponding levels of bakground and eÆieny, thus generating aurve of bakground level vs. eÆieny; this is shown in �gure 8 for a standard hoieof mA and tan�. The �gure shows good agreement between the observed data and theexpeted bakground, the two lying within one standard deviation of eah other in allregions exept for a small area around an eÆieny of 60 %.A Higgs boson mass estimator for eah event is needed in order to distinguish betweendi�erent signal hypothesis. This is onstruted by foring a 4-jet on�guration, and thenperforming a 4C �t, the onstraints being onservation of energy and momentum in theevent. The jet pairing is hosen by looking at the di�erene in the invariant mass of thetwo dijet objets, and hoosing the pairing with the smallest di�erene. This is a naturalhoie for signal hypothesis at large values of tan �, sine the masses of A0 and h0 arelose to equal in this area. At lower values of tan �, the mass di�erene between A0 and7
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h0 starts to inrease, but is still suÆiently small that the hoie of pairing is reasonable.The mass estimator is now hosen as the sum of the invariant masses of the two dijetobjets. The �nal disriminating variable is then used, together with this Higgs massestimator, as the 2D input to the �nal statistial analysis. The distributions are shownin �gure 9.In order to show the most signal-like region of the analysis, a ut in the �nal disrimi-nating variable at a value of 0.35 was performed, leaving the number of bakground andsignal events ited in the right half of table 2. The distribution of the sum of the dijetmasses of events above this ut in the disriminating variable, together with the expetedbakground and signal, is shown in �gure 10.4 ResultsThe extration of the 95 % CL lower limits on the di�erent Higgs mass hypotheses isdone using the ALRMC [2℄ program, and the resulting signal on�dene level urves areshown in �gure 11. These are ompared to the ones derived using the standard DELPHIanalysis in the 4b hannel, and the expeted results in the mA= tan � plane are seen tobe very similar, with the di�erene in the exluded mass ranges between the two analysesbeing at most a few hundred MeV in the entire mA= tan � plane shown in �gure 11.The resulting observed 95 % CL lower limits for the two tan � ases an be seen from�gure 11 to be 75.9 GeV/2 for tan �=2, and 86.1 GeV/2 for tan �=20. The expetedvalues are 80.9 GeV/2 for tan �=2, and 85.2 GeV/2 for tan �=20. Also, the on�denelimits are seen to be approximately onstant in a range from tan �=5 to 20, and the limitin the middle of that range, at tan �=10, is therefore taken to be the value at whih theomparison with the standard DELPHI analysis is made. The analysis presented in thisnote yields an expeted limit at 85.2 GeV/2, whereas the observed limit is at 86.1 GeV/2.The expeted limit for the standard DELPHI analysis is 85.3 GeV/2, whih is 0.1 GeV/2above the results from the analysis presented in this note. The observed result for thestandard DELPHI analysis is seen to lie somewhat below this, at 82.6 GeV/2.5 ConlusionIn this note, a repeated 2D likelihood analysis method has been presented, and appliedto the searh for the hA ! 4b topology with data from the LEP running of 1999. Noevidene of an MSSM signal was found, and the resulting 95 % CL lower limits on themass of the pseudo-salar A0 was found to be 75.9 GeV/2 for tan �=2, and 86.1 GeV/2for tan�=20.Referenes[1℄ J. F. Gunion, H. E. Haber, G. L. Kane, S. Dawson The Higgs Hunter's Guide,Addison-Wesley, (1990).G. Altarelli, T. Sj�ostrand and F. Zwirner Cern Yellow Reports: Physis at LEP2,CERN96-01 (1996). 8
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[2℄ A. L. Read Optimal Statistial Analysis of Searh Results based on the LikelihoodRatio and its Appliation to the Searh for the MSSM Higgs Boson at ps = 161 and172 GeV, DELPHI 97-158 PHYS 737 (1997).[3℄ B. Shorr Spline estimation of Distributions and Density Funtions Tehnial ReportDD/75/13, CERN (1975)[4℄ T. Sj�ostrand , Comp. Phys. Comm. 39 (1986) 347Pythia 5.7 and Jetset 7.4, Physis and Manual, CERN-TH 7112/93 (1993)[5℄ F. A. Berends, R. Kleiss, R. Pittan, Nul. Phys. B426 (1994) 344; Nul. Phys. (Pro.Suppl.) 37B (1994) 163-168.[6℄ P. Janot in CERN Report 96-01, Vol. 2, 309. Comp. Phys. Comm. 39 (1986) 347.[7℄ P. Roudeau Subroutine boostm /afs/ern.h/delphi/tasks/lep200/searhes/team/boostm.ar[8℄ P. Lutz DELPHI TEAM C standard trak seletion,http://delphiwww.ern.h/~pubxx/delwww/tasks/lep200/searhes/team/www/team_dq_partile_seletion.html[9℄ P. Lutz DELPHI TEAM C 4-jet seletion,http://delphiwww.ern.h/~pubxx/delwww/tasks/lep200/searhes/team/www/news/4jsel_proposal97.html[10℄ P. Lutz Preseletion performanes for proessing D2,http://delphiwww.ern.h/~lutzp/delwww/presel/presel_189D.html[11℄ P. Abreu, D. Fassouliotis, A. Grefrath, R. P. Henriques, L. Vitale SPRIME A Pakagefor Estimating the E�etive ps0 Center of Mass Energy in qq Events, DELPHI 96-124 PHYS 632 (1996).[12℄ S. Catani, Yu. L. Dokshitzer, M. Olsson, G. Turnoh, B. R. Webber, Phys. Lett B269(1991), 432
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Figure 4: The �rst six input variables for the 2D likelihood net. The hA signal refers tothe mA=85 GeV/2, tan �=20 Monte Carlo simulated signal sample. The signal has beensaled up by a fator of 100 where indiated.10
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Figure 5: The last six input variables for the 2D likelihood net. The hA signal refers tothe mA=85 GeV/2, tan �=20 Monte Carlo simulated signal sample. The signal has beensaled up by a fator of 100 where indiated.11
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Figure 6: Figure showing the di�erene between the analysis result on the trained vs theuntrained sample. a) shows the eÆieny vs the logarithm of the total bakground forthe two ases (trained and untrained), whereas b) shows the di�erene (untrained minustrained). In both ases the error band indiates the statistial error in the Monte Carlosimulated signal and bakground samples, as well as the systematis in the ross-setions,luminosities and bakground Monte Carlo simulated samples. The signal sample used isthe sum of the Monte Carlo simulated signal samples for mA=75, 80, 85, 90 GeV/2 andtan �=2,20.
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Figure 7: Figure showing the variables in the �nal step. On top, the inputs to the �nalvariable (the �nal event shape and the �nal B tagging variables) are shown, whereas the�nal disriminating variable is shown in the bottom plot. The signal sample used is theMonte Carlo simulated signal for mA=85 GeV/2, tan �=20.13
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Figure 8: Figure showing the bakground level vs. the 4b eÆieny for the di�erent MonteCarlo simulated bakground samples, together with the data. The plot is made by addingthe bakground levels for all four entre-of-mass points with a ut in the �nal variable(not neessarilly at exatly the same value for all four entre-of-mass points) giving thesame signal eÆieny for all entre-of-mass points. The error bands inlude systematierrors. The signal sample used is the Monte Carlo simulated signal for mA=85 GeV/2,tan �=20.
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Figure 9: Figure showing the �nal variable vs the sum of the dijet masses. The signalsample used is the Monte Carlo simulated signal for mA=85 GeV/2, tan �=20.
15
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Figure 10: Figure showing the sum of the dijet masses after a ut in the �nal variableat a value of 0.35. The signal sample used is the Monte Carlo simulated signal formA=85 GeV/2, tan�=20.
16
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Figure 11: Figure showing di�erent signal on�dene levels and limits. On the top left isshown the expeted and observed signal on�dene levels for the tan �=2 ase, whereasthe same for the tan �=20 ase is shown on the top right. The exlusion urve in themA= tan � plane, i.e. the points where the signal on�dene reahes the value of 0.05, isshown on the bottom. The exluded regions lie to the left of the urves.17
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Appendix C
Contribution to the LakeLouise Winter Institute 2001,\Fundamental Interations"Conferene
This appendix inludes the abstrat from a talk on the Higgs searhes inDELPHI in the year 2000, given by the author. The abstrat is to be in-luded in the 2001 proeedings from the onferene, to be published by WorldSienti�.
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HIGGS SEARCHES WITH THE DELPHI DETECTORJ�RGEN HANSENDepartment of Physis, University of Oslo, P.O. Box 1048 Blindern,0316 Oslo, NorwayE-mail: jorgen.hansen�fys.uio.noPreliminary results for the searh for the Higgs boson(s) are presented in the frame-work of the Standard Model (SM) and the Minimal Supersymmetri StandardModel (MSSM). The results from the year 2000 running are presented, and showno sign of a Higgs signal. Lower limits on the Higgs boson mass(es) are obtainedusing the data from the entire LEP-II running period (presented in full in refer-ene 1), whih in a few ases are updates of what was shown at the onferene.1 IntrodutionIn the Standard Model, a single omplex salar Higgs doublet is suÆient inorder to aomodate the Eletroweak symmetry breaking and the assignmentof fermioni masses. After the Higgs mehanism has absorbed three of thefour parameters of the omplex �eld, a single free parameter, the Higgs bosonmass mH0 , remains. The tree level prodution of the SM Higgs boson is atLEP-II the s-hannel Z0 exhange Higgs strahlung proess e+e�!H0Z0.In a two doublet Higgs model, whih is needed for a supersymmetritheory, �ve Higgs bosons remain: two neutral salars h0 and H0(by de�nition,mh0<mH0 ), one neutral pseudosalar A0 and a harged partile/anti-partilepair H+H�. In addition to the Higgs strahlung proess, Higgs bosons annow be produed through s-hannel Z0 exhange Higgs pair prodution, eitheras a pair of harged Higgs bosons e+e�!H+H�, or as a pair of neutrals, oneof whih must be the A0, e+e�!h0A0 or H0A0.During the running of LEP in the year 2000, DELPHI has olleted a totalof 224.3 pb�1 at an eÆieny of 95.4%, distributed at entre-of-mass energiesranging from 200 GeV to 209 GeV. Details of the simulation of bakground,and an overview of the DELPHI detetor in the year 2000, an be found inthe �rst paper listed in this referene 1.2 The SM searh2.1 The leptoni hannelsThe leptoni hannels, where the Z0 deays to a pair of leptons (e, � or � ) andthe H0 deays to a bb quark pair, eah make up about 2.5% of the total deayabstrat_lakelouise: submitted to World Sienti� on May 8, 2001 1
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width of the H0Z0 hannel (for a Higgs signal of around mh0=115 GeV/2).The H0e+e� and H0�+�� hannels are both sequential ut analyses usingthe b-tagging (i.e. the sum of the b-tag for the two hadroni jets) as the �naldisriminant variable, and the Higgs mass estimator being the invariant dijetmass of the two hadroni jets after a 5C �t, imposing energy and momentumonservation, and in addition foring the invariant mass of the e+e� or �+��system to the mass of the Z0.The �+��qq analysis overs three di�erent hannels, two in the SM H0Z0(either the Z0 going to a qq quark pair and the H0 deaying into �+��, or theZ0 deaying into �+�� and the H0 going to a bb quark pair) and one in theMSSM h0A0 (as the analysis has no way of distinguishing the h0 from the A0,the signal onsists of a bb quark pair reoiling against a �+�� system). In allthree ases, the analysis starts with a searh for � andidates in one- or three-prong deays. After resaling the energies and masses of the � jets, imposingenergy and momentum onservation to give a better estimate of the massesof both di-jets (�+�� and qq), the �nal disriminant variable is built fromthese resaling fators and the b-tag information. The Higgs mass estimatoris onstruted by alulating the sum of the invariant masses of the �+�� andthe qq system, and in the two SM hannels subtrating the nominal mass ofthe Z0.2.2 The neutrino hannelThe neutrino hannel, where Z0!�� and H0!bb, makes up about 15% ofthe total deay width of the H0Z0 hannel. The analysis onsists of a seriesof stringent uts 2 before a �nal disriminant variable is onstruted, takingb-tagging information and various event shape arateristis into aount.The Higgs mass estimator is alulated as the visible mass after a 1C �t isperformed, the onstraint being that the invisible reoil system is an on-shellZ0 boson.2.3 The hadroni four-jet hannelThe hadroni four-jet hannel, where Z0!qq and H0!bb (about 52% of theH0Z0 �nal states) starts with a ommon four-jet preseletion 3 and foresthe event into a four-jet topology using the DURHAM algorithm. The �naldisriminant variable is de�ned as the output of an arti�ial neural networkombining 13 variables: the global b-tag of the event, four variables whihtest the ompatibility of the event kinematis with the hypotheses of W+W�and Z0Z0 prodution to either four or �ve jets, and eight variables intendedto distinguish the qq() bakground from the true four-jet signal.abstrat_lakelouise: submitted to World Sienti� on May 8, 2001 2
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Table 1. Expeted bakground and signal together with the observed data for the di�erentSM Higgs boson hannels at two di�erent ut levels of the �nal disriminant variable of theanalyses. The signal eÆieny quoted orresponds to a signal of mH0=114 GeV/2.Channel Data Bakground qq() 4-fermion Other Signal E�.Candidates seletion levelH0e+e� 7 11.6 0.5 10.4 0.7 57%H0�+�� 7 10.6 0.2 10.4 | 67%�+��qq 5 6.0 0.4 5.6 | 22%H0�� 90 99.7 50.4 49.3 | 60%H0qq 398 423.7 154.9 268.8 | 79%Tight seletionH0e+e� 1 3.5 0.1 3.2 0.2 49%H0�+�� 2 3.6 0.1 3.5 | 56%�+��qq 2 4.1 0.1 4.0 | 19%H0�� 3 4.9 1.4 3.5 | 30%H0qq 8 7.4 2.8 4.6 | 36%Total 16 23.5 4.5 18.8 0.2 27%The Higgs mass estimator is determined from the likelihood pairing fun-tion,Pj1b �Pj2b ���1� RZb � RZ � � Pj3q � Pj4q + RZb � Pj3b � Pj4b + RZ � Pj3 � Pj4 ��P 5Cj3;j4whih is alulated for eah of the six possibilities to ombine the jets j1, j2,j3 and j4. Pjib , Pji , Pjiq are the probability densities of getting the observedb-tagging value for the jet ji when originating from b,  or light (u, d or s)quarks, respetively, RZb and RZ are the hadroni branhing frations of theZ0 into b or  quarks, respetively, and P 5Cj3;j4 is the probability orrespondingto the kinematial 5C-�t with the jets j3 and j4 assigned to the Z0. Thepairing whih minimizes this funtion is now hosen, and the Higgs massestimator is set to the invariant mass of the jet pair j1; j2.2.4 Results and limits for the SM searhThe agreement between data and expeted bakground at di�erent ut levelsfor the di�erent SM Higgs searh hannels is shown in table 1. The plot ofthe Higgs mass estimator at the tight seletion level for the sum of the SMHiggs searh hannels is shown in �gure 1.abstrat_lakelouise: submitted to World Sienti� on May 8, 2001 3
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Appendix D
Statistial errors for MonteCarlo samples
When estimating the number of expeted events for a signal or bakgroundhannel, the number of expeted events for hannel i is found by the equationNi = �iLi�i (D.1)where �i is the eÆieny of the hannel, Li is the luminosity and �i is theross setion of the hannel. If there are more hannels whih are to besummed together, the total number of events is now given by

Ntot = niXi=1 Ni = niXi=1 �iLi�i: (D.2)
The goal is now to express equation D.2 in terms of total quantities insteadof summations, and to �nd the total error in these quantities. Two typialases, both appliable to the situation in the analysis presented in this work,will be onsidered, and are treated in the following two setions. In bothases, the relation for the total variane of a funtion f(x1; x2; : : : xn),
Var(f) = Pni=1 � �f�xi�2Var(xi) + 2Pni<j � �f�xi�� �f�xj�Cov(xi; xj)= Pni=1Pnj=1 � �f�xi�� �f�xj�Cov(xi; xj) (D.3)

will be used extensively. In the speial ase that f(x1; x2; : : : xn) is a simplemultipliative funtion of the powers of the variables (whih is the ase for ourappliation of this relation), f(x1; x2; : : : xn) = xp11 xp22 : : : xpnn , the relation D.3222



simpli�es toVar(f)f2 = nXi=1 p2i Var(xi)x2i + 2 nXi<j pipjCov(xi; xj)xixj = nXi=1 nXj=1 pipjCov(xi; xj)xixj :(D.4)For literature regarding the fundamental relations of variane and other sta-tistial onepts, see for instane [94℄.In what follows, it is assumed that variables of di�erent types are unor-related, i.e. Cov(�i;Lj) = Cov(Li; �j) = Cov(�i; �j) = 0: (D.5)
D.1 Sum over hannels of di�erent entre-of-mass energy pointsIn this ase, the total number of events Ntot of equation D.2 is the result ofa summation over (in general) both di�erent hannels and di�erent entre-of-mass energy points. Thus, equation D.2 an be expressed as

Ntot = niXi=1 Ni = niXi=1 �iLi�i def= �totLtot�tot (D.6)
This equation does not uniquely de�ne the total quantities �tot, Ltot and �tot,whih neessitates further assumptions. The luminosity Li is usually onsid-ered an additive quantity,1 and the total eÆieny �tot should be on�ned tovalues between zero and one. These onsiderations make the hoie
Ltot = nXi=1 Li; �tot = Pni=1Li�iPni=1Li def= ALtot ; �tot = Pni=1Li�i�iPni=1Li�i = NtotA (D.7)

a natural, albeit not the only, one.By using the assumptions in D.5, together with equation D.4 (keepingin mind that the ovariane of a variable with itself is simply the variane,1This is the ase for luminosities at di�erent entre-of-mass energy points, whereas theluminosity at hannels of the same entre-of-mass energy point is a ommon fator, makingthe orrelation between these luminosities 100%. In order to have the total luminosity Ltotreet this, fators of 1nh and nh (where nhis the number of di�erent hannels withinthe same entre-of-mass energy point) an be introdued into the de�nitions of the totalquantities Ltot and �tot, respetively. However, sine these fators are only multipliativeonstants, the basi mathematial relations between the total quantities are only modi�edby the same onstants. 223



Cov(x; x) = Var(x)), the variane of the di�erent total quantities (inludingthe intermediate variable A) is now:Var(A) = Pni;j=1Cov(Li�i;Lj�j)= Pni;j=1LiLjCov(�i; �j) + �i�jCov(Li;Lj)Var(Ltot) = Pni;j=1Cov(Li;Lj)
Var(�tot) = � ALtot�2 �Var(A)A2 + Var(Ltot)L2tot � 2Cov(A;Ltot)ALtot �

= � 1Ltot�4Pni;j=1 fL2tot [LiLjCov(�i; �j)+�i�jCov(Li;Lj)℄ + (A2 � 2ALtot�i) Cov(Li;Lj)g
Var(�tot) = �NtotA �2 �Var(Ntot)N2tot + Var(A)A2 � 2Cov(Ntot;A)NtotA �

= � 1A�4Pni;j=1 fA2 [�i�j�i�jCov(Li;Lj)+�i�jLiLjCov(�i; �j) + LiLj�i�jCov(�i; �j)℄+ (N2tot � 2ANtot�i) [LiLjCov(�i; �j) + �i�jCov(Li;Lj)℄gVar(Ntot) = Pni;j=1 f�i�jLiLjCov(�i; �j) + LiLj�i�jCov(�i; �j)+�i�j�i�jCov(Li;Lj)g (D.8)
D.2 Sum over hannels within one entre-of-mass energy pointIn this ase, whih in some sense is a speial version of the one treated in theprevious setion, the hannels are all assumed to be within the same entre-of-mass energy point. This means that the luminosity for eah hannel,Li, is a ommon fator, and the expression for the total number of events,equation D.2 takes the form

Ntot = niXi=1 Ni = niXi=1 �iLi�i = L niXi=1 �i�i def= �tot�totL (D.9)
where the hannels subsript is removed for the luminosity, L = Li, sinethis is, by assumption, equal for all hannels. Again, this equation does224



not uniquely de�ne the total quantities �tot and �tot, but the requirement ofon�ning the total eÆieny �tot to values between zero and one, makes thede�nitions �tot = nXi=1 �i; �tot = Pni=1 �i�iPni=1 �i def= B�tot (D.10)
a natural hoie.Making use of this de�nition, together with the general assumptions madein D.5, the variane of these quantities are now:Var(B) = Pni;j=1 f�i�jCov(�i; �j) + �i�jCov(�i; �j)gVar(�tot) = Pni;j=1 fCov(�i; �j)gVar(�tot) = � 1�tot�4Pni;j=1 f�2tot [�i�jCov(�i; �j) + �i�jCov(�i; �j)℄+(B2 � 2B�tot�i)Cov(�i; �j)gVar(Ntot) = Pni;j=1 f�i�jL2Cov(�i; �j) + L2�i�jCov(�i; �j)+�i�j�i�jVar(L)g (D.11)
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Appendix E
Error band for urves witherrors in both dimensions
When studying how di�erent uts and seletion riteria a�et di�erent partsof an analysis, one is frequently in the situation of looking at the evolutionof two quantities as a funtion of this ut or seletion riteria. This is oftenpresented as a urve; one of these quantities as a funtion of the other (forinstane, the expeted bakground as a funtion of signal eÆieny). How-ever, these two quantities often have errors assoiated to them, and the urveis therefore enlarged to a band. This appendix desribes how this band isextrated from the original urve, and the standard deviations in the twoquantities.Consider two variables x and y, y = f(x). The variables have standarddeviations �x and �y, respetively, whih are assumed to be unorrelated,but not neessarily onstant. The error ellipse around eah point (x0; y0) istherefore an ellipse obeying the equation�x� x0�x �2 +�y � y0�y �2 = 1 ) y = ��ys1��x� x0�x �2 + y0 (E.1)

For simpliity, onsider �rst the speial ase of the urve being a straightline, and the standard deviations �x and �y being onstants. In this ase, theerror ellipse will trae out a band around the urve y = f(x) aording tothe angle � of the line with the x-aksis, in suh a way that the ellipse alwaysstays within this band (see �gure E.1). The error band is now found bydetermining the point on the error ellipse where the derivative of the ellipsisfuntion (equation E.1) is equal to the slope of the tangent to the urve.Thus, if we look at the upper half of the ellipse, y > y0, the equation for the226
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Figure E.1: Figure showing the onstrution of error bands around the fun-tion y = f(x) in the ase of errors in both variables x and y. The errors areassumed unorrelated, and the funtion f(x) is assumed di�erentiable for allpoints of interest.
derivative is dydx = � �y(x� x0)�2xr1� �x�x0�x �2 = sin� def= a (E.2)
with the lower half of the ellipse having an additional minus sign. Thisequation has two solutions, depending on the sign of sin�, giving the points(x0; y0) as solutions to equation E.2:a < 0 ) x0 = �a�xp�2y+a2�2x + x0 ) y0 = �yp�2y+a2�2x + y0a > 0 ) x0 = a�xp�2y+a2�2x + x0 ) y0 = �yp�2y+a2�2x + y0: (E.3)
For the lower half y < y0, the only hange ompared to these results is anadditional minus sign, suh that in this ase, the points are given bya < 0 ) x0 = a�xp�2y+a2�2x + x0 ) y0 = ��yp�2y+a2�2x + y0a > 0 ) x0 = �a�xp�2y+a2�2x + x0 ) y0 = ��yp�2y+a2�2x + y0; (E.4)
so that the point (x0; y0) is simply reeted through the point (x0; y0), as onewould expet from �gure E.1. For this reason, only the upper half y > y0will be onsidered from this point. 227



When onsidering the general ase of non-onstant standard deviations�x and �y, the expression for the derivative dydx takes a more omplex formthan the simple relation found in equation E.2:
dydx =s1��x� x0�x �28>><>>:d�ydx � �y(x� x0)�x�1� �x�x0�x �2�

� 1�x � d�xdx (x� x0)�
9>>=>>;(E.5)The fator in square brakets redues to 1�x when assuming onstant stan-dard deviations (i.e. d�ydx = d�xdx = 0, reduing equation E.5 to E.2), and anbe onsidered a perturbation of this value. In order to estimate how thisfator behaves, assume that it is a perturbation of the original value, that is

1�x � d�xdx (x� x0) = 1�x (1� �) ) d�xdx = ��x(x� x0) : (E.6)
This is a simple di�erential equation for �x, whih has the solution

�x =p2� ln(jx� x0j) + C; (E.7)
where the fator C is an arbitrary onstant of integration. In other words,if �x hanges no faster with the variable x than the funtion given in equa-tion E.7, the orretion to the fator in square brakets in equation E.5hanges less than a fator (1� �).In order to takle the total fator in braes in equation E.5, the assump-tion is made that �x onforms to the requirements mentioned in order toensure that the term in the square brakets remains lose to the originalvalue, that is
d�ydx � �y(x� x0)�x�1� �x�x0�x �2�

� 1�x � d�xdx (x� x0)� = d�ydx � �y(x� x0)(1� �)�2x�1� �x�x0�x �2� :(E.8)The fator �x is now onsidered a onstant, under the assumption that theinlusion of the derivative d�xdx only hanges the expression by a fator (1� �).Thus, if we now onsider the right-hand side of equation E.8 as a perturbationof the original value E.2, the orresponding equation to E.6 (with the fator228



�0 instead of �) for the total fator in braes is nowd�ydx � �y(x� x0)(1� �)�2x�1� �x�x0�x �2� = �y(x� x0)(1� �)(1� �0)�2x�1� �x�x0�x �2� )
d�ydx = (1� �)�0�y�2x (x� x0)�1� �x�x0�x �2� � �0�y�2x (x� x0)�1� �x�x0�x �2� (E.9)

when only keeping the �rst-order terms in � and �0. This is again a simpledi�erential equation for �y, with the solution
�y = C 0 1��x� x0�x �2!� �02 : (E.10)

This means, again, that as long as �y hanges less rapidly than the funtiongiven in E.10, the hange with respet to E.2 is less than the fator (1� �0).Under these assumptions about the hange of the standard deviations �xand �y, the points (x0; y0) given in equations E.3 and E.4 are orret to withinan auray of (1� �)(1� �0).
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Appendix F
Desription of polynomialsplines
In the 1-dimensional ase, a polynomial spline is de�ned by the followingparameters and oeÆients [78, page 149℄:k Degree (order-1) of the B-spline (0 � k � 25).m Number of spline-knots (m � 2k + 2 ).i Index of the B-spline(1 � i � m� k � 1).� Set of m spline-knots � = ft1; t2; : : : ; tmg, in non-dereasingorder, with multipliity � k+1, (i.e. no more than k+1 knotsoinide).[a; b℄ Interval, de�ned by a = tk+1; b = tm�k.Bi(x) Normalized B-spline of degree k over � with index i. The valueof Bi is identially zero outside the interval ti � x � ti+k+1,and the normalization of Bi(x) is suh thatZ +1�1 Bi(x)dx = ti+k+1 � tik + 1 (i = 1; : : : ;m� k � 1): (F.1)
s(x) Polynomial spline at x 2 [a; b℄ in B-spline representation

y = s(x) = m�k�1Xi=1 iBi(x): (F.2)
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When using this B-spline for approximating a data set fxl; ylgl=1;:::;n theoeÆients figi=1;:::;m�k�1 are determined by minimizing the funtion
�(1; : : : ; m�k�1) = nXl=1 (yl � s(xl))2 : (F.3)

This is easily generalized to the ase of 2-dimensional B-splines, where thenumber of the aforementioned parameters and oeÆients is doubled, withone set ating in eah spatial dimension. Thus, the new parameters andoeÆients introdued are kx, ky, mx, my, i, j, �x, �y, [ax; bx℄, [ay; by℄, Bi(x)and Bj(y), with the total B-spline given byBi;j(x; y) = Bi(x)Bj(y): (F.4)The polynomial spline is given by
z = s(x; y) = mx�kx�1Xi=1 my�ky�1Xj=1 i;jBi;j(x; y); (F.5)

and the funtion whih is minimized is now
�(1;1; : : : ; mx�kx�1;my�ky�1) = nxXlx=1

nyXly=1 �zlx;ly � s(xlx; yly)�2 ; (F.6)
where the data set is given by fxlx; yly ; zlx;lyglx=1;:::;nx;ly=1;:::;ny .1For the implementation of B-splines for the purpose of smoothing 2-dimensional histograms used in this work [79, page 132℄, the maximum degreeof the B-spline (kx and ky) is 3 in both spatial dimensions. For reasons ofsimpliity, and in order to keep the smoothing routine as exible and generalas possible, the hoie kx = ky = 3 was made. Also, the sets of spline knots�x and �y are pre-de�ned, in suh a way that, in the x-direton (y-diretion),the �rst kx+1 (ky+1) knots oinide with ax (ay), and the last kx+1 (ky+1)knots oinide with bx (by), leaving the remainingmx�2kx�2 (my�2ky�2)knots equidistantly distributed in the interval [ax; bx℄ ([ay; by℄).

1In the notation of the histogram bin ontent, this has the following orrespondene:xlx=x-value of bin (i; j), yly=y-value of bin (i; j), zlx;ly = Hi;j , the bin ontent of bin(i; j), with the sum in equation F.6 being over i and j instead of lx and ly.231
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